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Aquaculture is today one of the fastest growing food producing sectors in the world. Access to good and effective fish feed is a condition for optimised and sustainable aquaculture activity. In the aquaculture industry it is of utmost importance that the fish get feed of proper size and nutrition. The colour appearance of fish products is important for customers. Salmonid fish get their red colour from a natural pigment called astaxanthin. To ensure a similar red colour of fish in aquaculture astaxanthin is used as an additive coated on the feed pellets. Astaxanthin can either be of natural origin, or synthesised chemically. Common for both types is that they are relatively expensive in comparison to the other feed ingredients.

This thesis investigates multi-variate data collection for visual inspection and optimisation of industrial production in the fish feed industry. Quality parameters focused on here are: pellet size, type and concentration level of astaxanthin in pellet coating, as well as astaxanthin type detected in salmonid fish. Methods used are three different devices for multi- and hyper-spectral imaging, together with shape analysis and multi-variate statistical analysis.

The results of the work demonstrate a high potential of image analysis and spectral imaging for assessing the product quality of fish feed pellets, astaxanthin and fish meat. We show how image analysis can be used to inspect the pellet size, and how spectral imaging can be used to inspect the surface quality of biological materials. This technology and method can be a useful tool for optimising the industrial process, e.g. the utilisation of the expensive astaxanthin. The development of automatic quality inspection methods by machine vision can improve the industry’s position in the competition for high quality products and efficient processes.
Akvakultur er i dag en af de hurtigst voksende fødevare-producerende sektorer i verden. Adgang til godt og effektivt fiskefoder er en forudsætning for optimal og bæredygtig akvakultur aktivitet. I akvakulturindustrien er det af største vigtighed at fiskene får foder af passende størrelse og næringsindhold. Farven på fiskeprodukter er af stor betydning for kundernes valg. Laksefisk får deres røde farve fra det naturlige pigment astaxanthin. For at sikre en tilsvarende rød farve af fisk fra akvakultur anvendes astaxanthin inden for akvakultur som fodertilskætningsstof belagt på foderpillerne. Astaxanthin kan enten være af naturlig oprindelse eller produceret ved kemisk syntese. Fælles for begge typer er at de er relativt dyre sammenlignet med de øvrige bestanddele i fiskefoder.

Denne afhandling undersøger multivariat dataindsamling for visuel inspektion og optimering af industriel produktion i fiskefoderbranchen. Kvalitetsparametre fokuseret på her er: pellet størrelse, type og koncentration af astaxanthin i pellet coating, såvel som type af astaxanthin detekteret i laksefisk. Metodemæssigt anvendes tre forskellige kameraer til multi- og hyper-spektral billedhåndtering, sammen med form analyse og multivariat statistisk analyse.
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The work herein represents selected parts of the research work carried out in the Ph.D. time period. The project deals with different aspects of image analysis of multi-variate and spectral images using multi-variate statistics, with applications in the aquaculture industry. The thesis consists of a summary report and a collection of six research papers written during the period 2009–2012, and elsewhere published. The summary part gives background information and an overview of the contributions.
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Part I

Summation
Aquaculture is expanding rapidly throughout the world, today it is one of the fastest growing food producing sectors in the world. Aquaculture is where aquatic organisms such as fish, mussels and crustaceans are farmed, and it accounts for about half of the food fish in the world [115]. Access to good and effective fish feed is a condition for optimised and sustainable aquaculture activity. In the aquaculture industry it is of utmost importance that the fish get feed of proper size. The feed is usually in pellet form, where the pellets contain the nutrients that the fish need to grow and to stay healthy. The size of the pellets is adapted to the size of the fish so that the fish can grow as expected. It has been shown that the growth rate of fish is closely related to the pellet size of the feed [8, 136, 145]. Therefore, when producing feed pellets for aquaculture there is a need to control the size of the output product.

The colour appearance of fish products is important for customers [57, 108, 127]. Consumers associate increased level of red in salmonid fishes with superior quality, and colour is indeed the first quality parameter which they inspect. Today in the industry the colour of a salmonid fish fillet is measured by human inspection and compared to a standardised scale, which is both labour intensive and not necessarily accurate and robust.
Salmonid fish get their red colour from a naturally occurring carotenoid pigment called astaxanthin. Astaxanthin has a high antioxidant activity essential for reproduction, growth and survival, and important for the development of colour in salmonid fish [128]. The primary use of astaxanthin within aquaculture is as a feed additive to ensure that farmed salmon and trout have similar appearance to their wild counterparts [138]. For this purpose, the fish feed pellets are coated with fish oil with added astaxanthin. Astaxanthin is very expensive [9] and therefore optimising quantities used in the fish feed production is important.

Natural astaxanthin for use in aquaculture can be extracted from *Huematococcus pluvialis* algae, *Phaffia* yeast, or extracted from crustaceans such as prawns [4, 20, 70, 71, 103]. The natural solvent is oil.

The so-called synthetic version of astaxanthin is obtained from chemical industry and is usually obtained as cold water dispersible; dissolved in water. Synthetic astaxanthin is more easily available and costs slightly less than natural astaxanthin and is therefore used more often in industry. However, there is a demand for natural astaxanthin for the organic salmonid fish market where natural astaxanthin is mandatory by law.

In the industry many different pellet recipes are used depending on type and size of the fish. Also, the raw material ingredients of any one recipe may well vary depending on availability and price. Automatic and robust visual analysis is important for statistical production control. Furthermore, optimisation of astaxanthin is of great interest in the aquaculture feed pellet production.

In industrial fish feed production, the feed material is commonly extruded through a die plate with holes of a certain diameter which determines the diameter of the pellets. Different die plates with different dimensions of the holes are used for different pellet size. On the other side of the disk is a set of rotating knives that cut the material into shorter cylinder-shaped pellets. The length of the pellets is determined both by the velocity of the knives and the extrusion pressure inside the machine. Pellet extrusion is thus a multi-variate problem.

While the extruder machine is operating the temperature of the machine increase, and this may affect its physical properties and the product quality [10]. Also, with time the holes in the die plate get clogged with raw material. This clogging of holes results in an increase in pressure inside the extruder and thus an increase in the velocity of the feed material that passes through the holes. Since the rotating knives are not adjusted accordingly, the result is a drift in the pellet size. Hence, changes in pressure and temperature result in the problem that the pellet size changes over time during a batch production.

Today, pellet size monitoring is done by manual inspection in order to adjust
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The settings or restart the machine to regain balance in the production. This is both labor intensive and relies on experienced assessors. If automatic size measurement could indicate when the pellet size is outside the defined range, this information could be used to adjust machine settings such as the knife speed, screw speed, filling rate or other means of controlling the pellet expansion process, thereby controlling the pellet size and ensuring uniformity.

Quality inspection in food and feed production often consists of visual parameters and having non-invasive and fast measuring methods is of paramount importance. Automatic quality inspection is becoming more common and feasible to implement. Small differences in size or in surface characteristics can be hard to detect using only the naked human eye. Visual inspection using digital cameras has the advantage of being objective, precise and automatic.

An automatic vision system for on-line quality control would be of great benefit to the industry, both for process control and product optimisation.

1.2 Objectives

This thesis aims at investigating multi-variate data collection for visual inspection of industrial production with fish feed industry as case. An overview image can be seen in Figure 1.1. Quality parameters here focused on are pellet size, as well as both type and concentration level of astaxanthin, and also astaxanthin type detected in salmonid fish. An overview of the objectives is shown here:

- Investigate the possibility of on-line quality assurance of pellet size in relation to the extrusion of fish feed products.
- Investigate the possibility of at-line quality assurance of astaxanthin coating in the extrusion of fish feed products.
- Investigate the possibility of determining the astaxanthin type detected in salmonid fish meat.
- Use multi- or hyper-spectral imaging, and shape analysis together with methods for data analysis from recent developments in modern data-intensive statistical analysis.
Figure 1.1: Overview of the industrial quality inspection within aquaculture.
1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis consists of two parts. Part I introduces and summarises the work carried out during the Ph.D. program. Part II is comprised of the scientific publications. The main contributions of this thesis are concentrated around the included research papers. Since the scientific papers are published in a self-contained nature, some overlap occurs between the two parts.

Part I

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the motivation and intentions of the work presented in the thesis, as well as drawing parallels to related projects.

Chapter 2 introduces the concepts of statistical quality control, machine vision, colour, near infra-red spectrum, and spectral imaging.

Chapter 3 provides an introduction to multi-variate statistical methods for data analysis.

Chapter 4 provides a summary of the experimental work and results of part II and the main contributions of the thesis.

Chapter 5 contains a discussion of the contributions in relation to the objectives as well as future work. Finally, the chapter concludes the thesis with some closing remarks.

Part II

Paper A describes a method for using image analysis of a large amount of piled fish feed pellets in order to predict the average pellet size.

Paper B introduces the investigation of spectral imaging for inspection of astaxanthin coating on feed pellets. Both linear and non-linear discriminant analyses are used in order to classify pellets with or without astaxanthin coating.

Paper C addresses several aspects of spectral imaging for pellet coating inspection. The concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin coating was analysed by spectral imaging, also four different pellet recipes were used in order to see how stable the prediction is with respect to the underlying recipe. Furthermore, both natural and synthetic astaxanthin coating was used in order to see if it is possible to discriminate the types. Two different statistical methods were used for variable selection.
Paper D investigates the synthetic astaxanthin coating characteristics in the near infra-red parts of the spectrum, in order to predict the concentration level by hyper-spectral imaging. A filter design method is used in order to investigate which parts of the spectrum can be used for optical filters for the prediction.

Paper E presents a novel technique for capturing hyper-spectral images using diffused laser light, and is demonstrated for predicting synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration level. This was compared to a parallel study and sparse statistics was used for astaxanthin prediction.

Paper F describes the dependency between feed quality and fish quality; it was investigated if natural and synthetic astaxanthin give different fish meat colour. Spectral imaging and sparse statistics was used in order to differentiate between fish having been fed with natural and synthetic astaxanthin.

1.4 Abbreviations

All abbreviations of the form of acronyms and initialisms in this thesis are spelled out the first time used in Part I, and the first time used in each Paper Appendix in Part II, and will then be used consequently as abbreviations. Even if the phrase is only used once the abbreviation is denoted for the reader’s information. As a list of reference, they are all presented here for the reader’s convenience.
1.4 Abbreviations

ADC Analogue to Digital Converter
AOTF Acousto-Optical Tunable Filter
ASC Auto-Scale
BPF Band Pass Filter
CCD Charge-Coupled Device
CIE International Commission on Illumination
CL Centre Line
CMOS Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
CV Cross Validation
DTU Technical University of Denmark
DDS Direct Digital Synthesizer
EN Elastic Net
HPLC High Pressure Liquid Chromatography
IQR Interquartile Range
IR Infra-red
Laser Light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation
LASSO Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
LED Light Emitting Diode
LCL Lower Control Limit
LDA Linear Discriminant Analysis
LOOCV Leave One Out Cross Validation
LSL Lower Specification Limit
MCT Mercury Cadmium Telluride
MSC Multiplicative Scatter Correction
NIR Near Infra-Red
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
nm nanometre
OLS Ordinary Least Squares
OSH Optimal Separating Hyperplanes
PC Principal Component
PCA Principal Component Analysis
PCF Photonic Crystal Fibre
PLSR Partial Least Squares Regression
ppm parts per million
PRESS Prediction Residual Sum of Squares
PS Pattern Spectrum
QDA Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
RBF Radial Basis Function
RGB Red, Green, Blue
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
ROI Region of Interest
RPD Ratio between the standard error of Prediction and the standard Deviation
RR Ridge Regression
RSS Residual Sum of Squares
SD Standard Deviation
SEC Standard Error of Calibration
SEP Standard Error of Prediction
sRGB  Standard Red, Green, Blue
SLDA  Sparse Linear Discriminant Analysis
SLS   Subsurface Laser Scattering
SNV   Standard Normal Variate
SPC   Statistical Process Control
SQC   Statistical Quality Control
SVD   Singular Value Decomposition
SVM   Support Vector Machine
SWIR  Short Wave Infra-Red
TEM   Transverse Electromagnetic
TSS   Total Sum of Squares
UCL   Upper Control Limit
USL   Upper Specification Limit
UV    Ultra Violet
UVA   Ultra Violet A
This chapter gives an introduction to the area of using cameras for automatic industrial quality inspection, including a section on colour and spectral imaging.

2.1 Industrial Inspection

A manufacturer is interested in producing a controlled product. Irrespective of the care taken in defining the production procedure, the manufacturer realises that he cannot make all units of a given kind of product identical. This can be seen in the afore mentioned problem of drift of the size in pellet production. The application of statistical methods in mass production makes it possible to use raw materials, processes, and economics more efficiently [126].

Objective analysis of the variation in a process is usually called statistical process control (SPC), or statistical quality control (SQC). SPC deals with examination of specific parts of a process. The aim is to investigate which parts of the variation are dependent on controllable factors and which are merely due to chance.
An industrial production process can have more or less variation. Even though the process is calibrated to produce products with specific characteristics there is usually a bit of variation. There could be many reasons that the final products do not ultimately fulfil the specifications. For example if a drift occurs in the process the product characteristics might be too small in the beginning and too large by the end of the process.

It is desirable to monitor and control the process to make sure that it operates at its full potential. This information can be used in order to amend the production; correct for more mistakes and in that way increase the quality of the production.

A commonly used tool in SPC is the control chart, also known as Shewhart charts or process-behaviour charts [125]. The control chart is a very useful process monitoring technique, used to determine whether a manufacturing (or similar) process is in a state of statistical control. A typical control chart plots the averages of the measurements of a quality characteristic in samples taken from the process. The quality characteristic is plotted versus sample number or time. The chart typically has a centre line (CL) consisting of the mean, and along with upper and lower control limits (UCL, LCL) placed typically at three standard errors from the centre line. When unusual sources of variation are present, sample averages will plot outside the control limits. This is a signal that some investigation of the process should be made and actions to correct the process taken [100].

The quality parameter has a target value, along with an upper specification limit (USL) and a lower specification limit (LSL). An example chart of pellet length measurement with these limits indicated can be seen in Figure 2.1.

In the manufacturing process the quality control measurement can take place in different ways:

- Off-line is when a sample from the process is sent to a lab away from the production.
- At-line is when the measurement is made close to the production line and not in real-time.
- On-line is when the quality inspection is made in real-time on the production line, but in a forked inspection line or similar.
- In-line is when the inspection happens in real-time in the main production line, e.g. using a probe or similar.
A designed experiment is very helpful for discovering the key variables influencing the quality characteristics of interest in the process. It is a way of systematically varying the controllable input factors in the process and determining the effect this has on the output product parameters. The variability in the manufacturing process can then be reduced, and often significant improvements of the product quality can be made from using designed experiments.

Designed experiments are an off-line quality-control tool because they are often used during development and the early stages of manufacturing; they play an important role in reducing variability.

When the important variables that affect the process output have been identified, it is usually necessary to model the relationship between the influential input variables and the output quality characteristics. Statistical techniques useful in constructing such models include regression analysis and time series analysis. Regression analysis and other statistical techniques are explained in Chapter 3 Page 23.

Figure 2.1: Control chart of the measured pellet length, using the calliper data from batch D in Paper A. Specified product limits are marked by horizontal lines. Vertical lines indicate one standard deviation, and dotted lines indicate maximum and minimum values.
2.2 Machine Vision

Humans are more generic than computers in many cases when it comes to analysing visual information. Computers, on the other hand, are objective, quantised and automatic. Digital images can be used for many purposes and have the advantage of being objective and non-intrusive. Image-based automatic inspection is also known as machine vision, or sometimes as computer vision, and is used for process control, machine settings, robot guidance and similar tasks in industrial applications [14]. Machine vision is based on the analysis of images to extract information for controlling a manufacturing process.

The method of machine vision typically consists of image acquisition using cameras, lenses and lighting equipment suitable for the situation. The images are analysed using digital image processing to get information about what is going on in the process, and usually also to make decisions on how to proceed based on the extracted information.

The basic image processing methods used are for example threshold, object segmentation, and pattern recognition. The segmentation is done in order to find the region of interest (ROI) in the image. The decisions made from analysing the images can be made using statistical methods, such as those described in Section 3.

Machine vision has been used for measuring astaxanthin in the aquaculture industry [17, 27, 37] and the size of fish feed pellets [49].

2.3 Colour Theory

Coloured light has varying radiant energy depending on wavelength. Coloured surfaces transmit and reflect different amounts of the incidentary light at different wavelengths.

The spectral interaction between light and surfaces represents the basis for all representations of colour. The colour of an object is strongly dependent on its spectral reflectance.

As early as 1853 Grassmann stated that three independent variables are necessary and sufficient to psychophysically characterise a colour [59]. This theory states that the colour space is tridimensional, called tricolour. The restraint on the three primary stimuli is that they are colourimetrically independent, which
2.3 Colour Theory

means that none of the primaries can be colour-matched by a mixture of the two others.

In the human eye, there are three types of cone cells with different spectral sensitivities: short (S), medium (M), and long (L) cone types. The names of the cones are labelled according to the wavelength of their peak sensitivity in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum. The S cones have their peak in the blue range, the M cones have their peak in the green range, and the L cones have their peak in the orange and red regime. Albeit these peaks are approximate, the cones are sometimes referred to as red, green, and blue [150]. The visible spectrum constitutes the natural colours, which can be seen in Figure 2.4.

Many colour primaries exist, and the most well-known set of primaries for reproducing colour is red, green, and blue (normally referred to as RGB). An example of a standard RGB (sRGB) image can be seen in Figure 2.2 with its individual colour dimensions visualised in Figure 2.3.

Another set of colour primaries is the CIE (1976) $L^*, a^*, b^*$ (CIELAB) colour space which is perceptually uniform, specified by the International Commission on Illumination (CIE). $L^*$ closely matches the lightness perceived by human vision, while $a^*$ represents red and green, and $b^*$ represents yellow and blue.

Small differences in colour are hard to see by the naked human eye. In comparison, a camera can quantise the colour differences and statistical methods can be developed to note significant differences. Humans can also be trained to see subtle colour changes, however this can be difficult in some cases and can take several years to master.
2.3.1 Metamerism

When using three primary colours there are several different spectra that can give the same values for the primaries and thus appear as the same colour. Spectra with different spectral characteristics but resulting in the same tristimulus colour values are called metamers. Metameric colour stimuli are colour stimuli that have different spectral radiant power distributions but match in colour for a given observer [150]. Metamerism is also called colour aliasing in signal processing terms. Metamerism implies that two objects, which appear to have exactly the same colour, may have different colours under different lighting conditions.

The colour mismatch due to loss of metamerism when changing observer or lighting can be predicted numerically. Even though metamerism may cause some problems it is also the basis of the science of colour and the ability to reproduce colour images on paper and screen.

When reproducing images one could in theory make a spectral match or in practice a metameric match.

2.4 Near Infra-red

The photographic plate was invented in 1829 by Niepce and Daguerre and in the early 1880s it was noted that it had some near infra-red (NIR) sensitivity. In 1881 Abney and Festing recorded the spectra of organic liquids in the range 1 to 1.2 µm; 1000-1200 nm. This work represents the first serious NIR measurements and interpretations. Abney and Festing recognised both atomic grouping and the importance of the hydrogen bond in the NIR spectrum [22].

Not long after a spectrometer was constructed by W. W. Coblentz using a rock-salt prism and a sensitive thermopile connected to a mirror galvanometer. Around 1905 he produced a series of papers and recorded the spectra of several hundred compounds in the 1-15 µm wavelength region; 1000-15000 nm [33]. Coblentz discovered that no two compounds had the same spectrum, even when they had the same complement of elements; each compound had a unique "fingerprint". Later, Coblentz noticed certain patterns in the spectra; in this way many molecular groups were characterised and in this way a new tool for obtaining some structural information about compounds was established. Many chemical and organic components have a spectral peak in the infra-red (IR) range, with overtones in the NIR and visual frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Table 2.1: ISO 20473 specification of the spectral bands for optics and photonics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Short designation</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultraviolet, near UV</td>
<td>UV-A</td>
<td>315-380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible radiation, light</td>
<td>VIS</td>
<td>380-780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared radiation, near IR</td>
<td>IR-A, NIR</td>
<td>780-1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared radiation, near IR</td>
<td>IR-B, NIR</td>
<td>1400-3000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The electromagnetic spectrum has different application ranges, as can be seen in Figure 2.4, and is therefore divided into different ranges. However, depending on the field of application, different definitions of these ranges exist. According to the International Organisation for Standardisation in ISO 20473 the visible range is 380-780 nm, and the NIR range is 780-3000 nm, see Table 2.1. Light is the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum. The IR-B range is sometimes also referred to as short wave IR (SWIR). This standard notation is used in this thesis, except for the ultra-violet A (UV-A) region which is often specified with 315-400 nm (e.g. in ISO 21348).

Figure 2.4: The electromagnetic spectrum with the visual region visualised by colour and wavelength (nm). Graphics by Philip Ronan.

By the continuous nature of spectral data, adjacent spectral bands are correlated.

NIR spectroscopy is a widely used technique for measuring surface properties and chemical content. NIR absorption is commonly measured as an indication of chemical content, in comparison to the scattering taking place in materials.
which is indicative on the particle structure of the object. Also transmittance and reflectance can be measured using spectroscopy techniques. The spectral response of the NIR range is somewhat sensitive to temperature \[12\].

NIR spectroscopy has been used in the field of fish feed e.g. in a study using a spectroradiometer (325-1075 nm) for classification of four different fish feed pellet recipes \[159\], and for classification of feed material and feed pellets (1100-1690 nm) \[44\].

### 2.5 Spectral Imaging

By using multi-wavelength or multi-spectral image analysis it is possible to get more precise information about a surface material than the human eye is able to ascertain. The RGB system in normal cameras samples the visual light spectra in three bands: red, green and blue. Those are three broad bands of colour sampling and do not render high colour accuracy. Multi-spectral capturing devices samples the electromagnetic spectrum using a larger number of bands, and more narrow bands, leading to a higher spectral resolution and a more precise measurement of colour than the eye can see or RGB cameras can capture. With multi-spectral imaging, different spectra are distinguishable no matter if they are metameric or not.

Not only can spectral imaging measure the visual frequencies, it can also capture wavelengths that the human visual system cannot see, such as the ultra-violet (UV) and the NIR region. In comparison to spectroscopy, multi-spectral imaging includes both spectral information and spatial information simultaneously. A multi-spectral image is a data cube in the same way as an RGB image, but with more than three dimensions. In this way the information about the measured surface colour has been expanded and this light spectrum data can be used for statistical analysis of the surface chemistry.

Spectral imaging is called multi-spectral when using a small number of spectral bands, e.g. less than about 50, and hyper-spectral when using a large number of spectral bands (e.g. hundreds). Spectral imaging is the collective name for multi-spectral imaging, hyper-spectral imaging, imaging spectroscopy and similar methods.

There are different types of equipment for capturing multi- and hyper-spectral images based on a monochrome (grey-scale) camera, and they both capture the spectral bands sequentially.
2.5 Spectral Imaging

In parts of the UV, the entire visual and parts of the NIR range it is possible to use a silicon-based sensor such as a charged-couple device (CCD) or a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) as an image sensor. Both CCD and CMOS sensors are commonly used in commercial cameras, and if eventual spectral filters such as IR-filters are removed this type of cameras can be used for spectral imaging. Silicon-based sensors are not sensitive above about 1100 nm [14], therefore, in the NIR range e.g. a cooled, temperature stabilised mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector can be used.

One type of equipment uses optical filters in order to capture different parts of the spectrum, where each filter represents a spectral band. The optical filters are usually changed by using a filter wheel. A general broadband light source is used. This technique has the disadvantage that the filters introduce small geometrical differences between the captured spectral bands as the filters are not identical.

Another equipment type uses light-sources with different wavelengths instead of filters. This has the advantage that all spectral bands have the same optical properties, so each pixel has the same size and shape in all wavelengths.

A third type is a line-scan camera which samples one pixel-line of a specified range of the spectrum. This type of device is usually combined with a moving slider and broadband light sources to create spectral images [54]. A line-scan camera typically consists of an imaging spectrograph for a specified wavelength region, and a detector (sensor) such as CCD, CMOS or MCT.

Since an image sensor has varying sensitivity along the spectral range, and light sources have varying intensity along the spectra, there is a need for calibration of spectral images. Furthermore, the dark current in the camera sensor is sensitive to increased temperature [14]. Calibration is usually done by capturing images of standard black and standard white and calibrating the intensity of the spectral bands for successive images accordingly.

The visible part of a multi-spectral spectrum can be transformed to any colour space and be rendered under different illuminations. Multi-spectral images can be converted to tristimulus e.g. sRGB images, usually by reconstruction of the spectra [36, 107, 158], but it is not equivalent to taking the image using a regular RGB camera since some wavelengths in the spectral image might be missing and are just interpolated in the reconstruction. A normal RGB camera would capture all visible wavelengths but only quantised into three bands, while a multi-spectral device quantises them into multiple bands.

The image in Figure 2.2 was reconstructed to sRGB from a multi-spectral image, which also can be seen represented by its 20 spectral bands in Figures 2.5 and
2.6. In Figure 2.6 the different regions of different colours can readily be seen to differ spectrally, also in the NIR region.

Multi- and hyper-spectral image analysis has applications in many areas, for example archives [158], printing industry, colour inspection and sorting [14], forensic analysis, geology [53], pharmaceutical industry [31, 32, 54, 56, 61, 119, 120], and satellite imaging [53, 135]. Multi- and hyper-spectral imaging has shown good results in previous biological applications where it is of interest to detect subtle differences in colour and surface chemistry [19, 30, 31, 32, 37, 56, 62, 74, 80, 110, 133, 140, 149].

Production technologies such as multi- and hyper-spectral imaging systems for on-line quality control are of great benefit to the industry both in relation to process control and subsequent process optimization.

Figure 2.5: The multi-spectral original of the image in Figure 2.2 with the individual spectral bands visualised (using the jet colour map for intensity).
Figure 2.6: The multi-spectral original of the image in Figure 2.2 with the individual spectral bands (nm) and intensity in grey-scale.
As more advanced measurement techniques are developed there is also a corresponding need for using all measured variables in an understandable way. It is becoming easier to gather large amounts of data, but there is also a need to find the relevant structures in it. This chapter serves as a background on the statistical methods used for analysing images and other data in this thesis. The reader is assumed to have an understanding of the basic statistical terms.

### 3.1 Symbols

- $n$: Total number of samples
- $p$: Number of variables
- $i$: Group numbering
- $n_c$: Number of samples in a calibration set
- $n_v$: Number of variables in a validation set
- $X$: Matrix of gathered data of $n$ samples and $p$ variables
- $x$: Vector of one data sample from matrix $X$, with length $p$
- $y$: Vector of ground truth reference values, with length $n$
- $\hat{y}$: Vector of the predicted (estimated) value of $y$
- $\beta$: Model coefficients
3.1.1 Hotelling’s T²

Hotelling’s T² test can be used for multi-variate data in order to see if two group means are significantly different [43, 66]. Hotelling’s T² calculates the statistical significance of the group means’ difference.

The pooled covariance matrix is used, as calculated by Equation 3.1. For two sample groups, Hotelling’s T² is calculated by Equation 3.2 and the following test statistic by Equation 3.3. Large values of the test statistic Z means that the groups are significantly different, and is compared to the F-distribution.

\[
\Sigma = \frac{(n_1 - 1)\Sigma_1 + (n_2 - 1)\Sigma_2}{n_1 + n_2 - 2}.
\]

\[
T^2 = \frac{n_1 n_2}{n_1 + n_2} (\mu_1 - \mu_2)'(\Sigma^{-1})(\mu_1 - \mu_2).
\]

\[
Z = \frac{n_1 + n_2 - p - 1}{(n_1 + n_2 - 2)p} T^2.
\]

3.1.2 Wilk’s Λ

To discriminate between more than two groups it is desired that the within group variation is small compared to the between groups variation. Wilk’s Λ consists in principle of the ratio of the within group variation (W) and the total variation (T), i.e. the within group plus the between group variation, see Equation 3.4. A value of Wilk’s Λ which is close to zero indicates that the two groups are well separated.

\[
\Lambda = \frac{\det(W)}{\det(T)}.
\]
3.2 Pre-processing

Many statistical methods assume that the data matrix and the reference values are centred, i.e. that the arithmetic mean has been subtracted, see Equation 3.5.

\[ X_c = X - \mu . \] (3.5)

Standard normal variate (SNV) is commonly used as a pre-processing method for normalising spectral data or similar [13, 117]. SNV is performed by subtracting the mean for each sample, and normalising using the standard deviation (SD) of the sample spectrum, see Equation 3.6.

When operating on all samples using values derived from the samples themselves, as in both centring and SNV, the rank of the data matrix usually decreases with 1.

\[ X_{snv} = \frac{X - \mu}{\sigma} . \] (3.6)

Other common pre-processing methods are normalisation, multiplicative scatter correction (MSC), derivation, and the auto-scale (ASC) normalisation [117].

3.3 Calibration and Validation

Statistical models usually require training in order to build a prediction model. Therefore the data is divided into a training set and a test set. This should be done in a random like fashion to avoid getting different structures in the two sets. If one has many samples this is simply done by just randomly dividing the total data set into these two sets, but if only a few samples are available then different schemes for dividing into training and test can be used, e.g. cross validation or bootstrap as described below. The prediction model is first trained on the training set, and then the resulting model is used for prediction on unseen data in the test set. This is a way to see how the model generalises for different data. In comparison to the training prediction error, the test error is usually considered a more honest estimate of the prediction error.
Many statistical models also need calibration of one or several parameters. Therefore, one can further divide the data so that instead of the training and test set, one has a calibration set and a validation set. The calibration set is then usually further divided into a training and test set. The model is then trained and tested repeatedly for different sets of parameter values, and by choosing the parameter giving the best performance, e.g. lowest test error, and then choose the model resulting from using that parameter on the calibration set. Finally, this model is used for prediction on the validation set.

### 3.3.1 Cross Validation

Cross validation (CV) is a method for estimating prediction error. It can for example be used if there is not enough data to split it into training, test and validation sets. The most common variant of CV is the $k$-fold CV which divide the data into training and test set using every $k$:th sample as test, this is then repeated $k$ times and the prediction error estimates for each is combined. Typical choices of $k$ are 5, 7 or 10, and $k = n$ is called leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV).

LOOCV uses only one sample as test and this is repeated $n$ times so each sample is used as test only once. This is a computationally expensive method for larger data sets since it iterates $n$ times. An overview of the LOOCV scheme can be seen in Figure 3.1. For LOOCV the error rate is almost unbiased for the true (expected) prediction error, but in this case they could have high variance, since the training sets are so similar to each other [63]. LOOCV has the advantage of repeatable results since it, in contrast to many other CV methods, does not rely on random division of the data.

Repeatability can be assessed using CV by leaving out replicates or groups of samples [18].

### 3.3.2 Bootstrap

Bootstrap is the practice of estimating properties of an estimator by measuring those properties when sampling from an approximating distribution. The usual way of doing it is by constructing a number of re-samples of the observed data set, obtained by random sampling with replacement from the original data set. The key to the strategy is to create alternative versions of data that ”we might have seen”. This means that the generated training sets contain some amount of duplicates.
3.4 Discriminant Analysis

The basic concept of discriminant analysis is to classify data that consist of two or more groups.

The discriminant method trains and builds its model on the training set of $X$ and corresponding group labels in $y$. When the method is training it knows about the samples’ group belongings, also called a supervised method. In the next step the method validates this model on the test set of $X$ which hence consists of data unseen to the model and the group labels are unknown for the method. Finally the group labels are used to calculate the classification rate (or some other error rate) of the model.

A traditional strategy for classification is to find a threshold that separates two groups; a decision boundary. Usually this is based on a way of measuring the distance between the two groups, e.g. using Manhattan distance or Euclidean distance, see Equations 3.7 and 3.8.

$$D = |x_1| - |x_2|.$$ (3.7)

$$D = \sqrt{(x_1 - x_2)'(x_1 - x_2)}.$$ (3.8)

The Mahalanobis distance is based on the Euclidean distance, see Equation 3.9, also taking the variance and covariance into account. When using two variables ($p = 2$) then the decision boundary is a line, for three variables it is a plane, and for more than three variables the decision boundary is a hyperplane.
Some of the basic and widely used methods of classification are the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) [43, 46, 63]. LDA can be seen in Equation 3.10, and QDA is described by Equation 3.11. They are both based on the Mahalanobis distance and assume that the variables in each group are normally (Gaussian) distributed. LDA and QDA are based on a distance-to-the-group mean, weighted by the variance. No calibration is needed since they do not use any parameters.

LDA assumes that the groups’ covariance matrices are the same, which furnish a linear decision boundary. In practice, the groups’ covariance matrices can be pooled according to Equation 3.1 and used for LDA. On the contrary, for QDA the decision boundary is a quadratic function. An example of LDA and QDA can be seen in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.

Figure 3.2: Example of classification of two normally distributed groups (A,B) with two variables using LDA. The two groups have different mean and standard deviations, and the decision boundary is shown as a straight line.

$S_i$ is the discriminant score and for LDA it is the negative version of the squared distance between a sample $x$ and the mean $\mu_i$ of group $i$ plus a prior term. $\Sigma$ is the pooled covariance matrix of each group’s covariance $\Sigma_i$. The mean and the covariance matrices are calculated for the training data set, and then $S_i$ is calculated for each group $i$ for all samples in the test set used for classification. The prior distribution of each group is denoted $p_i$ and is commonly the ratio between the number of samples in the group and the total number of samples.

For each sample $x$ in the test set, its distance to the group mean $\mu_i$ is calculated.
Figure 3.3: Example of classification of two normally distributed groups (A,B) with two variables using QDA. The two groups have different mean and standard deviations, and the decision boundary is shown as a quadratic line.

The highest score is chosen, which is equivalent to the highest probability that the sample belongs to that specific group.

\[
D^2 = (x - \mu_i)'\Sigma^{-1}(x - \mu_i). \tag{3.9}
\]

\[
S_i = -\frac{1}{2}(x - \mu_i)'\Sigma^{-1}(x - \mu_i) + \ln p_i. \tag{3.10}
\]

\[
S_i = -\frac{1}{2} \ln(\det(\Sigma_i)) - \frac{1}{2}(x - \mu_i)'\Sigma_i^{-1}(x - \mu_i) + \ln p_i. \tag{3.11}
\]

Since the inverse of the covariance matrix \(\Sigma\) is used, this demands that the covariance matrix is invertible (nonsingular). This is usually the case if the number of observations is larger than the number of variables \((n > p)\). The problem at hand is then called well-posed.

Even if the data is not normally (Gaussian) distributed it turns out that LDA and QDA still performs well in many cases [63].
3.5 Support Vector Machine

The support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised learning technique for discriminant analysis based on the theory of optimal separating hyperplanes (OSH) \[63\]. While LDA and QDA are based on the distance between a sample and the group mean, SVM is based on the distance to the nearest training data points; the margin. SVM has the option of being non-linear by using a kernel \[34\].

The basic idea with SVM is to construct an optimal separating hyperplane for the two groups by mapping the data to a higher-dimensional space. This method uses a soft margin to handle the situation of two non-linearly separable groups, meaning that a certain amount of the training samples are allowed to fall on the wrong side of the separating hyperplane which is defined by the slack amount. This situation results in a convex optimisation problem which can be solved by standard methods using quadratic programming.

An ideal example can be seen in Figure 3.4. The vector \( \mathbf{w} \) is a normal vector perpendicular to the hyperplane, \( b \) is the bias, so the hyperplane is defined by a set of sample points \( \mathbf{x} \) satisfying \( \mathbf{w} \cdot \mathbf{x} - b = 0 \).

![Figure 3.4: Maximum separating hyperplane with margin. The data is linearly separated since no overlap occurs, and no slack amount is needed.](image)

SVM includes a kernel function, responsible for the transformation of the data into a higher-dimensional space. In this way the data is mapped from its orig-
Principal Component Analysis

Multivariate data, e.g. from images, can be analysed using principal component analysis (PCA) for exploratory purposes. PCA is an unsupervised method and the most optimal method with respect to maximising the variance [63] and has been commonly used for dimension reduction to deal with ill-posed problems. If the relation of interest contains large variation, then PCA is a good method
for analysing the data [53]. The data is usually mean centred, and sometimes normalised e.g. using SNV.

PCA is a linear orthogonal transform which means that the transformed data’s dimensions are independent (without any covariance/correlation) [113]. It is common to calculate PCA on the covariance matrix or the correlation matrix of the data. Next step is to find a linear transform of the data so that the covariance matrix becomes diagonal, i.e. to find the directions in which the data varies the most. This is usually solved by singular value decomposition (SVD) where the eigenvectors and their eigenvalues are calculated.

The eigenvectors forms the base of the transformed data and are called principal components (PC) (or sometimes latent variables). This is called a diagonalisation of the covariance matrix. The eigenvalues represents the variance along that component, and the first component represents the largest independent variance in the data. It should be noted that the components are formed by linear combinations of all variables in the data.

It is common to use PCA for reducing the dimensionality of data. Since the components are ordered by the amount of independent variance it is often assumed that most of the information can be kept using only the first couple of PCs. By this it is usually assumed that the PCs with the lowest amount of independent variance represent noise.

With these characteristics, PCA is usually used in order to investigate the relation of variables in data, as well as visualising data, or for compression.

### 3.7 Ordinary Least Squares Regression

Regression analysis consists of finding a relation between continuous reference values (y) and one or many data variables (X). Ordinary least squares (OLS) is a method for estimating a linear regression model, see Equation 3.15 where β is the model coefficients and ε is the offset. OLS calculates the regression model by minimising the sum of squared vertical distances between the observed data X and the estimated response \( \hat{y} \) [63]. In other words, this is minimising the residual sum of squares (RSS), see Equation 3.16.

\[
y = X\beta + \epsilon.
\]

\[
RSS = \sum_{n_e} (y - \hat{y})^2.
\]
RSS is commonly used as a measure for model selection, since it takes all values in the data into account (and not just an average).

The OLS prediction model consists of as many parameters as the data itself ($p$), hence one drawback with OLS is the interpretation of the model. With many variables it would be of interest to determine a subset of the variables that exhibit the strongest effect for prediction.

### 3.8 Partial Least Squares Regression

The partial least squares regression (PLS regression, or PLSR) method [63, 131] is commonly used for regression analysis. It finds a linear regression model by projecting both $X$ and $y$ to a new space. The PLSR algorithm tries to find the directions in the $X$ space that explains the maximum variance direction in the $y$ space. Therefore, PLSR is also known as projection to latent structures regression. PLSR is similar to PCA in that it maximises the variance for orthogonal components consisting of linear combinations of all variables, but since both $X$ and $y$ are projected it is a bilinear factor method. Since PLSR is not scale invariant, the data is usually mean centred or normalised.

The number of components (factors) $n_f$ tested in the calibration step is varied from 1 to a number less than or equal to $p$. The number of components to be used in the PLSR model can be decided using e.g. LOOCV on the calibration set, while minimising the CV prediction residual sum of squares (PRESS) [60], related to RSS, see Equation 3.17. Selecting the number of components can alternatively be done by minimising the CV mean of the RSS, see Equation 3.16, and to achieve a more parsimonious model the 'one standard error rule' [63] can be used for selection: The least number of components with RSS value inside the range of one standard error of the lowest value of RSS is selected.

$$PRESS_{n_f} = \sum_{n_c} (y - \hat{y}_{n_f})^2 . \quad (3.17)$$

Using $n_f$ components on the calibration data results by the PLSR algorithm in a prediction model consisting of the coefficients in $\beta$. The prediction model is then validated on the validation samples.

The coefficient of determination $R^2$ is a measure of how much variation is explained by the model and is calculated for the prediction of the validation set. $R^2$ is basically the ratio of RSS and the total sum of squares (TSS). The $R^2$ can
be calculated both for calibration and prediction, and the $R^2$ for prediction on the validation set can be seen in Equation 3.18.

$$R^2 = 1 - \frac{RSS}{TSS} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{n_v} (y - \hat{y})^2}{\sum_{n_v} (y - \frac{1}{n_v} \sum_{n_v} y)^2}.$$  (3.18)

The standard error of calibration (SEC) can be seen in Equation 3.19. Furthermore, the ratio of the standard error of prediction (RPD) can be calculated as a measure of how well the model predicts [147]. The RPD is the ratio between the standard error of prediction (SEP) and the standard deviation of the original data $y$ (the reference values), see Equations 3.20 and 3.21.

$$SEC = \sqrt{\frac{PRESS}{n_c - n_f - 1}}.$$  (3.19)

$$SEP = RMSEP = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n_v} \sum_{n_v} (y - \hat{y})^2}.$$  (3.20)

$$RPD = \frac{SD}{SEP}.$$  (3.21)

The SEP is equal to the root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP). The advantage with RMSE is that it gives the mean error of the prediction using the same units as the original data. An RPD value of 1.0 means that the model cannot predict accurately, since this means that the mean error is equal to the standard deviation of the reference values. An RPD value higher than 2.5 is considered satisfactory for screening, and values of 5–10 are adequate for quality control according to Williams and Sobering (1993) [147].

### 3.9 Variable Selection

Interpretation of data is becoming more interesting when the amount of collected data is getting larger. For large data sets a simpler model is preferred. A prediction model containing ten variables is more comprehensible than that with a hundred or a thousand variables. Statistical methods that selects out a set
of interesting variables out of all variables are usually called variable selection, sparse, basis pursuit, or parsimonious methods [41, 63].

When it is easy to capture a large number of variables one can end up in a situation where the number of variables is larger than the number of observations; an ill-posed problem, also called a large $p$ small $n$ problem ($p \gg n$). Traditionally, a common solution to ill-posed problems is to do a PCA and then keep $n$, or less, number of components which renders a well-posed problem suitable for further statistical analysis. Also PLSR can for some cases be used for ill-posed problems. Potential disadvantages with this approach are that these methods use linear combinations of all variables, and some variance in the data is lost when excluding components.

An alternative approach to ill-posed problems is the so-called sparse methods. Sparse methods do not use linear combinations of all variables. Instead they usually use regularisation to deal with the ill-posed problem and select only a few variables that are included in the model.

### 3.9.1 LDA Subsets

One method for evaluating important variables is LDA classification on subsets of variables, using subsets with a cardinality of 1 up to $p$. First, one variable at a time is tested, then all combinations of two variables and so on. The number of combinations for each subset size (cardinality) is equal to the binomial coefficient, using combinations without repetition. In this way it can be investigated which variables, and which combinations of variables, are important for the classification of the groups.

LDA using subsets of samples is combined with CV for training and testing the classification. This method is similar to best subset selection [63] and it can be compared to stepwise selection methods [63] or leaps and bounds [51], with the difference that subset LDA tests all possible combinations. However, LDA using subsets is time consuming for large number of samples, variables and subset size.

### 3.9.2 Elastic Net

The elastic net (EN) performs a variable selection while doing regression [160]. In contrast with PLSR and similar regression methods it does not use linear combinations of all variables, it uses only a few variables which are found important; non-zero coefficients. By this EN excludes variables that do not contribute to
the result and thus are potential noise. Since only a few variables are selected as is, the EN regression model is easy to interpret. Interpretability is one of the important characteristics of a statistical method.

The EN tends to select variables that are correlated with each other, which is suitable for spectral data with intrinsic correlation.

EN uses two model parameters. The first parameter $\lambda_1$ is a factor for an $L_1$ norm used for determining the number of non-zero coefficients; the number of selected variables (cardinality). The $L_1$ norm is related to the Manhattan distance in Equation 3.7, and the norm can be seen in Equation 3.22.

$$||x||_1 = \sum_{j=1}^{n} |x_j|.$$ (3.22)

The second parameter $\lambda_2$ is the factor of the Euclidean $L_2$ norm, see Equation 3.12. The $L_2$ norm is used for regularisation; dealing with an eventual ill-posed problem.

The EN regression model consists of the variable weights in $\beta^en$, see Equation 3.23.

$$\beta^en_j = \arg\min_{\beta_j} (||y - X\beta_j||_2^2 + \lambda_2||\beta_j||_2^2 + \lambda_1||\beta_j||_1).$$ (3.23)

The estimated coefficients in $\beta^en$ are then multiplied (scaled) by $(1 + \lambda_2)$ to get the final EN solution.

The data $X$ is normalised and the reference values $y$ are centred.

The two parameters can be selected by using CV or similar on the calibration set, in order to try all combinations of the two parameters. The optimal parameter set can in this way be chosen by minimising RSS on the calibration set. If more than one combination of number of variables and $\lambda_2$ is found to give the best calibration result, then the lowest number of variables and the highest value of $\lambda_2$ can be used; giving the least complex model.

EN is a combination of two earlier methods, the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [137] and ridge regression (RR) [65]. The LASSO uses the $L_1$ norm for variable selection and its solution can thus be obtained with EN by setting $\lambda_2$ to 0. RR uses the $L_2$ norm for regularisation, so EN is
combining these two nice properties of variable selection and regularisation into one method.

One of the advantages with the EN is that it tends to select groups of variables that are correlated. In comparison, the LASSO usually only selects one of them. However, the selecting of groups of variables implies that an appropriate number of non-zero coefficients are needed to include the relevant clusters.

The $L_1$ norm is sometimes referred to as the Manhattan distance or taxi cab geometry since its unity circle is a square, see Figure 3.5. It is commonly used for variable selection, and it might be abstract to understand but the exclusion of a variable happens when the solution touches a corner of the $L_1$ norm. Since the combination of $L_1$ and $L_2$ also has corners those are in charge of the variable selection, see Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5 shows the unity circles of $L_1$ and $L_2$ norms, as well as a combination of the two with power between 1 and 2, which has a unity circle in between.

In comparison to e.g. PLSR and similar methods, EN does not produce linear combinations of variables but selecting variables as is, which helps interpretation of the model.

![Figure 3.5: Unity circle using $L_1$ norm, $L_2$ norm, and the combination of $L_1$ and $L_2$ used in EN.](image)

### 3.9.3 Sparse Discriminant Analysis

SLDA is designed for ill-posed problems and uses a modified version of EN for variable selection [160].

The SLDA algorithm calculates sparse discriminant component(s) that gives the
best classification of the groups. The number of components is one less than the number of groups. The data is then projected onto these components and classified using a simple classifier such as a threshold or an LDA.

### 3.10 Filter Selection

When dealing with spectral data it is usually some specific regions of the spectra that are of importance for the analysis, so instead of selecting a number of variables one can try to select entire ranges. A method for designing optical filters is described here, and the method is aimed at selecting a number of ideal rectangle-shaped band pass filters (BPF) as described in Kobayashi et al. (2011) [76] and Nakauchi et al. (2012) [102]. The filter properties consists of the centre wavelength ($\lambda_c$) and the half-bandwidth ($w_h$).

The filter design method integrates all spectral bands in the current filter range in order to simulate an optical filter. It then uses OLS regression while iteratively trying to find optimal filter parameters by minimising root-mean-square error of cross-validation (RMSECV). The method chooses a centre wavelength and width for the BPF. When the first BPF is found it is fixed while choosing the second one, and so forth. Stepwise random selection is used, as described in point 1-9 in [76].

Since the algorithm uses random selection, many iterations is to be preferred. Also, it is desirable to limit the size of the filters, both in respect to how optical filters are constructed, and also to reduce the number of possible combinations of BPFs. The number of possible combinations of 3 BPFs is approximately $10^{12}$. 
Chapter 4

Experimental Work

This chapter gives an overview of the studies presented in the published contributions in Part II, with discussion and summary of the results.

Three main areas within aquaculture have been investigated: the size of fish feed pellets, astaxanthin coating on fish feed pellets, and astaxanthin presence in salmonid fish. All studies used images captured with the VideometerLab device [23]. In the pellet size study grey-scale images were acquired, while the other studies used multi-spectral images. Furthermore, hyper-spectral images of astaxanthin coating were captured using a Specim SWIR (NIR) line-scan camera with a MCT sensor, and the novel SuperK set-up with diffused laser light. The images were used together with additional measurements of quality parameters such as pellet size, chemical measurements of astaxanthin and surface colour. In some cases the knowledge of astaxanthin type was used as label parameters. An overview of the data sets can be seen in Table 4.1, together with an overview of the spectral imaging equipment used in Table 4.2.

The performance of the spectral imaging devices used in this thesis has been validated previously for similar surface chemistry applications. The Videometer-Lab has been successfully used in food applications [24, 25, 26, 29, 37, 39, 40, 58, 94, 118], medical applications [31, 32, 56, 119], and sand measurement [30, 62]. The Specim SWIR set-up has been validated for food applications [73, 74]. The novel SuperK set-up has not previously been used for full-field images, but it has
Table 4.1: All data sets used in this thesis with their range of spectral imaging (nm), reference data and corresponding Appendix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample type</th>
<th>Spectral range (nm)</th>
<th>Reference data</th>
<th>App.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pellets</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Diameter, length, time</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pellets</td>
<td>385-1050</td>
<td>Synthetic astaxanthin concentration</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pellets</td>
<td>385-1050</td>
<td>Synthetic astaxanthin concentration, astaxanthin type, pellet recipe</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pellets</td>
<td>385-1050, 970-2500</td>
<td>Synthetic astaxanthin concentration</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pellets</td>
<td>385-1050, 455-1015</td>
<td>Synthetic astaxanthin concentration</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>385-1050</td>
<td>Astaxanthin type, astaxanthin concentration, surface colour</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: The spectral imaging devices used in this thesis with their spectral range, number of spectral bands and image size in pixels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device name</th>
<th>Spectral range (nm)</th>
<th>Spectral bands</th>
<th>Image size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VideometerLab</td>
<td>385-1050</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1280×960[^1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specim SWIR</td>
<td>970-2500</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>320 (line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperK</td>
<td>455-1015</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>1600×1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^1] In Paper E a configuration of 1200×1200 was used.
been validated for measurements of diffuse reflectance, also known as sub-surface laser scattering (SLS), with dairy products as case [104].

Machine vision and spectral imaging has previously been used for biological applications where it is of interest to detect subtle differences in colour and surface chemistry. Vision systems are suitable for quality inspection in the food and feed industry since they provide non-destructive and non-contact testing, which is of paramount importance in this field. Spectral imaging has specifically been practised for quality assurance of food and feed products [14, 19, 50, 54, 68, 134], with food applications such as poultry [80, 110], fish fillets [37, 129, 132, 138, 149], beef [26, 73, 74], minced meat [25, 40], barley [7], maize kernels [78], vegetables [14, 29], microbial growth [75], and apples [140]. Spectral imaging is not as commonly used previously for animal feed applications, but there are studies on classifying the type of constituents used in feed [45, 114, 116, 155], and detecting contamination of farm feed [84, 124, 143, 154].

The colour of salmonid fish fillets has previously been inspected by tricolour measurements [27, 151], tricolour imaging [64, 99, 151, 152], and spectroscopy [17, 47, 109, 148]. Dissing et al. (2011) [37] predicted natural astaxanthin concentration levels in salmonid fish fillets by multi-spectral images from the VideometerLab, but besides this there are no other studies in the literature on measuring the pigmentation of salmonid fish by spectral imaging.

In the Ph.D. thesis of Dissing (2011) [39] many different food applications were analysed using the multi-spectral VideometerLab device. This thesis differs from that of Dissing since it is aimed specifically at aquaculture applications and use three different types of spectral imaging equipment.

In this thesis spectral imaging on feed pellets was accomplished, which has not been documented in the literature before. While pharmaceutical pellet coating has been analysed by image analysis and spectral imaging [120], coating of feed pellets by spectral image analysis as furnished here, has not previously been reported. Astaxanthin use for feed production and pellet coating has not been analysed by image analysis previously in the literature. Classification between salmonid fish that has eaten natural or synthetic astaxanthin has been done previously by liquid chromatography [139], whereas in this thesis it is done by spectral imaging.
4.1 Pellet Size

The aquaculture feed production industry is confronted by the challenge during production of controlling the size of the pellets. The problem is due to temperature and pressure changes in the extrusion process, as described in Section 1.1 Page 3.

In the aquaculture industry it is of high importance that the fish receive feed of proper size. The size of the pellets is adapted to the size of the fish so that the fish are able to eat the feed properly and grow as expected. It has been shown that the growth rate of fish is closely related to the pellet size of the feed \[8, 136, 145\]. Therefore, when producing feed pellets for aquaculture there is a need to control the size of the output product.

By using image analysis of a large amount of piled pellets it is possible to predict the average pellet size. Measuring the size distribution of small particles is often referred to as granulometry or sometimes as particle size distribution analysis \[96, 97\]. The method used here was based on mathematical morphological operations; the opening operation which consists of an erosion followed by a dilation operation \[122\]. A disk was used as a structuring element because of its symmetrical shape. The opening result was analysed using a kind of derivative called pattern spectrum (PS) \[95\]. These are well-used methods for calculating particle size distribution and are usually performed on segmented objects, but here this method was applied on images of disordered and overlapping pellets.

The pellets use both diameter and length for size measurements. The diameter is the specified product size and thus the most important size parameter for the industry. It was shown that both the diameter and length increase with time during pellet production so therefore a general size measurement based on the visible pellet area was feasible. The image analysis results were compared to the pellet size measured with a calliper.

For comparison, and showing the principle of the method, an example is shown with segmented binary images of the same pellets as used in batch D in Paper A Page 65 which have a target diameter of 3.0 mm. The size change during a 45 minute batch production can be seen by comparing the images in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The same images using the opening operation with a disk of radius 21 pixels (~3.0 mm diameter) can be seen in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The opening operation is showing if a disk of the specified size can fit inside the object. Hence, if the pellet is smaller than the disk it will be removed from the image. The corresponding PS showing the estimated general size distribution of pellet area can be seen in Figure 4.5, which shows similar tendencies as the pattern spectrum of disordered pellets shown in Figure 4.6 from Paper A.
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Figure 4.1: Segmented pellets at the beginning of the production process. These are example pellets from batch D in Paper A.

Figure 4.2: Segmented pellets at the end of the production process. These are example pellets from batch D in Paper A.

Figure 4.3: The opening operation calculated on the image in Figure 4.1 with segmented pellets at the beginning of the production process. A disk of 21 pixel radius (~3.0 mm diameter) is used as structuring element.

Figure 4.4: The opening operation calculated on the image in Figure 4.2 with segmented pellets at the end of the production process. A disk of 21 pixel radius (~3.0 mm diameter) is used as structuring element.
In the proposed method, no image object segmentation is needed. The results show that it is possible to extract a general size distribution from an image of piled disordered pellets representing both length and diameter of the pellets in combination as an area using the grey-scale image opening operation, as can be seen in Paper A. An overview of the size index method can be seen in Figure 4.7.

4.2 Astaxanthin Coating

Fish feed pellets are coated with fish oil with added astaxanthin, as described in Section 1.1. Astaxanthin cannot be synthesised in animals and humans so the only way to obtain it is through the diet. Astaxanthin is very expensive; it is usually the most expensive ingredient in the feed at the same time as it is the ingredient of smallest amount. Astaxanthin is added as a coating on the
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feed pellets after the extrusion step. Fish oil with added astaxanthin is used for the coating and the concentration level of astaxanthin is measured in mass in mg/kg or as parts per million (ppm). Some amount of astaxanthin is lost in the production since not all of the coating oil ends up on the pellets. Because of this and the high cost, there is a need for optimising quantities of astaxanthin used in the fish feed production.

Astaxanthin is a carotenoid and belongs to the class of phytochemicals known as terpenes, and also classified as a xanthophyll. It is colourful and regarded as a pigment and an antioxidant. The European Commission categorise astaxanthin as a food additive colour with the E-number E161j. The colour and antioxidant function of astaxanthin is due to the extended chain of conjugated (alternating double and single) double bonds at the centre of the compound. As many carotenoids it is soluble in lipids.

The primary natural and original source of astaxanthin is the microalgae *Hematococcus pluvialis* where it exists in esterified form, while it can also be found in *Phaffia* yeast [20, 70, 71]. Astaxanthin can also naturally be found in the flower called Autumn Adonis (*Adonis annua*) [123].

Astaxanthin has a type of red colour and examples of natural astaxanthin in oil, synthetic astaxanthin and ordinary fish oil can be seen in Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10.

![Figure 4.8: Natural astaxanthin solved in oil in a petri dish, shown in an sRGB version of a multi-spectral VideometerLab image.](image1)

![Figure 4.9: Synthetic astaxanthin solved in water in a petri dish, shown in an sRGB version of a multi-spectral VideometerLab image.](image2)

When capturing spectral images of fish feed pellets coated with fish oil with added astaxanthin, the acquired reflection spectrum is a mix of the astaxanthin, the fish oil and the underlying pellet recipe. This mix is due to the light
scattering taking place in the surface material, and eventually also in the underlying material (the pellet), see Figure 4.11. It is possible that the fish oil and the pellet recipe are making spectral responses that partly occlude the spectral characteristics of astaxanthin.

The absorption spectra of natural and synthetic astaxanthin solved in fish oil was captured, along with the spectrum for plain fish oil. The spectra were captured in the visual and NIR range using a NIRSystems 6500 absorption spectrometer. The absorption spectra were transformed to reflection values using the standard relation $A = -\log(R)$, where $A$ is the absorption value and $R$ is the reflection value. The resulting spectra is used in the astaxanthin coating studies in this thesis, and was also used in part in [37]. It shows a clear separation between natural astaxanthin, synthetic astaxanthin, and plain fish oil in the visible range of 450-650 nm, as well as some separation in the NIR range e.g. around 900 nm and 1200-1600 nm. The full range captured spectra with all types can be seen...
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in Figure 4.12.

Investigation of the spectral properties of astaxanthin in the NIR range above 1000 nm has also been done by Yamane et al. (1996), who measured absorbance in the range of 1100-2500 nm using a spectrophotometer [153], and Amarie et al. (2010), who used a spectrophotometer up to about 1400 nm [3]. Our obtained spectrometer spectra corresponds fairly well to previous studies of astaxanthin [3, 21, 156], who found absorbance peaks of astaxanthin in the visible range around 450-505 nm and secondary peaks around 500-600 nm for various solvents. In the NIR regime they found peaks at 870 nm, as well as 1160-1300 nm, 1916 nm, and 2480 nm. However, none of these studies investigated the difference between astaxanthin and fish oil.

![Figure 4.12: Spectrometer spectra of synthetic astaxanthin in fish oil, natural astaxanthin in fish oil, and plain fish oil. The spectrometer absorbance values have here been converted to reflectance.](image)

4.2.1 Overview

Initially, it was tested if it is possible to discriminate between pellets with (50 ppm) and without (0 ppm) synthetic astaxanthin coating using multi-spectral VideometerLab images of pellets lying on their side. If this were possible then further analysis of astaxanthin content would be conducted and based on the results. The multi-spectral images captured reflectance in 20 wavelengths in the range of 385-1050 nm. Two different pellet recipes with synthetic astaxanthin coating were tested in this study. The advantage of having all of the pellets lying
on their side is a data set with less variation in the spectral reflection values, but the disadvantage is that it is not how the pellets appear in the production where they are disordered in piles of many pellets. The spectral values (pixels) from the multi-spectral images were compiled using summary statistics for each pellet: mean, median, variance, skewness, kurtosis, and maximum value. Classification using LDA on pellet mean or median values showed overall best results. PCA analysis showed that the second largest variance component in the images is due to the astaxanthin coating, see Figure 4.13. This study showed that it is possible to discriminate between coating with and without astaxanthin coating by multi-spectral imaging, which is a good base for further prediction of astaxanthin concentration level. Furthermore, it showed the importance of having the same pellet recipe and production batch as base since some of the differences detected was possibly not caused by the difference in astaxanthin coating but also differences in the underlying pellet. This study is in Paper B Page 87.

The concentration level of the astaxanthin coating is the most important astaxanthin quality parameter for the pellet industry; therefore it was investigated if it is possible to predict the synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration level by spectral imaging. Moreover, it was also investigated if it is possible not only to predict using pellets lying on their side, but also using disordered pellets in a pile or a filled bin. An example of disordered pellets coated with different concentration levels of synthetic astaxanthin can be seen in Figure 4.14. In the industry many different pellet recipes are used, and any one recipe can contain varying raw materials depending on availability and price. Therefore it is of interest to assess a robust model for astaxanthin concentration prediction which is not affected by the underlying compound. For this purpose, four different
pellet recipes were used in this study. Synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration level on four pellet recipes and multi-spectral VideometerLab images in the visual and part of the NIR range (385-1050 nm) were predicted in Paper C Page 101.

The disordered pellet images represent how the pellets appear in the manufacturing process and instead of segmenting each pellet those images were analysed using non-overlapping image subregions, also called macropixels or disjoint blocks [61, 119].

![Figure 4.14](image)

Figure 4.14: SRGB version of VideometerLab images of disordered pellets with the coating concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin from left to right: 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 ppm. Image from Paper C.

![Figure 4.15](image)

Figure 4.15: SRGB version of VideometerLab images of disordered pellets coated with synthetic astaxanthin (left), and natural astaxanthin (right), both with 20 ppm. Image from Paper C.

The results show that it is possible to predict the level of synthetic astaxanthin coating using PLS regression on each recipe separately. Addressing the robustness of prediction with respect to the underlying pellet compound, it also shows that it is possible to predict the concentration level independent of recipe, when using a model calibrated on all recipes. The concentration prediction is good enough for screening for all recipes, and suitable for quality control for two recipes. Also it shows that a filled dish of disordered pellets can be used for the inspection tasks. The most important spectral bands for astaxanthin concentration prediction are in the visible range of 400-600 nm, as well as just above 900 nm, with the large peaks around 450-505 nm. This corresponds well to the separation shown in the spectrometer spectra in Figure 4.12.

Natural astaxanthin is an important ingredient for organic fish feed production.
Since natural astaxanthin is not always available in large amounts in the market, only one coating concentration level was done using natural astaxanthin. It was therefore investigated if it is possible to predict the difference between pellets coated with natural astaxanthin and pellets coated with synthetic astaxanthin. An example of pellets coated with natural and synthetic astaxanthin can be seen in Figure 4.15. Since astaxanthin is naturally dissolved in oil and synthetic astaxanthin is furnished dissolved in water, the synthetic astaxanthin was centrifuged in order to dissolve it in oil. Consequently, it was also investigated if it is possible to discriminate between pellets coated with synthetic astaxanthin and centrifuged synthetic astaxanthin. The results show that it is possible to predict the type of astaxanthin used in the coating using discriminant analysis. The most selected spectral bands for astaxanthin prediction are in the visible range of 450-600 nm, as well as NIR bands just above 900 nm. This was part of the study in Paper C.

Coating concentration prediction was further studied using hyper-spectral imaging in the NIR range of 970-2500 nm. Since the spectrometer spectra showed some difference between the coating types in the NIR range this was of interest to investigate further using spectral imaging. Also a dense set of 256 spectral bands was used. The results show that it is possible to predict the level of synthetic astaxanthin coating using either hyper-spectral imaging or three simulated filters. Both PLSR and the filter design method put emphasis on the wavelengths found to be important for astaxanthin spectral characteristics, mostly between 1400 and 1600 nm. The prediction error for PLSR is lower than the error for the filter design results. However, the filters are easier to implement for industrial quality inspection [73, 76, 102]. This investigation was done in Paper D Page 133.

Finally, prediction of synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration was performed using hyper-spectral imaging in the visual and part of the NIR range. Here, a new instrument for hyper-spectral imaging was introduced: the SuperK set-up. It is based on a spectral broad laser light source and was used together with a parallel study with the commercially available multi-spectral VideometerLab imaging system. This was a comparison only for astaxanthin prediction and does not investigate how the two systems compare in general. It was concluded that the new SuperK system can be used for chemical surface inspection using hyper-spectral image analysis with very good results.

The results show that it is possible to predict the synthetic astaxanthin concentration in the coating well enough for quality control using both multi- and hyper-spectral image analysis. It shows that the SuperK and VideometerLab devices perform about equally well predicting the synthetic astaxanthin concentration in the pellets, by only measuring surface reflections. This also implies that the presented devices and methods can be used in general for quality inspec-
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...tion of various coating substances using similar coating techniques. In addition, the higher spectral resolution of the SuperK system combined with sparse statistics for analysing the image data made it possible to identify the most significant spectral regions for the particular detection of astaxanthin, see Paper E Page 151.

4.2.2 Statistical Methods Used

In the initial study, in Paper B, the statistical methods LDA, QDA and SVM with kernels were used. Also PCA with SNV normalisation was done, using the five first PCs for classification. The first five PCs explain a vast majority of the variance, but since many PCs are left out this means that some of the variance is not present in the following classification. PCA is appropriate to use in this way if the PCs left out only contains noise, but if parts of the important variance were left out when excluding components then the classification is not improved by the PCA step. This is crucial, since the variance is an important part of the LDA and QDA classifier, as described in Section 3.4 Page 27. This might be an explanation of why discriminant analysis on PC1-5 gives the highest classification error for both pellet types and all presented classification methods except one.

In most of the tests LDA performed better than QDA, which was interpreted such that the problem is linear. This could also be explained by the fact that QDA uses two covariance matrices and thus need more samples to become stable. By the recommendations [34, 46] of $10p^2$ observations; for 20 variables a data set of 4000 samples should be used, while in this study there was $\sim2000$ samples per test.

Using SVM for classification of astaxanthin presence in pellet coatings did not show as good overall results as LDA and QDA. SVM using kernels is a non-linear method, while LDA is a linear method. Hence, an LDA model is easier to interpret than SVM with kernels.

While ordinary LDA performs well in many cases, it was also compared to SLDA and LDA using subsets in Paper C. SLDA was used for variable selection when performing classification. LDA using subsets finds combinations of two or three spectral bands which could perform the best classification. In this way a good indication which spectral bands are important for the particular problem is achieved. Ordinary LDA produces a loading vector that can give a hint of the variable importance, and while sparse prediction methods do not always give better results, their prediction models are easier to interpret.
For predicting the astaxanthin coating concentration level several regression methods were used. PLSR is commonly used in chemometrics and other fields, and has successfully been used for natural astaxanthin concentration prediction in salmonid fish fillets [37]. PLSR was used here in all three papers predicting the concentration level, see Papers C, D, and E. Also iPLS was used to explore the spectral range in Paper E, indicating the same important region as the other methods also detected.

Moreover, the OLS regression was used in a filter design method formed to find optimum filter ranges for prediction using the spectral data, see Paper D. Continuing with sparse statistical methods, EN was used for regression of astaxanthin coating concentration in order to interpret the spectral data in Paper E. Both the filter design and EN results were compared to PLSR results.

EN regression implies calibration of two parameters, which was performed using two LOOCV and choosing the combination of parameters with the lowest RSS. Example of error maps can be seen in Figures 4.16 and 4.17, where the combination of $L_1$ and $L_2$ norm parameters, the number of selected variables and $\lambda_2$, form surface maps. The error maps are from the data in Paper E, and show structures with high and low error for different parameter combinations.

The filter design method for selecting optimal optical filters, described in Section 3.10 Page 38, also uses two parameters. And also here as with EN, it is not possible to test all possible values and combinations; therefore stepwise random selection was used in order to search for the most optimal spectral position and
width of a filter. In Figures 4.18, 4.19, and 4.20, it can be seen that when the first filter is decided the optimal range of parameters for the next filter is vastly reduced. This implies that perhaps not as many search iterations are needed in the succeeding steps. The error maps are from the Specim data in Paper D.

In Paper E the PLSR model was used for predicting and visualising the astaxanthin concentration distribution pixel-wise in the pellet images. Other works on spectral imaging have also done this; trained a statistical model on region average spectra and then applied it to unseen images pixel-wise. It is debated whether it is correct to do so or not, so it is recommended to train and predict using the same type of features. However, this should only be seen as a visualisation.

Figure 4.18: Filter design by stepwise random selection and minimising RMSECV for the 1st filter. This is the error map for the Specim data in Paper D.

Figure 4.19: Filter design by stepwise random selection and minimising RMSECV for the 2nd filter. This is the error map for the Specim data in Paper D.
Figure 4.20: Filter design by stepwise random selection and minimising RM-SECV for the 3rd filter. This is the error map for the Specim data in Paper D.

4.3 Astaxanthin in Salmonid Fish

The colour of salmonid fish is one of the most important quality parameters for customers, as mentioned in Section 1.1. Using pellets coated with astaxanthin, the astaxanthin colouration of the fish was assessed. It was investigated how natural and synthetic astaxanthin give different fish meat colour. The goal was to be able to differentiate between fish having been fed with natural and synthetic astaxanthin, since the organic salmonid fish market has to use natural astaxanthin in the feed. Furthermore, it was tested whether the best predictions come from vision analysis of the steak biopsy or the fillet of the fish.

The fish colour was measured using three different systems: multi-spectral imaging using the VideometerLab, CIELAB point measure using a Minolta Chroma Meter, and also by using visual judgement with a SalmonFan. The SalmoFan is commonly used in the industry and requires manual inspection and subjective judgement. The VideometerLab records 20 spectral bands, the tricolour CIELAB device measures three visible light variables, and the SalmoFan uses one variable for the colour intensity of the fish. In this way three different colour inspection methods with different number of variables were used.

A total of 45 rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) were used in the study. The fish were bread in indoor tanks holding 15° Celsius, and they were segregated intro three holding tanks with 15 fish in each tank, resulting in three groups of fish:

- Control: Fish fed with feed using no additional astaxanthin.
• Natural: Fish fed with feed coated with 25 ppm of natural astaxanthin.

• Synthetic: Fish fed with feed coated with 25 ppm of synthetic astaxanthin.

Each fish was cleaned and de-headed before cut into both a steak and fillet. Two biopsies, left and right, were done for each steak. After cutting, the samples were placed in plastic petri dishes and inspected by the three vision systems respectively.

Finally, the chemical content of astaxanthin was determined using high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis. The HPLC results show that the average astaxanthin content is different between the three groups. Especially between the natural and synthetic astaxanthin group there is a large difference in average astaxanthin concentration. Also, a large variation of astaxanthin content between the fish was found.

Figure 4.21: Trout fillet images of the three different groups: Fish fed with feed using natural astaxanthin (left), synthetic astaxanthin (middle), and no additional astaxanthin (right). Here showing cropped sRGB representations of the multi-spectral VideometerLab images from Paper F.

Examples of multi-spectral images of fish fillet with different astaxanthin type pigmentation can be seen in sRGB in Figure 4.21. The region of interest (ROI) in each fillet image was segmented using the first factor of the maximum autocorrelation factor (MAF) method [135]. The spectral images were normalised using SNV on pixels and features used were mean spectra and percentiles. Sparse statistics using SLDA was performed in order to discriminate between fish meat from fish fed with synthetic astaxanthin, natural astaxanthin and no astaxanthin. SLDA was compared to using LDA with subsets.

The spectral response of astaxanthin in fish meat is different from that of astaxanthin in oil due to how the astaxanthin is bind in the flesh. This means
that the prediction model of astaxanthin in fish meat would be different from the prediction model for astaxanthin coating of fish feed pellets.

Also, the CIELAB values of the fish meat was compared with using an ordinary SalmoFan sensor panel, with LDA and QDA classification.

Because of the relatively few samples, all classification methods were repeated by doing a bootstrap with randomly chosen sets for 50-100 iterations and calculating the mean of the classifications. In this way it is possible to get an indication on how the prediction methods generalise.

The results show that the control group, which was not fed with astaxanthin, is quite easy to separate from the two astaxanthin groups, while it is more difficult to separate the natural and synthetic groups, as can be seen in Figure 4.22. See Paper F Page 189.

Figure 4.22: The three groups of rainbow trout fed with natural astaxanthin, synthetic astaxanthin, and no astaxanthin (control group) respectively, data from Paper F. The samples are plotted using the two sparse discriminant components from SLDA, and estimated normal distribution contours are visualised for each group.

With relatively few samples and large variation within the groups with regards to astaxanthin content this classification is challenging. Even though normalisation was used in order to reduce the effect of different concentration level
between the groups, it is hard to reduce the difference completely. We cannot exclude the cause of concentration level completely in the results. An apparent overlap of synthetic and natural astaxanthin groups can be seen in the presented scatter plots, and it is possible that the classification is distinguishing the groups dependent on concentration level. However, when compensating for the concentration difference by using OLS regression residuals in the classification the results were still not improved.

Using tricolour CIELAB measurements it shows that the classification of natural and synthetic astaxanthin is slightly better using the steak than the fillet. For discriminating between fish fed with natural and synthetic astaxanthin the CIELAB measurements show better performance than the SalmoFan values. Using spectral imaging, the results show that fillet is better than steak for classifying between synthetic and natural astaxanthin. Machine vision seems to be a good and automatic alternative to the SalmoFan, and also a potential resource for inspecting the type of pigmentation in salmonid fish.

### 4.4 Industrial Implementation

In order for the measurements to be at-line or on-line there is a need for them to be fast and practical. Capturing a multi-spectral image with the VideometerLab using 20 spectral bands takes less than three seconds, where each band image typically use an exposure time of approximately 130 ms. Capturing only one band for grey-scale images thus takes a minimal amount of time. The mechanical part of selecting and inspecting the samples might take a time amount in order of one second. In the mechanical part of the inspection it is important that the samples are placed appropriately for image capturing. The Specim camera takes a couple of seconds for capturing one image due to the moving slider used to produce an image from the line-scan device. However, the SuperK system in the present set-up takes a couple of minutes for capturing one image, though it will likely be faster in the future.

For the data processing part, the preparation of the data consists of image segmentation using a threshold and morphological operations, then calculating the mean of the segmented region. Training the prediction algorithm can take a long time, but when the model is done then evaluating a sample is rather fast. Predicting a sample is done using one or two simple arithmetic operations such as a vector multiplication. All of these processing operations are typically performed in a fraction of a second, depending on the implementation.

This makes it possible to inspect a sample in about five seconds time, which is
sufficient for this type of industrial application.

Temperature is affecting the spectral response of the NIR range [12]. The temperature in a food and feed factory can be higher than normal room temperature used in this experimental work. Therefore, the sample temperature should be investigated and calibrated for when implementing the method in the industry. And furthermore, heating of the camera sensor demands continuous calibration of the sensor since the dark current is very sensitive to increased temperature [11, 14].

Practically it is needed to use a shield for minimising surrounding light and producing a controlled light source. In the food and feed industry a camera and device housing of dust and moisture resistant stainless steel is recommended [1]. The system will be subject to dust and grease which could reduce the image quality. To minimise this, the camera can be put behind a thin transparent piece of glass or plastic, but that also act as a lens so it needs to be of high quality. The transparent cover could be covered with a surface layer that can minimise dust content and reflections [111].
Chapter 5

Conclusions

This chapter summarises the scientific publications of this thesis, in Part II, together with the background and discussion of the research in Part I. The chapter is concluded by a section with closing remarks on the work.

5.1 Discussion

The first objective of the thesis was to investigate the possibility of on-line quality assurance of pellet size in relation to the extrusion of fish feed products. The aquaculture feed production industry faces the challenge of controlling the size during production of the pellets, while the pellet size is crucial for the growth rate of fish.

The pellet size was analysed using images of a large amount of piled pellets with image analysis based on morphological opening operation. The opening result was analysed using a modified derivative giving the size distribution curve of all pellets in the images at every time point during the production. The opening operation is well-used for calculating particle size distribution and is usually done on segmented objects, but here this method was applied on images of disordered and overlapping pellets. It was shown that both the diameter and length of the pellets were increasing with time during pellet production so
therefore a general size measure based on the visible pellet area was feasible with good results.

The second objective was to investigate the possibility of at-line quality assurance of astaxanthin coating in the extrusion of fish feed products. Fish feed pellets are coated with fish oil with added astaxanthin, which is usually the most expensive ingredient in the feed. Because of the high cost, there is a need to optimising quantities of astaxanthin used in the fish feed production.

It was investigated if it is possible to predict the synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration level by spectral imaging. Moreover, it was also investigated if it is possible not only to predict based on pellets lying on their side, but also using disordered pellets in a pile as they appear in the production. In the industry many different pellet recipes are used, and any one recipe may have varying raw materials. Therefore it is of interest to assess a robust model for astaxanthin concentration prediction which is not affected by the underlying compound. For this purpose, four different pellet recipes were used, as well as different imaging devices. The results turned out to give good results for quality control of astaxanthin coating concentration by spectral imaging.

The third objective was to investigate the possibility of determining the astaxanthin type detected in salmonid fish meat. The colour of salmonid fish is the most important quality parameter for customers. Using pellets coated with astaxanthin, the astaxanthin colouration of the fish was assessed.

The goal was to be able to differentiate between fish meat from fish having been fed with natural and synthetic astaxanthin. Furthermore, it was tested whether the best predictions come from multi-spectral image analysis of the steak biopsy or the fillet of the fish. Multi-spectral images were analysed using percentiles and sparse statistics in order to discriminate between fish meat from fish fed with synthetic astaxanthin, natural astaxanthin and no astaxanthin. Also, the fish meat was analysed using a tricolour detector, which was compared with using an ordinary SalmoFan sensor panel. The results show that the control group, which was not fed with astaxanthin, is quite easy to separate from the two astaxanthin groups, while it is more difficult to separate the natural and synthetic groups.

As stated in the fourth objective, recent statistical methods have been used to achieve the other objectives for this thesis. The recent statistical methods have been compared to traditional methods. Since it is easy today to gather vast amounts of data it is important to analyse and select the properties of interest. When using data with many variables it is of interest to select the ones which are relevant to the problem at hand. Also of importance is that the statistical model used is comprehensible. Interpretability is in many cases a factor of interest.
5.2 Conclusions

The recent sparse statistical methods used herein calculate models that are easy to interpret.

Spectral imaging offers both spatial and spectral information in combination which makes it a good potential technique for surface inspection. Spectroscopy is a well-used method for spectral information but it only measures a spot at a time and hence does not provide spatial information in the same manner as spectral imaging. With this said, spectral imaging needs to be trained on known regions. Hence we need reference values which are often region based and not pixel-based. Therefore many in the spectral imaging field are using a region average from the images as data, which is not exactly the same as spectroscopy but has many similarities. One of the advantages is that one can cover an entire region and not only a point, while an average is not always representative of a region with large variation. However, the pixels in a region can be used as samples which preserve the region variation but sometimes put some demand on the computations using vast number of samples. The pixels of spectral images can also be analysed unsupervised in order to find variation or correlation in the data that could be of potential interest and be interpreted in a useful manner.

The objective of this thesis was not to assess detailed spatial information. However, by using spectral imaging the reflection spectra from many samples can be captured rapidly giving a more robust result. For future work on spectral imaging of fish meat the spatial details are of interest for detecting different regions and content mixes of e.g. fat, collagen, muscle, and overall colour. A suitable method for this is e.g. spectral unmixing.

5.2 Conclusions

This thesis consists of work combining techniques from image analysis, spectral imaging, chemometrics, statistical process control, and multi-variate statistics with applications in the aquaculture industry. The methods and results are presented through publications in both the field of image analysis and the field of fish.

The results of the work demonstrate a high potential of image analysis and spectral imaging for assessing the product quality of fish feed pellets, astaxanthin and fish meat. It is shown how image analysis can be used to inspect the pellet size with good correlation to the measured pellet size. Furthermore, the experimental work show how spectral imaging can be used to inspect both the concentration and type of astaxanthin coating of pellets, which is important both from the industry’s perspective and so that the fish get good nutrition.
Spectral imaging has likewise shown good results for detecting the astaxanthin type in fish meat, which is important on the organic fish market.

Spectral imaging has a great potential for non-contact surface quality inspection of biological materials. This technology and method can be a useful tool for optimising the industrial process, e.g. the utilisation of the expensive astaxanthin. An automatic vision system measures without physical contact which is of paramount importance in the food and feed industry and makes it suitable for nondestructive on-line measurement.

The development of automatic quality inspection methods by machine vision can improve the industry’s position in the competition for high quality products and efficient processes.
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Abstract

When producing aquaculture fish feed pellets, the size of the output product is of immense importance. As the production method cannot produce pellets of constant and uniform size using constant machine settings, there is a demand for size control. Fish fed with feed pellets of improper size are prone to not grow as expected, which is undesired by the aquaculture industry. In this paper an image analysis method is proposed for automatic size-monitoring of pellets. This is called granulometry and the method used here is based on the mathematical morphological opening operation. In the proposed method, no image object segmentation is needed. The results show that it is possible to extract a general size distribution from an image of piled disordered pellets representing both length and diameter of the pellets in combination as an area.

A.1 Introduction

In the aquaculture industry it is of outmost importance that the fish get feed of proper size. The feed is usually in pellet form, where the pellets contain the nutrients that the fish need to grow and stay healthy. The size of the pellets is adapted to the size of the fish so that the fish can grow as expected. It has been shown that growth rate of fish is closely related to the pellet size of feed [8, 136, 145]. Therefore, when producing feed pellets for aquaculture there is a need to control the size of the output product, and this is a challenging task.

An extruder machine is commonly used for fish feed production. The feed material is extruded through a die plate with holes of a certain diameter which determines the diameter of the pellets. On the other side of the disk is a set of rotating knives that cut the material into shorter cylinder-shaped pellets. The length of the pellets is affected both by the velocity of the knives and the pressure inside the machine.

When the extruder machine has been running for some time, the holes in the die plate get clogged with raw material. The time-frame for this to happen depends on the composition of the raw material and the pellet size produced. This clogging of holes restrains further material – either completely or partly – from flowing through the holes and therefore affects the output of the machine.

Additionally, the pressure inside the extruder rises during operation, inducing a rise in the velocity of the feed as it passes through the holes, resulting in a drift of the pellet size. Moreover, the temperature of the machine increases, and
this might affect its physical properties, both velocity and pressure. Changes in pressure and temperature result in the problem that the pellet size changes over time during a batch production.

Today, size monitoring is done by manual inspection in order to adjust the settings or restart the machine. This is both labour-demanding and relies on experienced assessors. An automatic vision system for on-line quality control would be of great benefit to the industry, both for process control and product optimisation. If automatic size measurement could indicate when the pellet size is outside the defined range, this information could be used to adjust machine settings such as the knife speed, screw speed, filling rate or other means of controlling the pellet expansion process, thereby controlling the pellet size and ensuring uniformity.

Measuring the size distribution of small particles is often referred to as granulometry or sometimes as particle size distribution analysis [97]. The proposed method is based on image analysis using mathematical morphology and in particular using the so-called morphological openings used for size distribution analysis. This technique was proposed by Matheron (1975) [96], a vast amount of work on granulometry on binary images was also done by Serra (1982) [122] and the technique has been further developed for grey-scale images [141, 142].

Morphological openings are widely used for granulometry in image analysis and have been used for many applications [6, 35, 79, 101, 144]. These all use an image segmentation method before performing the morphological opening.

Another approach to granulometry is the use of frequency transform analysis, as can be seen in Zadorożny et al. (2002) [157], where a specific segmentation method is not needed. The same paper also used the technique of scale-space [81, 82, 83], which can likewise be seen in Clemmensen et al. (2010) [30]. A similar approach without segmentation can be seen in Jägersand (1995) [67].

Measuring fish feed pellet size by image analysis has previously been done by Parsonage (2001), who used a stepwise grey-scale threshold to segment the pellets in underwater images [112]. Moreover it has also been done in the work by Foster et al. (1995) using a grey-scale threshold and classification based on binary shape and size of image objects [49]. The threshold method, with corresponding binary shape features, is limited since it only works on single pellets and is therefore not suitable for the problem presented in this paper; measuring piled, disordered pellets.

Besides these, the area of determining the size of fish feed pellets has, to the authors’ knowledge, not been further investigated. Image analysis has not previously been used in production quality control of feed pellets.
The aim of the present work is to develop an on-line control system based on image analysis for real-time inspection of pellet size during industrial production. This will be done using the well-known method of morphological opening, which can be interpreted as a mathematical analogy to sieving. By calibrating the method to a threshold of what is and what is not an acceptable size, the industry can use the method to get automatic and instant feedback about pellet size in order to adjust the machine settings during production.

Moreover, since the method is to be on-line in the production plant where the pellets are still moist, it should be investigated how the size measurements of moist and dry pellets correlate. It is of interest to investigate if it is possible to predict the size of pellets in dry condition from measurements made of moist pellets.

A.2 Materials and Methods

The shape of the pellets is close to cylindrical with a length and a diameter, where the diameter is the product size referred to in the industry. It is assumed that both length and diameter change during the production time.

Initially, the size increase of pellets during production was investigated both by image analysis and by manual measurement. The image analysis was done using grey-scale images of 24 pellets of a certain size category and measuring the length and width of pellets in pixels using a threshold and binary operation for the major and minor axes of the pellets. The size of pellets at production start was compared to the size at production stop of the same batch. Manual measurement was done on 51 pellets from each time sample of batch C and D using a Mahr 16EX calliper (Mahr GmbH Esslingen) with a resolution of 0.01 mm and error limit of 0.02 mm.

A.2.1 Image Acquisition

All images were taken using a Point Grey Scorpion SCOR-20SOM grey-scale camera, with the pellets placed in a plastic petri dish (diameter 9 cm) inside an integrated sphere (Ulbricht sphere) with uniform diffuse lighting from light-emitting diodes placed around the sphere. This kept the amount of shadow to a minimum, and the upper part of the pellet pile were almost without shadows. The combined camera and light set-up used was the VideometerLab device (Videometer A/S, Hørsholm, Denmark). The image dimension used was 800
A.2.2 Sample Preparation

Pellets were collected from a production batch at specific time intervals and a total of four batches were analysed, see Table A.1. Images of dry pellets were taken from all four batches. Additionally, for batches C and D images were captured directly after the pellets were extruded, meaning that the pellets had a high level of moisture, whereas the finished product is dry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batch</th>
<th>Size (mm)</th>
<th>Sampling time (min)</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Repetitions</th>
<th>Total time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batch A</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch B</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch C</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch D</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product size (millimetres), time between sampling (minutes), number of observations, number of repetitions for each observation and total batch time (minutes).

Two different pellet product sizes were used to investigate whether there would be any difference related to product size and the result of the proposed method. The product size refers to the nominal diameter, which was 1.1 mm and 3.0 mm, respectively, for the analysed pellet batches.

A.2.3 Image Analysis

By analysing images of pellets, with sizes ranging from normal to large, a model for distinguishing the relative size of pellets in an image can be made.

To start with, the images were adjusted for contrast before being analysed using contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE).

The granulometry method used was a morphological opening operation. Since we did not know the orientation of the piled pellets in an image, this operation was performed so that it was independent of rotation.
A.2 Materials and Methods

The morphological opening operation performs an erosion operation followed by a dilation operation using a so-called structuring element. A structuring element is a mathematical binary shape; here we used the shape of a disk, see Figures A.1 and A.2. If the structuring element can fit inside an area of the image then the whole structural element will appear in the result of the transformation.

The parts of the original image that the operator does not fit inside will not be a part of the result. This means, that if the objects in the image are smaller than the element size, then the result will be of low intensity. This is achieved because the erosion operation leaves a disk-shaped area consisting of the lowest pixel value found inside the disk-element region of the image for each viable position of the element inside the image. Dilation does the same thing but uses the maximum value for each region.

The erosion, dilation and opening for an image \( A \) and a structuring element \( B \) are defined as:

\[
A \ominus B = \bigcap_{b \in B} A_{-b} \tag{A.1}
\]

\[
A \oplus B = \bigcup_{b \in B} A_{b} \tag{A.2}
\]

\[
A \circ B = (A \ominus B) \oplus B. \tag{A.3}
\]

The opening operation can be interpreted as finding objects of a certain size and, to some extent, of a certain shape. See Figures A.3 – A.6 for examples of resulting images of this method.

For comparison, different structuring elements were tested: disk, octagon, ball and diamond. All showed similar performance (results not shown), and therefore the disk operator was chosen, since it constitutes a good approximation of general pellet size with both increasing length and width.

By increasing the radius of the disk and summing the image intensity for each radius, an opening intensity curve is achieved. The advantage of this method is that it can be used on an image filled with pellets; segmentation is not necessary. The method will not give a size distribution based on each single pellet. Rather is it an overall assessment on a pile of pellets which makes a size index measure.

The opening intensity corresponding to each disk element size used is similar to what one would get using the scale-space method and represents a measure of the size information in the image. When a disk size cannot fit into most of the pellets
in an image, the intensity output from the opening operation will be low. When the pellet size increases the location of the major intensity drop in the intensity curve changes. The opening intensity curve is also known as the granulometric curve. In order to analyse the changes in the decline of the intensity curve, we calculate the derivative of the opening intensity by calculating the differences between each opening operation.

Successive sample points over time have different opening intensity curves and this reflects the change in size distribution. Various methods for analysing the opening intensity curves have been tested and are described below.

Initially a structuring element disk with no approximation was used. The disk was created using the Euclidean distance, see Figure A.1. Further on, a disk with some approximation was used to reduce calculation time, see Figure A.2. The disk with approximation is less than a perfect disk but instead it is decomposable [2], which vastly increases the computational speed. The decomposition technique of Jones et al. (1996) was used [72].

### A.2.4 Pattern Spectrum

In granulometry, the derivative is often replaced by the so-called Pattern Spectrum (PS) [95]. The pattern spectrum is defined as the difference between the intensity values of successive morphological opening operations divided by the sum of all pixel values in the original image. The pattern spectrum is equivalent to the negative derivative of the opening intensity normalised by the total pixel sum. The pattern spectrum is also known as Pecstrum and is interpreted as the estimated particle size distribution function.
A.2 Materials and Methods

Figure A.3: **Image opening.** Morphological opening using a disk with radius of 5 pixels on start-up sample pellets.

Figure A.4: **Image opening.** Morphological opening using a disk with radius of 5 pixels on stopping sample pellets.

Figure A.5: **Image opening.** Morphological opening using a disk with radius of 6 pixels on start-up sample pellets.

Figure A.6: **Image opening.** Morphological opening using a disk with radius of 6 pixels on stopping sample pellets.

The discrete pattern spectrum of image $A$ using structuring element $B$ is defined as:

$$P(n, B) = \frac{M[A \circ nB] - M[A \circ (n + 1)B]}{M[A]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

where $M$ represents the area measured in the intermediate operations, and $nB$ is the structuring element with the size increased $n$ times.

When analysing pellets of increasing size, we can use that the maxima in the pattern spectrum changes location. For analysing the change in size over time, we use the opening intensity at the position of the pattern spectrum maximum as a size index, here called APM.
A.2.5 Size Index

Another way of analysing the morphological opening intensity curves is to take the average of each of these curves to reveal the progression. Typically this would result in an increasing sequence.

In statistical process control, the median is often used instead of the mean to get more robust results. By taking the median value of each opening intensity curve, this would give a good measure of the size changes. This measure represents looking in the vertical direction at the middle of the successive intensity curves. Moreover, the Interquartile Range (IQR) can be used for analysing variation of the opening results. The IQR is constituted as the difference between the first and third quartiles of the curve [100].

An overview of the proposed size index method can be seen in Figure A.7.

All image analyses and statistics were carried out using Matlab 7.9 (The Math-works Inc., Natick, MA, USA).

Figure A.7: Method overview. Block diagram of the method used. The size index is calculated using one of the methods mean, median or APM. The pattern spectrum is used as a size distribution estimate. IQR is calculated to get a measurement of the spread of the size distribution and as another quality measure.

A.3 Results

In the initial image analysis of single pellets, the size of 24 pellets at production start was compared to the size of 24 pellets at production stop, see Figures A.8 and A.9. The comparison using image analysis shows an increase in both length and width (diameter). Both length and width (diameter) were significantly different at a 0.1% significance level, indicating that the area of a pellet in an image increases with time.
A.3 Results

A.3.1 Calliper Measurement

Manual measurements were done on the pellet width (diameter) and length using a calliper. The results show a clear increase in both the diameter and the area (length × width) of the pellets over time, see Table A.2. The mean values of the calliper measurements at start and stop of both batch C and D in dry condition are significantly different at a 0.1% significance level. The statistical power for these calliper measurements of the diameter is set to 80%, which results in an estimated accuracy of 0.09 mm for batch C (1.1 mm) and 0.055 mm for batch D (3.0 mm) at a 5% significance level. This means, that we trust the calliper measurements as a base for comparison of the image analysis results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batch</th>
<th>Production diam. (mm)</th>
<th>Calliper diam. (mm)</th>
<th>Opening radius (pixels)</th>
<th>Opening diam. (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Start</td>
<td>Start</td>
<td>Start</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch A</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch B</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch C</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.236</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch D</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.094</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>Stop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch A</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch B</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch C</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.805</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch D</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.610</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pellet size results in pixels and millimetres for start and stop of the batch production. Production diameter (mm) is the target size of the produced pellets. Calliper diameter (mm) is the manually measured size of 51 pellets. Morphological opening radius (pixels) is the radius with the highest density in the pattern spectrum. Opening diameter (mm) is the opening radius converted from pixels to diameter in millimetres. Calliper measurements were only done on batch C and D. Pellets in dry condition.

A.3.2 Opening Intensity Curve

The morphological openings were applied to all batches in order to calculate the size index. Comparing the morphological opening curves for start and stop samples reflects a change in the pellet size distribution, see Figure A.10 for batch A. The derivative of the opening intensity of batch A can be seen in Figure A.11.
The corresponding images for start and stop samples of batch A can be seen in Figures A.12 and A.13.

The successive morphological opening intensity curves are an indication of pellet size changes in an image and the result for batch A can be seen in Figure A.14. A close-up on the morphological opening intensity for batch A showing the size changes over time can be seen in Figure A.15. Each derivative extremum in the intensity derivative indicates a change in the opening intensity, the result for batch A can be seen in Figure A.16.

The size index calculated by the opening intensity mean, as well as the size index calculated by the opening intensity median, both indicate the trend of the size change in all tests, see Figure A.17 for batch D.

The opening intensity mean on dry pellets for batches C and D was compared to the calliper measurements’ mean area value. Since the opening operation measures both diameter and length of the pellets in an image, both are included as area in this correlation. The correlation of the two curves of batch C is 0.52, see Figure A.18, and for Batch D the correlation is also 0.52. Moreover it can be seen that the trend-lines of the image analysis result correlate positively with the trend-lines of the calliper measurements’ mean value. For both batches C and D, the trend-lines of the image analysis and calliper measurements are increasing. An overview of the comparison between image analysis and calliper measurements can be seen in Table A.2. For full results on correlation between image analysis and calliper measurements, see Table A.3.

Comparing the size index with the calliper diameter measurements gives that the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), i.e. the deviation between the two methods, is 0.07 mm for batch C with production size 1.1 mm, and 0.06 mm for batch D with production size 3.0 mm, see Table A.4. This means that the image analysis method shows good estimated accuracy.

Both the mean and median of the morphological opening intensity show similar patterns, the correlation between the two is at least 0.92 for the batches analysed, see Table A.5.

The IQR of the opening intensity is a variation measure and shows that the pellet size variation increases over time in a similar manner as the size, see Figure A.19.
Table A.3: **Image analysis and calliper measurements correlation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Batch C</th>
<th>Batch D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk</td>
<td>0.5185</td>
<td>0.5597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decomposable</td>
<td>0.5199</td>
<td>0.5610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend-line</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQR</td>
<td>0.3886</td>
<td>0.3888</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Size change correlation between image analysis (size index and spread) and calliper area measurements (length × diameter). Correlation for different disk approximation types for batches C and D are shown. The size index is calculated using morphological openings and then using the mean, median or the opening intensity at the position of the pattern spectrum maximum (APM). The Interquartile Range (IQR) is used as a variation measurement. Pellets in dry condition.

Table A.4: **Image analysis method compared to calliper measurements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SD (mm)</th>
<th>RMSE (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batch C (1.1 mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.0547</td>
<td>0.0749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calliper</td>
<td>0.0528</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch D (3.0 mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.1236</td>
<td>0.0590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calliper</td>
<td>0.1390</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The deviation between the size index using mean of the morphological opening intensity and the calliper diameter measurements. SD is the Standard Deviation and RMSE is the Root Mean Square Error. The size index was normalised using the mean of the calliper measurements in order to get a scale with millimetres. A disk without approximation has been used for the opening operation. Pellets in dry condition.
Table A.5: **Image analysis method correlation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Moist Pellets</th>
<th>Dry Pellets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batch A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.9972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.9253</td>
<td>0.9494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APM</td>
<td>0.9864</td>
<td>0.9952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.9703</td>
<td>0.9493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APM</td>
<td>0.9743</td>
<td>0.9658</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlation of various ways to calculate the size index. The correlation coefficient is here calculated between the mean of the morphological opening intensity and the median or APM of the same intensity. A disk without approximation was used.

### A.3.3 Pattern Spectrum

The pattern spectrum shows a good estimation of the size distribution. The pattern spectrum size distribution is similar to the one obtained with the caliper measurements, see Figure A.20 and compare with the pattern spectrum in Figure A.21. Analysing the values of the pattern spectrum to the right of the maximum value results in a good size change estimation similar to taking the mean or median of the morphological opening intensity curve. Also the opening intensity at the pattern spectrum maximum (APM) shows similar results, see Table A.2. The trend-lines of APM and calliper measurements are both increasing.

### A.3.4 Dry and Moist Condition

Batches C and D were analysed by the proposed method both in moist and dry conditions. The results obtained were not completely similar but the trends where almost identical, see Figure A.22. The median of the opening operation intensity curves for moist and dry condition correlate at 0.96 for both batch C
A.3 Results

Figure A.8: Pellets. Binary image of pellets at production start.

Figure A.9: Pellets. Binary image of pellets at production stop.

Figure A.10: Opening intensity. Morphological opening intensity for the start-up sample 1 (blue) and the stopping sample 10 (red) in Batch A.

Figure A.11: Opening derivative. The first derivative of the start sample 1 (blue) and stop sample 10 (red) opening intensity in Figure A.10.

and batch D. It seems that the moist condition renders slightly higher size results than the dry condition for both batch C and batch D, however the difference is not large. This means that measurements of the moist pellets can be related to the dry pellets and the method can therefore be used for on-line quality control.

A.3.5 Summing Up

It is concluded that the image opening intensity mean, intensity median and APM all perform well as a size index measure on a dish filled with pellets. Intensity median had the highest correlation with calliper measurements for batch C, and APM had the highest correlation for batch D, see Table A.3. While APM performs similarly to intensity mean and intensity median, it needs slightly more computation without gaining any information in comparison. We also see that measurements on moist pellets have a high correlation with measurements on dry pellets and that we can therefore predict the dry pellet size from measure-
No particular difference could be seen in the behaviour of the opening measurements between product size 1.1 mm (batches A, B, C) and 3.0 mm (batch D). This implies, that the proposed method works for different production size categories.

Furthermore, based on the results obtained, it is concluded that the contrast level of the images affects the robustness of the size measure. The contrast level of the images is thus an important parameter for this method to perform well. For robust results of the size measurement, the image contrast should be as high
Figure A.16: **Opening derivative.** The first derivative of the opening intensity for all time samples (1-10) in Batch A.

Figure A.17: **Size index.** The size index using the median of morphological opening intensity on pellets from batch D.

Figure A.18: **Size index comparison.** The median of morphological opening intensity of dry pellets (blue) compared to the calliper diameter measurements of dry pellets (green), and their trend-lines, batch C. Size index values normalised for comparison purpose.
Figure A.19: **Size variation.** The size variation using the Interquartile Range (IQR) on batch D.

Figure A.20: **Calliper measurement.** The manual, calliper-measured diameter of the start (blue) and stop samples (red) of 51 pellets from batch D. Pellets in dry condition.

Figure A.21: **Pattern spectrum.** The pattern spectrum showing the estimated area size distribution of start (blue) and stop (red) samples of batch D. Using image analysis with morphological opening. An image area of pellets of approximately $57.6 \times 43.2$ mm was used ($800 \times 600$ pixels).
A.4 Discussion

Previous work in this field has used segmentation before the morphological opening step, which could be a source of error and it also consumes computation time. In the present study it is demonstrated that a general size indication can be found using the morphological opening method on piled pellets without the segmentation procedure. Moreover it is shown that, of all the methods tested, the mean and median is the best method for analysing the opening intensity curve in order to estimate the pellet size progression.

When the pellets are piled, there is an angular distribution of how many are lying down, standing up, and at angles in between. It is therefore required that the model works even if the pellets are rotated. The measurement using the proposed method is of a projected area of arbitrarily rotated pellets. As the product size of the pellets changes, the proportions will change accordingly. This affects the distribution of lying and standing pellets and how they cast shadows on each other. If the diameter and/or the length have increased, the pellet volume will increase and thus the projected area in the image will increase. Therefore we measure the general size change on pellets randomly distributed in the image space.

Figure A.22: **Size index of dry and moist.** The median of the morphological opening intensity for batch C in moist (blue) and dry condition (green), and their trend-lines.
The results clearly show that it is possible to extract a general size index from an image of piled pellets. The proposed method is suitable for on-line measurement of pellet size changes and will be of high importance to the pellet producing industry. This method is expected to work generally for granulometry situations and could be used for further applications.

The resulting size index can be used to calibrate a production batch for start-up size and a threshold size. The size measurement information can be used to adjust production parameters, as well as to make a quality characteristic control chart for size monitoring in the production. The size index seems to have a logarithmic trend for all the batches analysed. Further on it will be natural to use statistical quality control methods such as a moving average to analyse the size index in the production.

It was shown that the results obtained for moist and dry pellets are highly correlated. This result makes it possible to use the proposed method on moist pellets in the production and still be able to give a measurement of the size of the pellets in dry condition. The decrease in pellet size indication between moist and dry condition is interpreted such that the pellet size is smaller when water has evaporated from the pellet.

The difference in robustness of the results could be related to the total production time of the sampled batch, where samples from a batch with long production time would be more robust since short fluctuations in size would not be as influential here as in batches C and D with shorter time between samples.

The results of using an approximated (and decomposable) disk with a non-approximated disk are similar, see Table A.3, however the pattern spectrum shows more artefacts when using an approximated disk. The approximation’s deviation from the theoretical disk area introduces a slight irregularity in the opening intensity curve and is hence clearly visible in its derivative with re-occurring spikes for certain radius values. However, these artefacts are at equal positions for all measurements and are assumed not to influence the result of the measuring method. A good indication of this can be seen in the disk comparison in Table A.3, where it can be seen that the differences in correlation with the calliper measurements are very small between using a non-approximated disk and an approximated disk. These irregularities can be avoided, though, if non-integer radius values are used, i.e. the radii should be estimated from actual area of the decomposable disks.

The reason for using an approximated disk is to reduce computation time. The computational time using a non-approximated disk is about 10-times longer for batches of size 1.1 mm (A, B, C), and about 30-times longer for the 3.0 mm batch (D). The computational time for a morphological opening is dependent on
the image size and the size of the structuring element. This means that the time penalty is worse when detecting large objects while using a non-approximated disk. Since the difference in the achieved size index between using an approximated disk and a non-approximated disk is small, the proposed method using an approximated disk shows acceptable calculation times for on-line measurement in the industry.

A more smooth behaviour of an opening intensity derivative can be achieved by performing a spline polynomial estimation of the intensity curve and then deriving this analytically. Polynomial estimation of morphological opening results can e.g. be seen in Morales-Hernández et al. (2010) [101].

The proposed method will not be affected if, due to moisture, pellets aggregate such that they could be interpreted as one large pellet. Such a cluster will not be interpreted as a large pellet, since the structure of the constituent pellets will still be visible.

Further investigation on how the following factors impact the result should be performed: lighting, camera, position of camera and pellets as well as pellet type. The lighting and hence the shadows is a topic believed to impact the result and should be investigated in more detail. Further investigations could e.g. be done using the scale-space method, frequency transforms or image profiles.
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Industrial quality inspection using image analysis on astaxanthin coating in aquaculture feed pellets is of great importance for automatic production control. The pellets were divided into two groups, one with pellets coated using synthetic astaxanthin in fish oil, and the other with pellets coated only with fish oil. In this study multi-spectral image analysis of pellets captured reflection in 20 wavelengths (385–1050 nm). Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Support Vector Machine (SVM) were used as statistical analysis. The features extracted from the multi-spectral images was pixel spectral values as well as using summary statistics such as the mean or median value of each pellet. Classification using LDA on pellet mean or median values showed overall good results. Multi-spectral imaging is a promising technique for non-invasive on-line quality food and feed products with optimal use of pigment and minimum amount of waste.

**B.1 Introduction**

Industrial quality inspection using image analysis is an area undergoing extensive development. Pigment inclusion in aquaculture feed pellets is an area of great interest for automatic visual analysis for statistical production control and optimisation.

Astaxanthin is a naturally occurring carotenoide with high antioxidant activity essential for reproduction, growth and survival, and important for the development of colour in salmonide fish [128]. The primary use of astaxanthin within aquaculture is as a feed additive to ensure that farmed salmon and trout have similar appearance to their wild counterparts [138]; it is the pigment that makes salmonide fish red. The colour appearance of fish products is important for customers. Astaxanthin is very expensive [9] and therefore optimising quantities used in fish feed production is important.

An automatic vision system for on-line quality control of pigment inclusion will be of great benefit to the industry, both in relation to process control and process optimisation.

This paper is based in part on an earlier study by Ljungqvist et al. (2010) [88]. Besides this, to the authors’ knowledge no further work has previously been done on analysing the coating of fish feed using image analysis. Multi-spectral image analysis has shown good results in previous biological applications, where
it has been of interest to detect subtle differences in colour and surface chemistry
[19, 30, 31, 32, 37, 38, 56, 74, 80, 93, 110, 133, 140, 149].

The aim of this project is to investigate the possibility of distinguishing between feed pellets coated with fish oil with and without added astaxanthin using multi-spectral image analysis in order to investigate what spectral features are of interest for further analysis of astaxanthin coating.

B.2 Material and Methods

B.2.1 Material

The feed types used were EcoLife20 and AquaLife R90 (BioMar A/S, Brande, Denmark), both with the radius of 4.5 mm. Each of the two types of fish feed pellets were divided into two groups. One group constitutes pellets coated with fish oil with an additional 50 ppm of a synthetic version of astaxanthin; group A (astaxanthin). The other group was the same type of pellet, coated using the same fish oil without additional astaxanthin; group B (base). The fish oil typically contains a small amount of natural astaxanthin, but this is assumed to be less than 1 ppm and should therefore not affect the results. The distribution of the surface coating was unknown and some amount of variation was likely to have occurred.

The pellets of type EcoLife20 were all produced on the same day, while the pellets of the two groups of AquaLife R90 where produced on different days. This means that the difference between group A and group B of AquaLife R90 is not only the added synthetic astaxanthin in the coating, but could also be differences in the constituent raw materials.

Two feed types were used in order to test the robustness of the astaxanthin coating prediction. A total of 2223 EcoLife20 pellets were used, and a total of 2158 AquaLife R90 pellets were used, see Table B.1.

B.2.2 Imaging Equipment

The equipment used was a camera and lighting system called VideometerLab (Videometer A/S, Hørsholm, Denmark) which supports a multi-spectral resolution of up to 20 wavelengths. These are distributed over the ultra-violet A
Table B.1: Number of analysed pellets in each group. Group A represents pellets coated with synthetic astaxanthin in fish oil, and group B is pellets coated only with fish oil.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size (mm)</th>
<th>Group A samples</th>
<th>Group B samples</th>
<th>Total samples</th>
<th>Production day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EcoLife20</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>2223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AquaLife R90</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1207</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>2158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(UVA), visible (VIS) and first near infrared (NIR) region. The range is from 385 to 1050 nm, as shown in Table B.2.

This system uses a Point Grey Scorpion SCOR-20SOM grey-scale camera and the objects of interest are placed inside an integrating sphere (Ulbricht sphere) with uniform diffuse lighting from light sources placed around the rim of the sphere. All light sources are light-emitting diodes (LED) except for 1050 nm which is a diffused laser diode. The curvature of the sphere and its white matt coating ensures a uniform diffuse light so that specular effects are avoided and the amount of shadow is minimised. The device is calibrated radiometrically with a following light and exposure calibration. The system is also geometrically calibrated to ensure pixel correspondence for all spectral bands [48].

The Scorpion camera has a 12 bit analogue to digital converter (ADC), and the system used 8 bit data output from the camera. The correction for calibration gives reflectance intensity output of 32 bit precision.

The image resolution is $1280 \times 960$ pixels. Each file contains 20 images, one for each spectral band. This results in a multi-spectral image cube with dimensions of $1280 \times 960 \times 20$. In this situation one pixel represents approximately $0.072 \times 0.072$ millimetres.

### B.2.3 Spectral Equipment

In order to explore further the spectral properties of astaxanthin, a spectrometer was used. Absorption spectra of synthetic astaxanthin in a solution of fish oil along with spectra of plain fish oil were recorded in the VIS and NIR range using a NIRSystems 6500 absorption spectrometer (Foss NIRSystems Inc, USA). The absorption spectra were transformed to reflection values using the standard relation $A = -\log(R)$, where $A$ is absorption value and $R$ is the reflection value.
Table B.2: The wavelength of the light sources in the VideometerLab device and their spectral representation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>Ultraviolet A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>Violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>Violet, Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>Yellow, Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Every 2nd nanometre (nm) was recorded in the VIS and NIR range.

### B.2.4 Image Analysis

Initially, the pellets were segmented from the background using an intensity threshold on the multi-spectral images, see Figures B.1 and B.2. Colour standard RGB image representations of the multi-spectral images was made only for visualisation in this paper, by multi-spectral colour-mapping using penalised least square regression described in Dissing et al. (2010) [36].

The basic pellet compound gives a spectral response which will be present in both group A and B. Each pixel is thus a combination of the reflectance of a set of constituents. This mix is assumed to be of equal amount for each pellet type except for the difference in the astaxanthin coating that we want to isolate in our classification.

The ground truth is that we know that certain pellets are coated with synthetic astaxanthin, but since the surface distribution is unknown, it is unclear how much synthetic astaxanthin each of these pixels contains. This gives us an uncertain one-to-many relationship situation.

One way to solve this uncertainty is to represent each pellet using the mean or median of all pixels in a pellet as sample values. In this manner we even out the variance of all pixels in a pellet and each pellet becomes a distinct observation.

In addition to the pellet pixel mean and median values, further summary statistical features to describe the coating distribution were extracted based on pellet pixel values: skewness, kurtosis, variance and maximum value.

#### B.2.4.1 Principal Component Analysis

Our multivariate data from the images were analysed using principal component analysis (PCA) for exploratory purposes. PCA is the most optimal method with respect to maximising the variance [63] and has been commonly used for dimension reduction to deal with ill-posed problems. If the relation of interest contains large variation, then PCA is a good method for analysing the data [53].
B.2.4.2 Preprocessing

The pre-processing method standard normal variate (SNV) was used in combination with PCA. SNV is performed by subtracting the mean for each sample, and normalising using the standard deviation of the sample spectrum [117]. SNV normalises each sample individually.

B.2.4.3 Discriminant Analysis

To discriminate between the two groups we want the within group variation to be small compared to the between groups variation. Wilk’s Λ consists in principle of the ratio of the within group variation (W) and the total variation (T), i.e. the within group plus the between group variation, see Equation B.1. A value of Wilk’s Λ which is close to zero indicates that the two groups are well separated.

$$\Lambda = \frac{\det(W)}{\det(T)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.1)

For statistical discriminant analysis methods we use linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) [63]. These are both based on the Mahalanobis distance, and assume that the observations in each group are normally distributed. LDA and QDA are based on a distance-to-the-group
mean, weighted by the variance. A training set of 70% of the samples were used here, along with a test set of 30% of the samples.

B.2.4.4 Support Vector Machine

For further discriminant analysis we used the support vector machine (SVM), which is a supervised learning technique based on the theory of optimal separating hyperplanes (OSH) [63]. While LDA and QDA are based on the distance between a sample and the group mean, SVM is based on the distance to the nearest training data points; the margin.

The basic idea with SVM is to construct an optimal separating hyperplane for the two groups by mapping the data to a higher-dimensional space. This method uses a soft margin to handle the situation of two non-linearly separable groups, meaning that a certain amount of the training samples are allowed to fall on the wrong side of the separating hyperplane which is defined by the slack amount.

SVM includes a kernel function, responsible for the transformation of the data into a higher-dimensional space. In this way the data is mapped from its original input space into the higher-dimensional feature space. Once the data has been mapped, the aim is to train the model to define a separating hyperplane in the feature space so that the data are then mostly separable by a line. One advantage of using a kernel function is that the SVM method can perform classification without ever representing the feature space explicitly, thus reducing the computational cost. The kernel is located at the point of the dot product in the SVM algorithm [63].

Popular choices for kernel functions can be seen in Equations B.2 – B.3. A $d$:th degree polynomial is shown in Equation B.2, and a radial basis function (RBF) can be seen in Equation B.3. The parameters of variable choice are $c$ (constant), $s$ (linear scaling), $d$ (degree of the polynomial) and $\gamma$. The samples from each group are denoted $x_1$ and $x_2$ respectively.

It should be noted that the radial basis function has a Gaussian form, where $\gamma = 1/2\sigma^2$. The centre of the RBF is the support vector and $\sigma$ will determine the area of influence it has over the data space.

For the kernel parameters, 120 values logarithmically distributed between 0 and 10 were tested for the parameters $\gamma$ and $d$ and the best result was chosen for each kernel respectively. For the polynomial kernel, the parameters $c$ and $s$ were both set to 1. The value of 0.5 was used as the soft margin parameter.
\[ K(x_1, x_2) = (s(x_1 \cdot x_2) + c)^d. \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.2)

\[ K(x_1, x_2) = \exp(-\gamma \|x_1 - x_2\|^2). \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.3)

The SVM implementation used in this study is the SVM Light package [69].

### B.3 Results and Discussion

Comparing the SNV-normalised mean spectra of the two groups of EcoLife20 shows that the largest differences between pellets coated with synthetic astaxanthin in fish oil (group A) and pellets coated only with fish oil (group B) were at 970, 950 and 565 nm (in order of magnitude), see Figure B.3. Both 970 and 950 nm are in the NIR range, while 565 nm represents the green colour which is next to yellow. Also 1050 nm shows to separate the groups. For AquaLife R90 the largest differences between the group spectra are in the visual range around 400 nm and also slightly above 600 nm.

The spectrometer results show a large deviation between synthetic astaxanthin in fish oil and plain fish oil in the range of 500 – 600 nm, see Figure B.3. This corresponds well with the results from the VideometerLab images and partly corresponds with previous studies of astaxanthin [21, 156].

The mean spectra of the two groups of both EcoLife20 and AquaLife R90 are significantly different at a 0.1% level. This is promising for classification between the two coating groups. On the other hand, Wilk’s \( \Lambda \) of the group means of EcoLife20 pellets is 0.987, and for AquaLife R90 it is 0.826. The high values here reflect the situation of high variation within the groups and a low variation between the groups. So, even though the group means are well separated, there is a vast overlap of the two groups.

Classification tests of EcoLife20 show that LDA on the pellet means or pellet medians gave the best result with a classification correctness of about 93%. See Table B.3 for test results.

Classification tests of AquaLife R90 show that QDA on the pellet medians gave the best result with a classification correctness of 100%.

The results from LDA and QDA show for all tests that group A is misclassified into group B more often than the opposite. This could be because of the variation in the astaxanthin distribution on the pellets, in that if some pellets have less astaxanthin on the surface than others they might get misclassified.
Using LDA and QDA on the other summary statistics features (skewness, kurtosis, variance and maximum value) gave results of lower correctness for both pellet types (results not shown).

Considering the fact that the AquaLife R90 pellets of the different groups where produced on different production days, there is a chance that this fact affects the classification rate. If the two groups also contain differences in raw material batches, this could potentially increase the differences between the two groups of this pellet type and thereby improve the classification result. This gives us a confounding situation where we are not certain whether it is the synthetic astaxanthin coating that is classified, the constituent raw material differences, or a combination of the two. In future experiments this should be avoided by using the same production day for both groups. For further analysis in this area the results are likely to show variation dependent on the mixture of the pellet types in relation to the variation in feed compounds that will affect the spectral response.

Having LDA train on the mean pixel values of some of the EcoLife20 pellets, 1126 pellets from group A and 1026 pellets from group B, and then using this model on pellet pixel values for the remaining 39 and 32 pellets respectively rendered a pixel classification correctness of only 54%. The same test for AquaLife R90 shows a pixel classification correctness of 55%. This lower value in comparison to classification on the pellet mean values is interpreted as an indication of high variance of the spatial coating distribution on the pellets and/or high variance in the feed composition at the pixel level.

Using PCA before doing LDA or QDA on the pellet mean values did not improve the results, see Table B.3. This may be an indication that maximising the variance is not a well-suited method for this particular problem, which was also indicated by the high variation within groups in comparison to the variation between groups. PCA maximises the variance without specifically considering the variance between the two groups in the data. PC2 shows the largest difference between the two groups, see Figure B.4. The first five principal components explain 98% of the total variance of the pellet mean values, and still the result of the discriminant analysis on these five components rendered worse classification in comparison to using the plain 20 variables in the data.

In most of the tests LDA performed better than QDA, this is interpreted such that the problem is linear. This could also be explained by the fact that QDA uses two covariance matrices, instead of LDA:s one matrix, and in combination with data of 20 dimensions this could make QDA a bit numerically unstable. LDA also showed better results than SVM for the EcoLife20 pellets. For AquaLife R90 LDA or QDA showed better results than SVM for classification using the pellet mean or pellet median values, while the classification using PC1-5
Figure B.3: Spectrometer reflectance of synthetic astaxanthin in oil (green) and plain fish oil (black). Multi-spectral images (reflectance) mean of group A (pellets with synthetic astaxanthin in fish oil) (red) and group B (pellets with fish oil) (blue) of the EcoLife20 type. Spectrometer spectra converted from absorption to reflectance. All spectra are normalised using SNV to fit in the same plot. The wavelengths captured for the images by the VideometerLab are marked by vertical dotted lines.

Table B.3: The misclassification of pellet coating type for different kinds of features. Displayed values are total test error for classification of the two groups A (astaxanthin) and B (base).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EcoLife20</th>
<th>LDA</th>
<th>QDA</th>
<th>SVM (RBF)</th>
<th>SVM (Poly)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.0646</td>
<td>0.0901</td>
<td>0.1291</td>
<td>0.0811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.0736</td>
<td>0.0931</td>
<td>0.1456</td>
<td>0.0841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean, SNV, PC1-5</td>
<td>0.1396</td>
<td>0.2162</td>
<td>0.1727</td>
<td>0.1637</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AquaLife R90</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean, SNV, PC1-5</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
<td>0.0201</td>
<td>0.0155</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
on the pellet means showed better results using SVM than the LDA and QDA. LDA and QDA are quite quick to compute while the SVM takes significantly longer time.

To sum up, the results show that it is possible to distinguish between feed pellets with and without inclusion of synthetic astaxanthin in the coating using multi-spectral image analysis. However, more work is needed in order to make the method robust for different pellet types and also for different amounts of astaxanthin. Since astaxanthin is expensive, it is important to have a good accuracy in the method. This will later be of importance for developing rapid and non-invasive on-line quality food and feed products with optimal use of pigment and minimum amount of waste.
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Abstract

The aim of this study was to investigate the possibility of predicting the presence, type and concentration level of astaxanthin coating of aquaculture feed pellets by multi-spectral image analysis. Both natural and synthetic astaxanthin was used, and several different concentration levels of synthetic astaxanthin in combination with four different recipes of feed pellets. The imaging device used was a VideometerLab with 20 spectral bands in the range of 385–1050 nm. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA), quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA), and sparse linear discriminant analysis (SLDA) was used for classification and variable selection. Partial least squares regression (PLSR) was used for prediction of the concentration level. The results show that it is possible to predict the level of synthetic astaxanthin coating using PLSR on either the same recipe, or when calibrating on all recipes. The concentration prediction is good enough for screening for all recipes, and suitable for quality control for two recipes. Moreover it shows that it is possible to predict the type of astaxanthin used in the coating using discriminant analysis. Also it shows that a filled dish of randomly placed pellets can be used for the inspection tasks. Finally, the most selected spectral bands are in the range of 400–600 nm, as well as just above 900 nm.

C.1 Introduction

Astaxanthin is a naturally occurring carotenoid with a high antioxidant activity essential for growth and survival and important for the development of colour in salmonid fishes [128]. The primary use of astaxanthin within aquaculture is as a feed additive to ensure that farmed salmon and trout have similar appearance to their wild counterparts [138]. Astaxanthin is very expensive [9] and therefore optimisation and quality control of its use in fish feed production is of importance.

Synthetic astaxanthin is more easily available and costs slightly less than natural astaxanthin and is therefore used more often in industry. However, there is a demand for natural astaxanthin for the organic salmonid fish market, where natural astaxanthin is mandatory.

An automatic vision system for at-line pigment quality control of concentration level and type would be of great benefit to the industry both in relation to process control and process optimisation. Furthermore, the astaxanthin coating type can be verified by the customers in the organic salmonid fish market.
Multi-spectral imaging of astaxanthin coating has previously been done in an earlier study by Ljungqvist et al.[87] which showed that it is possible to predict the presence of astaxanthin in fish feed pellet coating. However, they did not use different types of astaxanthin, nor did they use different concentration levels of astaxanthin coating.

Besides this, to the authors’ knowledge, no further work has previously been done on analysing the coating of fish feed using image analysis. A study by Zhu et al. [159] used a spectroradiometer (325–1075 nm) for classification of four different fish feed pellet recipes, however they did not use image analysis.

Multi-spectral image analysis has shown good results in previous biological applications where it is of interest to detect subtle differences in colour and surface chemistry [19, 30, 31, 32, 37, 56, 74, 80, 110, 133, 140, 149].

The aim of this study is to investigate the possibility of predicting the presence, type and concentration level of astaxanthin coating of aquaculture feed pellets by multi-spectral image analysis. Furthermore, the aim is to make this coating prediction robust for different underlying pellet recipes in order to make a model that can predict astaxanthin coating irrespective of the composition of the underlying pellet recipe.

- **Hypotheses:** By multi-spectral image analyses it is possible to:

1. Discriminate between synthetic astaxanthin coating and natural astaxanthin coating
2. Discriminate between synthetic astaxanthin coating and fish oil coating
3. Discriminate between synthetic astaxanthin coating and centrifuged synthetic astaxanthin coating
4. Predict the concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin coating by regression analysis
5. Predict the concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin coating by regression analysis – irrespective of the composition of the pellet recipe

Moreover, it is of interest to select the spectral bands of most importance for the particular problem. We also want to investigate if the analysis is influenced by the way the pellets are arranged geometrically. First investigating pellets standing on end or lying on their side, and finally investigating the difference in images with single pellets or clusters of pellets.
C.2 Materials and Methods

C.2.1 Pellets

Four different feed recipes with the same amount of protein (but of different origin) were investigated and all but one contained the same amount of oil, see Table C.1. The four recipes were all based on normal commercial fish feed for salmonid fish. The recipes were named after their dominant ingredient; the standard recipe was called control (CON), then there was maize gluten (MG), soya protein concentrate (60%) (SPC) and a control recipe with a different amount of oil (CON31). All pellets had an approximate production diameter of 4.5 mm.

The feed material was extruded through a die plate with holes of a certain diameter which determined the diameter of the pellets. On the other side of the disk was a set of rotating knives that cut the material into shorter cylinder-shaped pellets. Vacuum coating of the pellets took place after the extrusion. All pellets were stored dark and dry in sealed plastic bags for about twelve months between production and image acquisition.

Table C.1: Recipes of the pellets, with ingredient amount in percentage. The recipe names are: Control (CON), Maize gluten (MG), Soya protein concentrate (SPC), and Control 31 (CON31). All recipes have the same total amount of protein. CON, MG and SPC have the same total amount of oil.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredients</th>
<th>CON</th>
<th>MG</th>
<th>SPC</th>
<th>CON31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fish oil</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat flour</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish meal</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maize gluten</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soya (60%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table content

| Total protein   | 45  | 45 | 45  | 45    |
| Total oil       | 24  | 24 | 24  | 31    |
C.2.2 Coating

The pellets included in this study consist of several classes; pellets coated with fish oil using different amounts of added synthetic astaxanthin (20, 40, 60, 80 parts per million (ppm)), as well as pellets coated with fish oil with 20 ppm of added natural astaxanthin. Moreover, a coating of only fish oil without additional astaxanthin was used. Fish oil in itself typically contains a small amount of natural astaxanthin, however this was assumed to be less than 1 ppm and here was referred to as a coating of 0 ppm concentration. Astaxanthin is commonly measured in ppm, and it is measured in mass so here ppm corresponds to mg/kg.

The pellets of recipe CON and CON31 had five coating concentration levels in total (0, 20, 40, 60, 80 ppm) of synthetic astaxanthin. The pellets of recipe MG and SPC had three concentration levels in total (0, 20, 60 ppm) of synthetic astaxanthin, see Table C.2.

The synthetic astaxanthin used was a cold water dispersible (BASF SE, Germany). It was dissolved in water.

The synthetic astaxanthin of 20 ppm was also centrifuged to be dissolved in oil.

The natural astaxanthin used consists of (a 50/50 mix of) mono- and di-esters of fatty acids. It was extracted from shrimps and was dissolved in oil [103].

The distribution of the surface coating was unknown and some amount of variation was likely to have occurred.

The common pellet compound for each recipe gives a spectral response which will be present for all concentration levels and astaxanthin types. Each pixel is thus a combination of the reflectance of a set of constituents. This mix was assumed to be of equal amount for each pellet recipe except for the difference of the astaxanthin coating concentration and astaxanthin type that we want to isolate in our model.

C.2.3 Equipment

The equipment used for image acquisition was a camera and lighting system called VideometerLab (Videometer A/S, Hørsholm, Denmark) which supports a multi-spectral resolution of up to 20 spectral bands [23]. These are distributed over the ultra-violet A (UVA), visible and first near infra-red (NIR) region.
Table C.2: All 18 available pellet types. Coating concentration of synthetic astaxanthin dissolved in fish oil, for the different pellet recipes. Amount of astaxanthin added to the fish oil coating in ppm. Fish oil coating is represented by 0 ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipe</th>
<th>Astaxanthin</th>
<th>Concentration (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>0 20 40 60 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>- 20 - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>Synth Centr.</td>
<td>- 20 - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>0 20 - 60 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>0 20 - 60 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>0 20 40 60 80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The spectral range is from 385 to 1050 nm, see Table C.3. In comparison to spectroscopy, multi-spectral imaging includes both spectral information and spatial information simultaneously.

This system uses a Point Grey Scorpion SCOR-20SOM grey-scale camera. The objects of interest are placed inside an integrating sphere (Ulbricht sphere) with uniform diffuse lighting from light sources placed around the rim of the sphere. All light sources are light-emitting diodes (LED) except for 1050 nm which is a diffused laser diode. The curvature of the sphere and its matt-white coating ensure a uniform diffuse light so that specular effects are avoided and the amount of shadow is minimised. The device is calibrated radiometrically with a following light and exposure calibration. The system is also geometrically calibrated to ensure pixel correspondence for all spectral bands [48].

The image resolution is 1280 × 960 pixels. Each file contains 20 images, one for each spectral band. In this situation one pixel represents approximately 0.072 × 0.072 millimetres. The Scorpion camera has a 12 bit analogue to digital converter (ADC), and the system uses 8 bit data output from the camera. The correction for calibration gives reflectance intensity output of 32 bit precision.

C.2.4 Spectroscopy

In order to explore the spectral properties of astaxanthin further, a spectrometer was used. Absorption spectra of synthetic astaxanthin in a solution of fish oil along with plain fish oil were recorded in the visible and NIR range using a NIRSystems 6500 absorption spectrometer (Foss NIRSystems Inc, USA). The absorption spectra were transformed to reflection values using the standard
Table C.3: The wavelength of the light sources in the VideometerLab device and their spectral representation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>Ultraviolet A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>Violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>Violet, Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>Yellow, Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>NIR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

relation $A = -\log(R)$, where $A$ is the absorption values and $R$ is the reflection values. Every 2nd nanometre (nm) was recorded in the visible and NIR range.

C.2.5 Image Acquisition

A petri dish filled with pellets arranged randomly resembles the at-line inspection that industry would desire for this application. The situation represents the disordered way in which the pellets lie on the conveyor-belt and in the final bin at the end of the production line. In comparison to spectroscopy which measures a point, multi-spectral imaging also includes spatial information which covers many pellets simultaneously and would arguably give a more robust result.

For each of the total 18 pellet types (recipe, concentration level and astaxanthin type) a total of 4 images of scattered pellets (Scat) were acquired using the VideometerLab, and 4 images of filled plastic petri dishes (diameter 9 cm)
of pellets (Fill) were taken. Furthermore, a total of 60 Fill images of CON pellets with 20 ppm synthetic astaxanthin (30 images) and 20 ppm natural astaxanthin (30 images) coating were captured. The pellets were at normal room temperature during image acquisition.

The pellets were segmented from the light-grey background using a grey-scale threshold in combination with morphological methods [122].

For the Fill images, optimally the pellets should be segmented individually. However, since that was not feasible for this type of images the segmented pellet cluster was divided into subregions of maximally $100 \times 100$ pixels and the mean of each region was used as a sample. One full subregion represented approximately the area of three pellets. A subregion rather than the individual pellet was therefore considered a sample. This was done in order to increase the number of samples to avoid an ill-posed problem so we could complete the statistical analysis described in the section below. On average one image consisted of about 120 subregions (samples).

Adjacent subregions tend to be positively correlated (spatial autocorrelation), since one pellet can be divided and fall into several subregions, yet since we had a large number of subregions, the proportion of autocorrelated subregions was reduced and this was assumed not to affect the results.

For the Scat images the mean value of each pellet was used as a sample.

Standard red-green-blue (sRGB) colour image representations of the multi-spectral images for this paper were done by multi-spectral colour-mapping using penalised least square regression described in Dissing et al.[36].

C.2.6 Data Analysis

The analyses of the images of the pellets were done in order to investigate hypotheses 1–5 presented above.

The reference values (ground truth) was that we knew that the pellets were coated with a specific amount of synthetic or natural astaxanthin; the nominal values. However, since the surface distribution was unknown, the coating variation from pixel to pixel was unknown. A way to solve this was to represent each pellet in the Scat images using the pixel mean values as samples. In this manner we evened out the variance of all pixels in each pellet and a distinct sample was achieved; each pellet became an observation. For the Fill images, the mean of each subregion was used.
The number of samples is denoted \( n \) and the number of variables (the 20 spectral bands) is denoted \( p \). The stored data of \( n \) samples and \( p \) variables is denoted as matrix \( \mathbf{X} \). The ground truth reference values (the known concentration levels of astaxanthin) are stored in vector \( \mathbf{y} \) with length \( n \). The predicted (estimated) value of \( \mathbf{y} \) is denoted \( \hat{\mathbf{y}} \).

All image analyses and statistics were carried out using Matlab 7.9 (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).

C.2.6.1 Principal Component Analysis

The multivariate data from the images was analysed using principal component analysis (PCA) for exploratory purposes [53]. PCA is an unsupervised method, and the most optimal method with respect to maximising the variance [43, 63]. If the relation of interest contains large variation, then PCA is a good method for analysing the data. The pre-processing method, called standard normal variate (SNV) [117], was used, followed by PCA. SNV is performed by subtracting the mean and normalising using the standard deviation of the data.

C.2.7 Model Selection and Validation

In order to calibrate the statistical model parameters, a calibration set of 70% of the samples was used. Then the chosen model was validated on the remaining 30% of the validation samples. The calibration and validation set was chosen randomly, with all concentration levels present in both. The same calibration and validation set was used in all tests where calibration was needed.

For validation or parameter calibration of the statistical models the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) method was used, were each sample is used as validation once. For LOOCV the error rate is almost unbiased for the true (expected) prediction error, but in this case they could have high variance, since the training sets are so similar to each other [63].

When parameter calibration was needed, LOOCV was used on the calibration set. When calibration was not needed, the calibration set was used as a training set with the validation set as test set, and also in these situations, for comparison, LOOCV was used on the entire data set.
C.2 Materials and Methods

C.2.7.1 Discriminant Analysis

Statistical discriminant analysis of the images was made for testing hypotheses 1-3, as well as for performing classification of pellets lying on their side and standing on end. This analysis performed discrimination tests with only two groups of samples.

Since we have five distinct levels of synthetic astaxanthin concentration, we can perform discriminant analysis of this data regarding each concentration level as a group. This is a way of partly investigating hypotheses 4-5 to see if the concentration levels in the images are separable.

Hotelling’s $T^2$ test was used in order to see if the two group means were significantly different [43, 66].

The classification methods used were linear discriminant analysis (LDA), quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) [43], and sparse linear discriminant analysis (SLDA) [28].

The LDA and QDA are both based on the Mahalanobis distance, and assume that the observations in each group are normally distributed. LDA and QDA are based on a distance to the group mean weighted by the variance. LDA and QDA do not need calibration, so therefore both LOOCV on the training set, as well as the fixed training and test sets, were used independently to validate the discriminant models.

C.2.7.2 Variable Selection

In order to identify which wavelengths are of most interest for classification of coating types, two different methods were used.

The first method for evaluating spectral bands was LDA classification on all possible subsets of 1, 2 and 3 bands. LOOCV was used for each test and the lowest classification error was selected. The number of combinations for each subset size (cardinality) is equal to the binomial coefficient, using combinations without repetition. In this way we investigated which bands, and which combinations of bands, were important.

The other method was SLDA, which is designed for ill-posed problems where the number of variables is larger than the number of observations; a so-called large $p$ small $n$ problem ($p \gg n$). That was not the case in this study, but since
SLDA performs both variable selection and classification it suits our purposes well on those aspects. SLDA uses the elastic net (EN) for variable selection [160]. The EN tends to select variables that are correlated with each other.

Two model parameters are needed for EN: \( \lambda_1 \) for the \( L_1 \) norm for determining the number of non-zero coefficients, and \( \lambda_2 \) for the Euclidean \( L_2 \) norm for regularisation. The regularisation was less important here since we did not have ill-posed problems. The regression model consists of the variable weights (coefficients) in \( \beta^{en} \), see Equation C.1.

\[
\beta_{j}^{en} = \underset{\beta_j}{\text{argmin}} \left( \| \mathbf{y} - \mathbf{X}\beta_j \|_2^2 + \lambda_2 \| \beta_j \|_2^2 + \lambda_1 \| \beta_j \|_1 \right).
\] (C.1)

The estimated coefficients are then multiplied by \( (1 + \lambda_2) \) to get the final EN solution.

The two parameters were selected using LOOCV on the calibration set. The \( \lambda_1 \) parameter steers the selection of variables and was calculated so that the number of selected variables was varied from 1 to 10. The \( \lambda_2 \) parameter was varied with 12 logarithmic steps from \( 10^{-7} \) to 10. The data \( \mathbf{X} \) was normalised before each calculation of the SLDA so that each variable got unit length.

The SLDA algorithm calculates one or more sparse discriminant component(s) that gives the best classification of the groups. The number of components is one less than the number of groups.

In order to compare LDA on subsets and SLDA we used Wilk’s \( \Lambda \), which in principle consists of the ratio of the within group variation (\( \mathbf{W} \)) and the total variation (\( \mathbf{T} \)), i.e. the within group plus the between group variation: \( \Lambda = \frac{\text{det}(\mathbf{W})}{\text{det}(\mathbf{T})} \). A value of Wilk’s \( \Lambda \) which is close to zero indicates that the two groups are well separated. The band combination with the lowest value of Wilk’s \( \Lambda \) was chosen.

\[\text{C.2.7.3 Regression}\]

The concentration level was analysed using the partial least squares regression (PLSR) method [63, 131]. The number of samples in the calibration set was \( n_c \), and the number of components (factors) \( n_f \) tested in the calibration step was varied from 1 to 20 (\( p \)). The data was mean centred, and the number of components to be used in the PLSR model was decided using LOOCV on
the calibration set, while minimising the prediction residual sum of squares (PRESS), see Equation C.2.

\[ PRESS_{n_f} = \sum_{n_c} (y - \hat{y}_{n_f})^2. \]  

(C.2)

Then this model, using \( n_f \) components, was validated on the validation samples.

The coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) is a measure of how much variation is explained by the model and was calculated for the prediction of the validation set. \( R^2 \) is basically the ratio of the residual sum of squares (RSS) and the total sum of squares (TSS), see Equation C.3.

\[ R^2 = 1 - \frac{RSS}{TSS} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{n_v} (y - \hat{y})^2}{\sum_{n_v} (y - \frac{1}{n_v} \sum_{n_v} y)^2}. \]  

(C.3)

Furthermore, the ratio of the standard error of prediction (RPD) was calculated as a measure of how well the model predicts. The RPD is the ratio between the standard error of prediction (SEP) and the standard deviation (SD) of the reference values \( y \) (the reference values): \( RPD = SD/SEP \).

The SEP is equal to the root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP). An RPD value of 1.0 means that the model cannot predict accurately, since this means that the mean error is equal to the standard deviation of the reference values. An RPD value higher than 2.5 is considered satisfactory for screening, and values of 5–10 are adequate for quality control, according to Williams and Sobering [147].

### C.2.8 Recipes

How the underlying pellet composition affects the image-based prediction of synthetic astaxanthin was also tested, in order to make a robust model that can predict astaxanthin coating irrespective of the composition of the underlying pellet recipe.

The prediction model from one recipe was used to predict the coating of another pellet recipe with either two groups (0, 60 ppm) or three groups (0, 20, 60 ppm) of coating with added synthetic astaxanthin. Further on, combinations of three recipes were used to train the prediction model and the remaining recipe was
used for prediction (test). Finally, all four recipes were used both for training and for testing, randomly divided into a training set (70% of the samples) and a test set (30% of the samples).

C.3 Results

The spectrometer results show a large spectral difference between fish oil with added (synthetic/natural) astaxanthin and plain fish oil in the range of 450 – 600 nm, as well as a spectral difference between fish oil with natural astaxanthin and fish oil with synthetic astaxanthin in the approximate range of 600 – 700 nm, see Figure C.1. The spectrometer results show similar characteristics and separation as the spectra from the VideometerLab images of astaxanthin in fish oil, see Figure C.2.

An example of a Scat image is shown in Figure C.3, and an example of a Fill image is shown in Figure C.4, and with subregions visualised in Figure C.5. Pellets with the centrifuged synthetic astaxanthin coating can be seen in Figure C.6, and with the natural astaxanthin coating in Figure C.7. All concentration levels of the CON pellets can be seen in Figure C.8, and the four different pellet recipes with plain fish oil coating can be seen in Figure C.9.

Figure C.1: Spectrometer spectra of synthetic astaxanthin in fish oil, natural astaxanthin in fish oil, and plain fish oil. The values are converted to reflectance. The wavelengths of the VideometerLab are marked by vertical lines.

Figure C.2: VideometerLab reflectance spectra of synthetic astaxanthin in fish oil, and natural astaxanthin in fish oil, and plain fish oil.
Figure C.3: Standard RGB version of a Scat image (scattered pellets lying on their side) of CON pellets with coating using synthetic astaxanthin level of 20 ppm.

Figure C.4: Standard RGB version of a Fill image (a petri dish filled with pellets) of CON pellets with coating using synthetic astaxanthin level of 20 ppm.

Figure C.5: The image in Figure C.4 (CON pellets with coating using synthetic astaxanthin level of 20 ppm), with the background segmented and subregions visualised.

Figure C.6: Standard RGB version of a Fill image of CON pellets with coating using centrifuged synthetic astaxanthin level of 20 ppm.

Figure C.7: Standard RGB version of a Fill image of CON pellets with coating using added natural astaxanthin level of 20 ppm.
Figure C.8: Standard RGB version of Fill images of CON pellets. The concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin is from left to right: 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 ppm.

Figure C.9: Standard RGB version of Fill images of pellets with plain fish oil as coating (0 ppm). The pellet recipe from left to right is: CON, MG, SPC, CON31.

C.3.1 Classification

The investigation of the discrimination hypotheses 1, 2 and 3 is presented here, along with the investigation of the difference between the end and the side of the pellets. All two-group classification tests (see Table C.4 and 0, 60 ppm tests in Table C.5) have group means that are significantly different at a 0.1% significance level using Hotelling’s $T^2$ test. This indicates that the spectral reflectance of the two groups in each test is separable.

The results also show that there is a distinct difference in the spectral response between the end and the side of the pellets since LDA gives 99.7% classification of pellets standing on end and lying on their side, see Table C.4. This does not necessarily mean that there is a difference in astaxanthin coating concentration between end and side. The mean standard deviation for all spectral bands for the pellets standing on end is 3.13, and for the pellets on their side (Scat) 3.60. In comparison, for the Fill images of the same pellet type, the standard deviation is 6.11.

Furthermore, LDA classification of synthetic astaxanthin coating (60 ppm) and fish oil coating (0 ppm) using Scat images gives a 100% correct classification.
result. LDA on MG and SPC with levels 0, 20, and 60 ppm show that both Scat and Fill images give a classification of 99-100%, see Table C.5.

The discriminant analysis of the CON pellets shows that LDA performs a 99% classification of synthetic astaxanthin coating and natural astaxanthin coating, on both Scat and Fill images. The mean spectra of the two groups with one standard deviation marked can be seen in Figure C.10, where it shows that the two groups’ mean spectra have a large overlap, while the standard deviations differs somewhat.

Using the method of LDA with subsets shows that LDA on combinations of three spectral bands gives a 95% classification of synthetic astaxanthin coating and natural astaxanthin coating on both Scat and Fill images, see Table C.6. The vast majority of the spectral bands chosen are in the range of 450 – 590 nm, which corresponds well to the spectrometer results of astaxanthin.

Wilk’s Λ selects spectral bands in the range of 450 – 660 nm, which corresponds well to LDA subsets while it includes two longer wavelengths, see Table C.7.

Using SLDA on Scat images gives a 99% classification using 9 spectral bands, and for the Fill images gives a 98% classification using 10 bands, see Table C.8. The bands chosen cover the full range of the total 20 spectral bands used, with the majority in the visible range, and only two bands in the NIR range. The bands selected by SLDA include many of the bands selected by LDA subsets and Wilk’s Λ. The two groups projected on the sparse discriminant component can be seen in Figure C.11.

Classification of synthetic astaxanthin coating and coating using centrifuged synthetic astaxanthin using LDA shows a 87% classification for Scat images, and only 70% for Fill images, see Table C.4.

By using three spectral bands on Scat images, LDA with subsets gives a classification of 80%, and only 67% using three bands on Fill images. The bands selected are mostly in the range of 430 – 505 nm for the Fill images. In contrast, for Scat images, mostly NIR bands are selected, see Table C.6.

Nevertheless, Wilk’s Λ selects spectral bands mostly in the range of 385 – 470 nm, but for the Fill images the NIR band of 920 nm is also selected, see Table C.7.

Classification of synthetic astaxanthin coating and coating using centrifuged synthetic astaxanthin by SLDA gives an 85% classification using 10 bands on Scat images, and 68% using the Fill images, see Table C.8.
The classification of synthetic astaxanthin coating and coating using centrifuged synthetic astaxanthin using LDA, LDA subsets and SLDA all give better results for Scat images than for Fill images. However, they all give relatively poor results in comparison to classification between synthetic astaxanthin coating and natural astaxanthin coating.

In order to investigate whether it is reasonable to use the image subregions as sub-samples, the 60 Fill images of CON pellets were analysed in order to discriminate between synthetic and natural astaxanthin coating. The mean of the whole segmented pellet cluster in each Fill image was used as samples \((n=60)\), and this was compared to subregions on 4 images of each group \((n=1034)\). The results of this show that, for the mean values of the full pellet clusters, both LDA and QDA with LOOCV give 100% classification. For the subregions, the classification is about 99.9% for LDA and QDA, see Table C.4. This shows that it is possible to get approximately the same result with subregions as without subregions for this classification problem, so therefore it is sound to use subregions in this study.

Also, using these 60 images it was tested if one, two, three or four subregions per image might be enough to discriminate between these two groups. These subregions were in the centre of the segmented pellet cluster and the four subregions were not adjacent to each other. Using LDA and LOOCV it can be seen that using one subregion per image is enough to get a 100% correct classification of the type of astaxanthin coating used on the pellets. The same result was also achieved with 2, 3 and 4 subregions per image.

### Table C.4: Classification of pellet coatings using LDA with LOOCV as well as with a training and test set. The total number of samples of each data set is presented. Fill: A filled petri dish subdivided into regions. Scat: Pellets scattered and segmented as individual pellets. Amount of astaxanthin added to the fish oil coating was 20 ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipe Groups</th>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>LDA CV error</th>
<th>LDA Test error</th>
<th>Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CON Pellet end, Pellet side</td>
<td>--, Scat</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON Synthetic, Natural</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
<td>0.0145</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON Synthetic, Natural</td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>1034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON Synthetic, S.Centrifuged</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>0.1297</td>
<td>0.1399</td>
<td>478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON Synthetic, S.Centrifuged</td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>0.2972</td>
<td>0.2816</td>
<td>1033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C.3 Results

Table C.5: Classification of concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin in the pellet coating using LDA with LOOCV as well as with a training and test set. The total number of samples of each data set is presented. Fill: A filled petri dish subdivided into regions. Scat: Pellets scattered and segmented as individual pellets. Amount (concentration) of astaxanthin added to the fish oil coating in ppm. Fish oil coating is represented by 0 ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipe</th>
<th>Conc. Groups (ppm)</th>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>LDA CV error</th>
<th>LDA Test error</th>
<th>Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>0.20,40,60,80</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>0.0316</td>
<td>0.0170</td>
<td>791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>0.20,40,60,80</td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>0.0979</td>
<td>0.1044</td>
<td>2430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>0.20,60</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>0.20,60</td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
<td>1462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>0.20,60</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>0.20,60</td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>1343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>0.20,40,60,80</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>0.20,40,60,80</td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>0.0225</td>
<td>0.0192</td>
<td>2442</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure C.10: VideometerLab reflectance spectra of CON Fill image subregions. Images of pellets with added synthetic astaxanthin and added natural astaxanthin, with one standard deviation visualised.

Figure C.11: Estimated density of CON Scat pellets with synthetic astaxanthin and natural astaxanthin, projected on the sparse discriminant component (SD) (consisting of 9 selected spectral bands) calculated by SLDA.
Table C.6: Classification of coating type using LDA on subsets (band combinations). Classification was done between synthetic and natural astaxanthin, as well as between synthetic astaxanthin and centrifuged synthetic astaxanthin, all of CON recipe. One band at a time was tested, along with two and three bands in combination. Lowest classification error presented along with the spectral band(s) used for the result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>Nbr of Band(s)</th>
<th>LDA CV error</th>
<th>Band(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synth., Nat.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scat</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3261</td>
<td>450 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scat</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1425</td>
<td>470, 505 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scat</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0518</td>
<td>470, 505, 590 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4845</td>
<td>1050 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1799</td>
<td>450, 505 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0474</td>
<td>450, 505, 565 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synth., S.Centr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scat</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4079</td>
<td>385 or 450 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scat</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2469</td>
<td>890, 970 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scat</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2092</td>
<td>890, 950, 970 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4550</td>
<td>920 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3466</td>
<td>450, 505 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3291</td>
<td>430, 450, 505 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table C.7: Variable selection for separation of coating type using Wilk’s Λ with LOOCV on subsets (band combinations). Separation was done between synthetic and natural astaxanthin, as well as between synthetic astaxanthin and centrifuged synthetic astaxanthin, all of CON recipe. One band at a time was tested, along with two and three bands in combination. Lowest value of the LOOCV presented along with the corresponding spectral band(s).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>Nbr of Band(s)</th>
<th>Wilk’s Λ</th>
<th>Band(s) (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synth., Nat.</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8300</td>
<td>450 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8431</td>
<td>450, 660 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.8559</td>
<td>450, 470, 660 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9978</td>
<td>660 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9979</td>
<td>645, 660 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9979</td>
<td>590, 645, 660 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synth., S.Centr.</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9338</td>
<td>430 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9342</td>
<td>430, 450 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9358</td>
<td>430, 450, 470 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9945</td>
<td>920 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9948</td>
<td>385, 920 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9953</td>
<td>385, 430, 920 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table C.8: Classification of coating type using SLDA. Classification was done between synthetic and natural astaxanthin, as well as between synthetic astaxanthin and centrifuged synthetic astaxanthin, all of CON recipe. Classification error on the validation set presented, along with the spectral bands used in the sparse discriminant component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>Nbr of SLDA Bands</th>
<th>SLDA Error (nm)</th>
<th>Bands (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synth., Nat.</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
<td>385, 450, 470, 505, 590, 630, 660, 850, 1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0161</td>
<td>385, 430, 450, 505, 590, 630, 645, 660, 850, 940 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synth., S.Centr.</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.1469</td>
<td>385, 450, 630, 645, 660, 890, 920, 950, 970, 1050 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.3204</td>
<td>385, 430, 450, 505, 565, 590, 850, 910, 970, 1050 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C.3.2 Astaxanthin Concentration Level

The investigation of hypothesis 4, which is to predict the concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin coating, is presented here. The explorative analysis of the concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin coating using PCA on CON31 pellets shows that PC2 and PC3 seem to describe the concentration scale, however with large overlap, see Figure C.12.

For the classification of the five different concentration levels of synthetic astaxanthin coating of the CON pellets it turns out that the LDA gives a classification of 93.2% using the Scat images, and a classification of 90.2% using the Fill images. While the same levels for the CON31 pellets give a classification of 100% using the Scat images, and 97.8% using the Fill images, see Table C.5 for further results.

For PLSR the PRESS value drops significantly until 10 components approximately, and then flattens out for all tests. The PLSR results show good results for all recipes respectively with $R^2$ values above 0.9 both for Fill and Scat images, as well as RPD values above 3, which is considered good enough for screening [147], see Table C.9 and Figure C.13. For MG and SPC using Scat images the RPD is above 5, which is considered good enough for quality control. It shows that the results for the Scat images are better than the results for the
The PLSR components’ weights show the contribution of different spectral regions to the model, and thus their significance. Looking at the 7 first components from the PLSR model of the CON31 pellets, we see that there are large weights between 400 and 600 nm, as well as just above 900 nm, with the large peaks around 450 - 505 nm, see Figure C.14. This well corresponds to the spectrometer results and with the band selection results shown above.

Table C.9: PLS regression for synthetic astaxanthin concentration level prediction. For CON and CON31 using synthetic astaxanthin with the concentration levels: 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 ppm, and for MG and SPC the levels are: 0, 20, 60 ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipe</th>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>Comp.</th>
<th>R² Calibr.</th>
<th>R² Pred.</th>
<th>SEC Calibr.</th>
<th>SEP Pred.</th>
<th>RPD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9445</td>
<td>0.9414</td>
<td>5.9383</td>
<td>6.0125</td>
<td>4.1396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.9120</td>
<td>0.9148</td>
<td>8.4456</td>
<td>8.2693</td>
<td>3.4274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.9496</td>
<td>0.9517</td>
<td>6.3635</td>
<td>6.1658</td>
<td>4.5597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.9151</td>
<td>0.9114</td>
<td>8.2489</td>
<td>8.4279</td>
<td>3.3618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.9749</td>
<td>0.9718</td>
<td>3.6093</td>
<td>3.7612</td>
<td>5.9695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.9330</td>
<td>0.9239</td>
<td>6.5283</td>
<td>6.9120</td>
<td>3.6283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.9680</td>
<td>0.9682</td>
<td>4.1889</td>
<td>4.0709</td>
<td>5.6287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9143</td>
<td>0.8411</td>
<td>5.6904</td>
<td>7.5572</td>
<td>2.5133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C.3.3 Recipe Tests

The investigation of hypothesis 5 is presented here, namely to see if it is possible to find a common component for astaxanthin prediction, independent of the underlying compounds in the recipes. It is of interest to see if the spectral characteristic of synthetic astaxanthin is clearly identifiable, independent of the base spectra from the pellet recipe in order to make a robust model.

The mean spectral reflection of each recipe, with a coating of 20 ppm synthetic astaxanthin in fish oil, can be seen in Figure C.15.

The model from one recipe was used to predict the coating on another pellet recipe with either two groups (0, 60 ppm) or three groups (0, 20, 60 ppm) of coating with added synthetic astaxanthin. Using LDA with two groups (0, 60 ppm) shows that models trained on MG and SPC data respectively can predict synthetic astaxanthin presence in any of the other three recipes with a 100% correct classification, see Table C.10. Likewise, CON31 showed good results for
Figure C.12: Score plot of PC2 and PC3 from a PCA with SNV of Scat images of CON31 pellets with coating using synthetic astaxanthin levels of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 ppm.

Figure C.13: PLSR prediction of synthetic astaxanthin concentration level (ppm) on the validation set, using Scat images of CON31 pellets, using 15 PLSR components.
C.3 Results

Figure C.14: PLSR components from the prediction of synthetic astaxanthin concentration level on the validation set, using Scat images of CON31 pellets. Here showing the first 7 of the total 15 PLSR components.

prediction on CON and SPC, while CON showed poor results for predicting synthetic astaxanthin presence on the other three recipes.

Coating concentration classification using LDA with three groups (0, 20, 60 ppm) shows that only three combinations give good results (MG-SPC, SPC-CON31, CON31-CON), see Table C.11. Conversely, the same tests using PLSR give different results, with only one combination showing good results (SPC-MG).

Moreover, all samples from the Scat images from all recipes were used together for training the model and testing it, and using LDA with LOOCV gave a 100% correct classification of the three groups of 0, 20 and 60 ppm synthetic astaxanthin. Using 1,2,3-subset LDA shows that the two best bands are 450 and 505 nm, which corresponds partly to the spectrometer and VideometerLab spectra.

However, if we leave one recipe out of the training set and use it for testing the model, then the results show that the acquired model has problems predicting some of the recipes as an unseen recipe, see Table C.12.

Classification using QDA often got approximately the same result as LDA, and sometimes worse results. QDA was only significantly better than LDA in two cases: MG as training, CON as test for 0, 20, 60 ppm. This implies that the problem in general is best treated as linear.
Using LDA with 1,2,3-subsets on all recipes shows good results for a combination of three bands, where 450, 505 and 1050 nm were selected, see Table C.13.

Prediction of astaxanthin coating by PLSR with one recipe as training and another as test shows that SPC is very good at predicting MG, while the other combinations show poor results, see Table C.14. Furthermore, if we use three recipes for training and the remaining recipe as test, the results are somewhat more robust than when using only one recipe for training, but none of them show very good results. When using all four recipes for calibration (training) and validation (test) we get very good results with an $R^2$ value above 0.9 and an RPD above 4, see Table C.15.

Table C.10: Classification with LDA and QDA of pellet coating with two groups (0, 60 ppm) and using one pellet recipe for training the classification model and another recipe for prediction (test), using Scat images. Amount (concentration) of synthetic astaxanthin added to the fish oil coating in ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipe Train</th>
<th>Recipe Test</th>
<th>Conc. (ppm)</th>
<th>LDA Test error</th>
<th>QDA Test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.4224</td>
<td>0.4224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.5278</td>
<td>0.4757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.4768</td>
<td>0.4768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.2371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.4224</td>
<td>0.4224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C.4 Discussion

The spectrometer results and the reflection spectra from the VideometerLab images partly corresponds to previous studies of astaxanthin [3, 21, 156] where they found absorbance peaks of astaxanthin around 450 – 505 nm and also secondary peaks around 500 – 600 nm for various solvents, as well as at 870 nm.

Hotelling’s $T^2$ calculates the statistical significance of the difference between
Table C.11: Classification with LDA and QDA of pellet coating using with three groups (0, 20, 60 ppm) and one pellet recipe for training the classification model and another recipe for prediction (test), using Scat images. Amount (concentration) of synthetic astaxanthin added to the fish oil coating in ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipe Train</th>
<th>Recipe Test</th>
<th>Conc (ppm)</th>
<th>LDA Test error</th>
<th>QDA Test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.7057</td>
<td>0.7057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.7333</td>
<td>0.7333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.3499</td>
<td>0.2464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.0392</td>
<td>0.1824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.6223</td>
<td>0.6371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.4472</td>
<td>0.4720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.2139</td>
<td>0.2139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.4631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.1263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.7057</td>
<td>0.7057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.4000</td>
<td>0.4333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.12: Classification with LDA and QDA of pellet coating using Scat images and three pellet recipes for training the classification model and one recipe for prediction (test). Amount of synthetic astaxanthin added to the fish oil coating in ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipe Train</th>
<th>Recipe Test</th>
<th>Conc (ppm)</th>
<th>LDA Test error</th>
<th>QDA Test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CON, MG, SPC</td>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>0,60</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON, MG, CON31</td>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>0,60</td>
<td>0.4224</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON, SPC, CON31</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>0,60</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG, SPC, CON31</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>0,60</td>
<td>0.6693</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>0,60</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON, MG, SPC</td>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
<td>0.2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON, MG, CON31</td>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.0392</td>
<td>0.0314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON, SPC, CON31</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.5320</td>
<td>0.2139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG, SPC, CON31</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.3582</td>
<td>0.4431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>0,20,60</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table C.13: Classification of concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin coating using LDA on subsets (band combinations). All four recipes were used. One band at a time was tested, along with two and three bands in all possible combinations. The lowest classification error is presented along with the spectral bands used for the result. For these tests the concentration levels of synthetic astaxanthin are: 0, 20, 60 ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>Nbr of Band(s)</th>
<th>LDA CV CV error</th>
<th>Band(s) (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conc. Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4132</td>
<td>505 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1582</td>
<td>450, 505 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0800</td>
<td>450, 505, 1050 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.14: PLS regression on Scat images for synthetic astaxanthin concentration level prediction. For these tests the concentration levels of synthetic astaxanthin are: 0, 20, 60 ppm. SEC and SEP can be interpreted as the error of the model, measured as the amount of synthetic astaxanthin added to the fish oil coating in ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipe Train</th>
<th>Recipe Test</th>
<th>Comp.</th>
<th>$R^2$ Calibr.</th>
<th>$R^2$ Pred.</th>
<th>SEC Calibr.</th>
<th>SEP Pred.</th>
<th>RPD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9873</td>
<td>-0.5363</td>
<td>2.3294</td>
<td>27.7238</td>
<td>0.8075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9873</td>
<td>0.0734</td>
<td>2.3294</td>
<td>22.0534</td>
<td>1.0399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9873</td>
<td>0.6519</td>
<td>2.3294</td>
<td>14.4779</td>
<td>1.6963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.9744</td>
<td>-4.5516</td>
<td>3.6388</td>
<td>48.0869</td>
<td>0.4249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.9744</td>
<td>0.3475</td>
<td>3.6388</td>
<td>18.5067</td>
<td>1.2392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.9744</td>
<td>0.5313</td>
<td>3.6388</td>
<td>16.8007</td>
<td>1.4618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.9687</td>
<td>0.0077</td>
<td>4.1103</td>
<td>20.3301</td>
<td>1.0049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.9687</td>
<td>0.9470</td>
<td>4.1103</td>
<td>5.1514</td>
<td>4.3460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.9687</td>
<td>0.7823</td>
<td>4.1103</td>
<td>11.4494</td>
<td>2.1450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9687</td>
<td>-1.4799</td>
<td>4.3870</td>
<td>32.1394</td>
<td>0.6357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9687</td>
<td>-4.5632</td>
<td>4.3870</td>
<td>52.7573</td>
<td>0.4244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9687</td>
<td>-2.7782</td>
<td>4.3870</td>
<td>44.5323</td>
<td>0.5150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table C.15: PLS regression for synthetic astaxanthin concentration level prediction. For these tests the concentration levels of synthetic astaxanthin are: 0, 20, 60 ppm. Scat images. SEC and SEP can be interpreted as the error of the model, measured as the amount of synthetic astaxanthin added to the fish oil coating in ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipe Train</th>
<th>Recipe Test</th>
<th>Comp.</th>
<th>$R^2$ Calibr.</th>
<th>$R^2$ Pred.</th>
<th>SEC Calibr.</th>
<th>SEP Pred.</th>
<th>RPD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CON,MG,SPC</td>
<td>CON31</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.9610</td>
<td>0.7771</td>
<td>4.4098</td>
<td>11.5849</td>
<td>2.1199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON,MG,CON31</td>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.9329</td>
<td>0.6231</td>
<td>5.9638</td>
<td>14.0650</td>
<td>1.6305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON,SPC,CON31</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.9309</td>
<td>0.6761</td>
<td>6.0892</td>
<td>12.7290</td>
<td>1.7588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG,SPC,CON31</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.9301</td>
<td>0.7291</td>
<td>6.2091</td>
<td>10.6226</td>
<td>1.9233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.9256</td>
<td>0.9457</td>
<td>6.2934</td>
<td>5.3342</td>
<td>4.2956</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure C.15: VideometerLab mean spectra of pellets from each recipe, using Fill images of pellets with coating using synthetic astaxanthin level of 20 ppm.
group means. However, since we have a large number of correlated samples, this affects the significance value in an optimistic way and the difference might not necessarily be significant in practice.

The difference in spectral response between pellet end and side is possibly explained by the way the extruder machine produces the pellets. The Scat images only contain pellets lying on their side, while the pellets in the Fill images contain pellets placed randomly – i.e. both side and end are visible. The higher variation in the Fill images than in the Scat images might be explained by this and it might also explain the slightly better results for Scat images.

The classification between synthetic astaxanthin and natural astaxanthin coating works well using 10 or less bands, while the regression problem for concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin needs more than 10 components. Creating a model for the concentration level seems more complex, probably because the coating layer is relatively thin and the reflection of the astaxanthin coating is mixed with the background (the pellet compound). Also, a PLSR component is a linear combination of all 20 spectral bands, so it is not exactly comparable with selected bands of the classification methods.

The classification between synthetic astaxanthin and centrifuged synthetic astaxanthin coating seems to be a harder problem than classification between synthetic astaxanthin and natural astaxanthin coating.

Building a statistical model using 1,2,3-subset LDA with 20 variables takes a reasonable time, but for larger numbers of variables or combinations it will be time consuming, while SLDA performs less calculations since it does not test all subsets of variables. Also SLDA selects more spectral bands than subset LDA for a good classification; this could perhaps be explained by the grouping effect of the elastic net used by SLDA, which has a tendency to select sets of variables that are correlated.

The large difference in results between PLSR and LDA or QDA is mainly because PLSR and discriminant analysis work quite differently.

When all pellet recipes are included in the training set for PLSR prediction, the $R^2$ for prediction is higher than that for calibration (under-fit), which is considered to be a result of the recipe variation in the data.

The storage time of the pellets between production and imaging in this study will affect the astaxanthin concentration in the coating since astaxanthin oxidise with time. This might affect the spectral response of astaxanthin coating, however, it could not be found in the literature how much astaxanthin oxidise with time. There might be a difference in the astaxanthin coating spectra characteristics
C.5 Conclusions

in comparison with a real-time production situation. The results presented here indicate that there are still detectable amounts of astaxanthin after storage.

The results are satisfactory for screening the astaxanthin concentration level, but they are not good enough for quality control for all recipes. For MG and SPC using Scat images the RPD is above 5, which is considered good enough for quality control. The high prediction error (SEP) in most tests is also indicated by the RPD values. All concentration level predictions have an error in the approximate range of 4–8 ppm, which is considered high for the industry. It would be of interest to see whether more spectral bands in the critical regions produce better results. Since the visual inspection system is intended to be at-line, there would be time to capture more wavelengths if necessary. Also it would be of interest to investigate the astaxanthin coating in the production, without having been stored for a time, which likely would improve the inspection results.

It seems as the best regression results for different recipes are achieved when calibrating and validating on the same pellet recipe, or when calibrating on all recipes simultaneously, see Tables C.9 and C.15. This procedure could also be valuable when using the same recipe but with varying ingredient batches, since the raw material ingredients of any one recipe may well vary depending on availability and price.

C.5 Conclusions

The results show that it is possible to predict the synthetic astaxanthin concentration in the coating using multi-spectral image analysis. The best results for different recipes are achieved when calibrating and validating on the same pellet recipe, or when calibrating on all recipes simultaneously. So in order to make a robust prediction model, all relevant recipes should be included in the calibration. The results are good enough for screening the astaxanthin concentration level. For MG and SPC using Scat images, the results are considered good enough for quality control.

There is a clear tendency that Scat images produce better results than Fill images. The Fill images contain more variation because the pellets are not ordered. Having said that, it must be emphasised that both Scat and Fill images show promising results, so even if Scat images get better results, it is now clear that Fill images can also be used for the inspection tasks. This is very promising since Fill images resemble the rapid at-line inspection suitable for the production.
Moreover, we have shown that it is possible to predict the type of astaxanthin used in the coating. The classification of synthetic astaxanthin coating and natural astaxanthin coating gives good results using only three spectral bands, and gives overall better results in comparison to classification between synthetic astaxanthin coating and coating using centrifuged synthetic astaxanthin.

The most common spectral bands selected for classification are in the VIS range of 450–600 nm, as well as NIR bands above 900 nm. Corresponding spectral weights can be seen in the PLSR components for synthetic astaxanthin concentration prediction.
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Abstract

The aim of this study was to investigate the possibility of predicting concentration levels of synthetic astaxanthin coating of aquaculture feed pellets by hyper-spectral image analysis in the near infra-red (NIR) range and optical filter design. The imaging devices used were a VideometerLab with 20 wavelengths in the range of 385-1050 nm, and a Specim camera with 256 wavelengths in the range of 970–2500 nm. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA), partial least squares regression (PLSR), and a modified stepwise random selection with ordinary least squares (OLS) for filter selection was used for prediction of the concentration level. The results show that it is possible to predict the level of synthetic astaxanthin coating using either hyper-spectral imaging or three bandpass filters (BPF).

D.1 Introduction

Astaxanthin is a naturally occurring carotenoid with a high antioxidant activity, essential for growth and survival, and important for the development of colour in salmonid fishes [128]. The colour appearance of fish products is important for customers as a quality indicator [108]. Astaxanthin is very expensive [9] and therefore optimisation of its use in fish feed production is of importance.

An automatic vision system for at-line pigment quality control of the concentration level will be of great benefit to the industry, both in relation to process control and process optimisation.

Previous work on analysing fish feed pellets in the near infra-red (NIR) range above 1000 nm has e.g. been done in the range of 1100 to 1690 nm by Fernández-Ahumada et al. (2010) [44], as well as in the range of 400 to 2498 nm by Garrido-Varo et al. (2005) [52]. However, their classification was dependent on the feed ingredients and used spectroscopy; neither analysed pellet coatings, nor did they use image analysis.

Multi- and hyper-spectral image analysis has shown good results in previous biological applications where it is of interest to detect subtle differences in colour and surface chemistry [19, 30, 31, 37, 56, 74, 133, 140, 149].

Investigation of the spectral properties of astaxanthin in the NIR range above 1000 nm has been done by Yamane et al. (1996), who measured absorbance in the range of 1100–2500 nm using a spectrophotometer [153], and Amarie et al.
Previous studies of astaxanthin coating have shown that it is possible to predict the presence and concentration level of astaxanthin in pellet coatings using multi-spectral image analysis [87, 89], however those studies were based on only 20 wavelengths in the visual range and parts of the NIR range.

However, to the authors’ knowledge no hyper-spectral image analysis of astaxanthin has been done in the spectral range above 1050 nm. It is therefore of interest to investigate the characteristics of astaxanthin coating using hyper-spectral imaging in the NIR range.

The aim of this study is to investigate the possibility of predicting the concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin coating of aquaculture feed pellets by NIR hyper-spectral image analysis. It is of interest to investigate what spectral features are of importance for a sparse filter-based prediction model. By constructing optical filters that are ideal for inspection of astaxanthin, we can avoid the need to use expensive hyper-spectral imaging devices, and improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to narrow bands while also reducing the time for inspection.

We also want to investigate if the analysis is influenced by the way the pellets are arranged geometrically, by investigating the difference in images with single pellets lying on their side, and clusters of many pellets.

This paper is based on an earlier study; the NIR results in this study will be compared to the multi-spectral studies in the visual and lower parts of the NIR range up to 1050 nm by Ljungqvist et al. (2012) [89].

D.2 Materials and Methods

D.2.1 Pellets

A standard control recipe of fish feed pellets was used. It was based on normal commercial feed for salmonide fish and consisted mainly of fish meal.
D.2.2 Coating

The pellets used were coated with five different concentrations of added synthetic astaxanthin (0, 20, 40, 60, 80 ppm). The synthetic astaxanthin used was cold water dispersible (BASF SE, Germany).

D.2.3 Equipment

Three spectral devices were used for data acquisition.

D.2.3.1 Spectrometer

In order to explore the spectral properties of astaxanthin a spectrometer was used. Absorption spectra of astaxanthin were recorded in the visible and NIR range using a NIRSystems 6500 absorption spectrometer (Foss NIRSystems Inc, USA). The absorption spectra were transformed to reflection values using the standard relation $A = -\log(R)$, where $A$ is absorption values and $R$ is the reflection values. Every 2nd nanometre (nm) was recorded in the range from 400 to 2498 nm.

D.2.3.2 VideometerLab

The equipment used for image acquisition was a camera and lighting system called VideometerLab (VML) (Videometer A/S, Hørsholm, Denmark) which supports a multi-spectral resolution of 20 wavelengths [48]. These are distributed over the ultra-violet A (UVA), visual and lower wavelengths of the NIR region: 385, 430, 450, 470, 505, 565, 590, 630, 645, 660, 700, 850, 870, 890, 910, 920, 940, 950, 970, 1050 nm, as described in Ljungqvist et al. (2012) [87].

D.2.3.3 Hyper-spectral Device

A line-scan Specim camera was used (Spectral Camera SWIR; SPECIM Spectral Imaging Ltd, Finland), together with three halogen light sources (MH-M15, 150 W; Hataya Ltd, Japan) and a linear slide table moving the sample at constant speed. Spectral range used was 970–2500 nm using a step size of 6.3 nm, resulting in 256 captured spectral bands in the NIR range [74]. The line-scan
resolution was 320 pixels (X-axis), and the final image resolution was 320×350 pixels. The exposure time was 5.5 ms, and the images were of 14 bits precision.

For each sample image ($I_{Sample}$), two calibration images were taken, one of standard white with 98% reflection ($I_{White}$) and the second of dark current with the camera shutter closed ($I_{Dark}$). This results in a calibrated reflectance image $I_R$, see Equation D.1. Since the Specim camera is a line-scan camera, the images were calibrated on a pixel line basis (X-axis).

$$I_R = \frac{I_{Sample} - I_{Dark}}{I_{White} - I_{Dark}} \quad (D.1)$$

### D.2.4 Image Acquisition

Images of the feed pellets lying on their side were captured using both the VideometerLab and Specim set-up.

A petri dish filled with pellets resembles the rapid at-line inspection that the industry would desire for this application.

For Specim, the Scat images were captured with a dark background to avoid shadows from the direct light sources and thereby improve segmentation of pellets, while the Fill images were captured using a standard white background.

Four images of scattered pellets (Scat) of each type were used for VideometerLab using a grey background, 5 images of scattered pellets of each type were used for Specim using a black background, and 4 images of filled plastic petri dishes (diameter 9 cm) of pellets (Fill) of each type were used for both VideometerLab (grey background) and Specim (white background). The VideometerLab Fill images were subdivided into regions of 100×100 pixels, the Specim Fill images were subdivided into regions of 30×30 pixels due to smaller image size.

The pellets were segmented from the background using a grey-scale threshold in combination with morphological methods [122].

For the Fill images the segmented pellet cluster was then divided into subregions of maximally 100×100 pixels and the mean of each region was used as a sample. The individual pellets were in this case not seen as samples, rather was the whole pellet cluster, divided into subregions regarded as samples. This was done in order to increase the number of samples and in that way avoid an ill-posed
problem and enable us to do the statistical analysis described in the section below.

The adjacent subregions will be positively correlated since one pellet can be divided so that it is part in several subregions, however since we get a large number of subregions, the amount of correlated subregions will be reduced and this is assumed not to affect the results.

For the images of scattered pellets, each pellet was segmented individually from the background and the mean value of each pellet was used as a sample.

Standard red-green-blue (sRGB) colour image representations of the multi-spectral VideometerLab images for this paper were made by multi-spectral colour-mapping using penalised least square regression described in Dissing et al. (2010) [36].

D.2.5 Data Analysis

The images of the pellets were analysed according to the hypotheses presented above. Since each pellet in the Scat images was represented as a mean spectrum, we evened out the variance of all pixels in each pellet and a distinct sample was achieved. For the Fill images the mean of each subregion was used. The pre-processing method called standard normal variate (SNV) was used for visualising the spectra [117]. All image analyses and statistics were carried out using Matlab 7.9 (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).

D.2.5.1 Discriminant Analysis

Since the concentration levels were discrete, we could perform statistical discriminant analysis on the data, using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [43]. This was a way of investigating whether the five different concentration levels in the images were separable.

To validate the discriminant models, the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) method was used, where each sample was used as validation once [63]. To complement this, a training set of 70% of the samples along with a test set of 30% of the samples was used.
D.2.5.2 Regression

The concentration level was analysed using the partial least squares regression (PLSR) method [63, 131]. The data was mean-centred, and the number of components to be used in the PLSR model was decided using LOOCV on 70% of the samples while minimising the prediction residual sum of squares (PRESS). The model was validated on the remaining 30% validation samples.

$R^2$ is a measure of how much variation is explained by the model and was calculated for the prediction of the validation set. Further on, the ratio of the standard error of prediction (RPD) was calculated as a measure of how well the model predicts. The RPD is the ratio between the standard error of prediction (SEP) and the standard deviation (SD) of the original data (the reference values).

The SEP is equal to the root-mean-square error of prediction (RMSEP). An RPD value of 1.0 means that the model cannot predict accurately. An RPD value higher than 2.5 is considered satisfactory for screening, and values of 5–10 are adequate for quality control [147].

D.2.5.3 Filter Design

In order to further investigate what parts of the spectrum were of interest with respect to analysing astaxanthin, we used a method for designing optical filters. The method aimed at selecting a number of ideal rectangle-shaped band pass filters (BPF) and was described in Kobayashi et al. (2011) [76] and Nakauchi et al. (2012) [102]. The filter properties consisted of the centre wavelength ($\lambda_c$) and the half-bandwidth ($w_h$).

The filter design method uses ordinary least squares (OLS) regression and is iteratively trying to find optimal filter parameters by minimising root-mean-square error of cross-validation (RMSECV). The method chooses a centre wavelength and width for the BPF. When the first BPF is found it is fixed while choosing the second one, and so forth. Stepwise random selection was used, as described in point 1-9 in [76].

We optimised for 3 filters, and used 100,000 iterations for the search step. The minimum band width was limited to 50 nm, and the maximum to 1000 nm. The number of possible combinations of 3 BPFs was approximately $10^{12}$. 
D.3 Results

The spectrometer results show a large spectral difference between fish oil with added synthetic astaxanthin and plain fish oil in the visual range of 500–600 nm, see Figure D.1. This partly corresponds to previous studies of astaxanthin in the visual range [3, 21, 156]. In the NIR regime the difference between the two types is around 1100–1200 nm, 1300 nm, 1400 nm and above 1600 nm, which partly corresponds to the astaxanthin absorption peaks found in previous studies [3, 153].

An sRGB representation of a VideometerLab Scat image is shown in Figure D.2, and an sRGB version of a Fill image with subregions visualised is shown in Figure D.3. An example of a Specim Scat image is shown in Figure D.4, and a Fill image with subregions visualised is shown in Figure D.5.

The mean spectra of each astaxanthin concentration level shows that the five different levels are separated at 1100 nm and 1300 nm as well as in the range of 1400–1500 nm, when looking at the Fill Specim images, see Figure D.6.

For classification of the five levels of synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration, the LDA results from the VideometerLab images for synthetic astaxanthin concentration level are about 90–97% classification. The LDA results from the Specim images for synthetic astaxanthin concentration level are about 78-95% classification, see Table D.1.

The calibration and validation results of PLS regression are shown in Table D.2. The PLSR results show good results for the VideometerLab images with $R^2$ values above 0.9 both for Fill and Scat images, as well as RPD values above 3, which is considered good enough for screening, see Figure D.7. For the Specim images the RPD is about 1.24, for Scat images and 2.15 for Fill images, see Figure D.8. The result of using the Specim images is not as good as the results using the VideometerLab images, even though the regression model needs fewer components for the VideometerLab images than for the Specim images.

The PLSR components when using Specim Fill images have large peaks at 1100 nm and 1300 nm, see Figure D.9. These are the same regions of the spectra where we could see a difference between the five different concentration levels in Figure D.6. Furthermore the PLSR components show peaks around 1600 nm and 1700 nm.

The results of the filter selection method are shown in Table D.3. It shows that the VideometerLab images get better results than the Specim images, both for Fill and Scat. The VideometerLab images get an RMSECV of 8.7 for Scat
Table D.1: Tests performed on VideometerLab and Specim images using LDA.
Fill: A filled petri dish subdivided into regions. Scat: Pellets scattered and segmented as individual pellets. VML: VideometerLab. Amount of synthetic astaxanthin added to the fish oil coating: 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>LDA CV test error</th>
<th>LDA Test error</th>
<th>Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VML</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>0.0316</td>
<td>0.0170</td>
<td>791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>0.0979</td>
<td>0.1044</td>
<td>2430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scat</td>
<td>0.2120</td>
<td>0.2208</td>
<td>2151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>0.0470</td>
<td>0.0482</td>
<td>1042</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

images, and 14.0 for Fill images, while the Specim images get 27.6 for Scat images and 22.7 for Fill images.

For the VideometerLab Scat images two bands are located in the range of 405 to 515 nm in the visual range, and the third band at 925-1015 nm in the NIR range, see Figure D.10. For the VideometerLab Fill images all three filters are located in the NIR range of 832.5-1015 nm, see Figure D.11. The Specim Scat images have two filters in the range of 1439-1641 nm NIR range, while the Fill images have all three filters in the range of 1439-1634 nm.

For the VideometerLab images, the Scat images (scattered single pellets) give better results for all three methods than the subdivided Fill images. On the other hand, the Scat images using the Specim images showed poorer results than the subdivided Fill images, see Tables D.1, D.2, and D.3.

Investigating the variance in the 20 ppm images, it is shown that the mean standard deviation of the segmented pixels in all bands in the VideometerLab Scat images is 3.60, and for the Fill images the standard deviation is 6.11. For Specim the standard deviation for Scat images is 0.3789, and for Fill it is 0.0530.

D.4 Discussion

The results show that Scat is better than Fill for the VideometerLab images, but that Fill is better than Scat for the Specim images. This could partly be explained by the difference in variance between the two types of images and
Table D.2: PLS regression for synthetic astaxanthin concentration level prediction. VML: VideometerLab. Synthetic astaxanthin in the concentration levels: 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>Comp</th>
<th>R² Calibr.</th>
<th>R² Pred.</th>
<th>SEC Calibr.</th>
<th>SEP Calibr.</th>
<th>RPD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VML Scat</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9445</td>
<td>0.9414</td>
<td>5.9383</td>
<td>6.0125</td>
<td>4.1396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VML Fill</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.9120</td>
<td>0.9148</td>
<td>8.4456</td>
<td>8.2693</td>
<td>3.4274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specim Scat</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.5019</td>
<td>0.3433</td>
<td>20.5032</td>
<td>23.3822</td>
<td>1.2350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specim Fill</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.8555</td>
<td>0.7837</td>
<td>10.7082</td>
<td>13.1118</td>
<td>2.1537</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table D.3: Filter design results. Synthetic astaxanthin concentration prediction using OLS and LOOCV, minimising RMSECV. All using 100,000 iterations. VML: VideometerLab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Type</th>
<th>RMSE CV</th>
<th>Filter 1 nm</th>
<th>Filter 2 nm</th>
<th>Filter 3 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VML Scat</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>425.0–515.0</td>
<td>405.0–495.0</td>
<td>925.0–1015.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VML Fill</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>925.0–1015.0</td>
<td>905.0–995.0</td>
<td>832.5–987.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specim Scat</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>1439.2–1489.6</td>
<td>1502.2–1641.0</td>
<td>2038.4–2088.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specim Fill</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>1439.2–1489.6</td>
<td>1470.7–1634.7</td>
<td>1458.1–1634.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
camera devices. Furthermore, the difference in results might be explained by
the fact that the two methods use different parts of the spectrum. The type of
light is also different between the VideometerLab and the Specim device. The
Fill images using the Specim device contain more shadows than the Fill images
using VideometerLab because of the direct lighting used for Specim and the
diffuse light used in the VideometerLab sphere.

The scattering in Fill images could be different from the Scat images because
the light penetrates one pellet in the Fill situation and could be scattered into
other pellets so several pellets affect the result together.

The filter design method shows higher error than PLSR, but the advantage with

Figure D.1: Spectrometer reflection spectra of synthetic astaxanthin in fish oil,
and plain fish oil. The values were converted from absorbance to reflectance.
The wavelengths of the VideometerLab are marked by vertical lines.

Figure D.2: Standard RGB version of a VideometerLab Scat image (scattered
pellets lying on their side) of pellets with coating using fish oil with synthetic
astaxanthin level of 20 ppm.
Figure D.3: Standard RGB version of a VideometerLab Fill image (a petri dish filled with pellets) of pellets with coating using fish oil with synthetic astaxanthin level of 20 ppm. The pellet cluster in the petri dish was segmented from the background and subregions of $100 \times 100$ pixels are visualised.

Figure D.4: Specim Scat image (scattered pellets lying on their side) of pellets with coating using fish oil with synthetic astaxanthin level of 20 ppm. The pellets were segmented from the background (white outline), and the intensity from the NIR spectral band of 1533.8 nm is used for visualisation.

The filter design method is that it can be implemented with optical filters, that are easier to implement than hyper-spectral imaging.

D.5 Conclusion

The results show that it is possible to predict the synthetic astaxanthin concentration in the coating using hyper-spectral image analysis.
Figure D.5: Specim Fill image (a petri dish filled with pellets) of pellets with coating using fish oil with synthetic astaxanthin level of 20 ppm. Visualisation of the pellet cluster segmentation and subregions using 30×30 pixel regions. The intensity from the NIR spectral band of 1533.8 nm is used for visualisation.

![Image](image.png)

Figure D.6: Mean reflection spectra of the five different concentration levels of synthetic astaxanthin coating (ppm), using Specim Fill images (a petri dish filled with pellets) and SNV normalisation.

![Image](image.png)

The results show that Scat is better than Fill for the VideometerLab images, but that Fill is better than Scat for the Specim images. Having said that, it must be emphasised that both Scat and Fill images show promising results and can be used for the inspection tasks.

Both PLSR and the filter design method put emphasis on the wavelengths found to be important for astaxanthin absorption/reflection, mostly between 1400 and 1600 nm. The prediction error for PLSR is lower than the error for the filter design results. However, the filters are easier to implement for industrial quality
Figure D.7: PLSR prediction of synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration level (ppm) using the validation set of VideometerLab Fill images of pellets (a petri dish filled with pellets), and using 14 PLSR components.

Figure D.8: PLSR prediction of synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration level (ppm) using the validation set of Specim Fill images of pellets (a petri dish filled with pellets), and using 24 PLSR components.

inspection.
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Figure D.9: PLSR components for the prediction of synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration level using Specim Fill images (a petri dish filled with pellets). Here showing the first four of the total 24 PLSR components.

Figure D.10: Filter design results for prediction on VideometerLab Scat images (scattered pellets lying on their side) of pellets with synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration levels. The first two filters are selected in the visual range, and the third in the NIR regime. The filters are overlayed on all the reflection spectra of the data set.
Figure D.11: Filter design results for prediction on Specim Fill images (a petri dish filled with pellets) of pellets with synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration levels. All three filters are selected in the NIR range of 1439-1634 nm. The filters are overlayed on all the reflection spectra of the data set.
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Abstract

We present a study on predicting the concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin in fish feed pellet coating using multi- and hyper-spectral image analysis. This was done in parallel using two different vision systems. A new instrument for hyper-spectral imaging, the SuperK set-up, using a super-continuum laser as the light source was introduced. Furthermore, a parallel study with the commercially available multi-spectral VideometerLab imaging system was performed. The SuperK set-up used 113 spectral bands (455-1015 nm), and the VideometerLab used 20 spectral bands (385-1050 nm). In order to predict the astaxanthin concentration from the spectral image data, the synthetic astaxanthin content in the pellets was measured with the established standard technique; high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). Regression analysis was done using partial least squares regression (PLSR) and the sparse regression method elastic net (EN). The ratio of standard error of prediction (RPD) is the ratio between the standard deviation of the reference values and the prediction error, and for both PLSR and EN both devices gave RPD values between 4 and 24, and with mean prediction error of 1.4-8.0 parts per million (ppm) of astaxanthin concentration. The results show that it is possible to predict the synthetic astaxanthin concentration in the coating well enough for quality control using both multi- and hyper-spectral image analysis, while the SuperK set-up performs with higher accuracy than the VideometerLab device for this particular problem. The spectral resolution made it possible to identify the most significant spectral regions for detection of astaxanthin. The results also imply that the presented methods can be used in general for quality inspection of various coating substances using similar coating methods.

E.1 Introduction

Astaxanthin is a naturally occurring carotenoid with a high antioxidant activity essential for growth and survival and it is important for the development of colour in salmonid fishes [128]. The primary use of astaxanthin within aquaculture is as a feed additive to ensure that farmed salmon and trout have similar appearance to their wild counterparts [138]. The colour appearance of fish products is important for customers as a quality indicator [57, 108, 127]. Astaxanthin is very expensive [9] and therefore optimisation of its use in fish feed production is of importance.

Synthetic astaxanthin is more easily available and costs slightly less than natural astaxanthin and is therefore used more often in industry. However, there is a
demand for natural astaxanthin for the organic salmonid fish market, where natural astaxanthin is mandatory.

Today, chemical measurement of astaxanthin is done by high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). HPLC is a well established technique for measuring synthetic astaxanthin content in fish oil. However, when measuring astaxanthin concentration in fish feed pellets, an additional step for extraction of the oil is necessary, and this is why measurements of astaxanthin from fish feed pellets are less accurate and more labour intensive.

An automatic vision system for at-line pigment quality control of astaxanthin coating concentration level would be of great benefit to the industry, in relation to both process control and process optimisation.

The aim of this study is to investigate the possibility of predicting the concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin coating on aquaculture feed pellets by spectral imaging. Since HPLC is used for measuring astaxanthin coating content in the industry, we used this as a reference method.

Spectral imaging is called multi-spectral when using a small number of spectral bands (e.g. less than about 50), and hyper-spectral when using a large number of spectral bands (e.g. hundreds).

Previous studies on feed pellet monitoring by spectral analysis include near infra-red (NIR) reflectance spectroscopy for classification of feed material and feed pellets by Fernández-Ahumada et al. (2010) [44], and predicting chemical information in pharmaceutical pellet core and coating using NIR imaging by Sabin et al. (2011) [120].

Previous work on multi- and hyper-spectral image analysis of astaxanthin coating by Ljungqvist et al. (2012) [89, 90] has shown promising results for screening of the concentration level. However, those studies did not use hyper-spectral imaging in the visual part of the spectrum. In [90] only the NIR range was analysed, and in [89] only 20 wavelengths were analysed in the visual and parts of the NIR range. Neither of them used chemical measurements for validation of the astaxanthin coating level.

For the previous work using the visual part of the spectrum [89], the spectral bands were located at predefined wavelengths due to instrument set-up, chosen without knowledge of the particular problem. The few spectral bands used may not be the ones that give the greatest ability to quantify the contents of astaxanthin. Thus a more detailed study is called for, and here we report the characteristics for a new imaging method based on diffused laser light with more spectral bands. The study is focused on the visual region of the electromagnetic
spectrum due to function of astaxanthin as a pigment.

Vision systems have previously been implemented for quantisation of chemical contents, and a number of light-source options exist. In this paper we present the use of a super-continuum light source for full-field illumination. The super-continuum laser, combined with an acousto-optical tunable filter (AOTF) provides a broadband tunable light source. This form of light source is often used for confocal microscopy [121], fluorescence lifetime imaging [98], and measurement of sub-surface laser scattering (SLS) [104, 105]; also known as diffuse reflectance. To apply the light-source for full-field illumination, the small beam from the AOTF box is simply expanded and made diffuse.

A parallel study with a commercially available multi-spectral system called VideometerLab was also performed. The performance of this device has been validated for similar surface chemistry applications [30, 31, 32, 37, 39, 56, 62, 87]. Since the hyper-spectral imaging device records more spectral bands than a multi-spectral device, it would give more detailed information for measuring the astaxanthin coating concentration.

The presented work thus investigates both the possibility of examining astaxanthin contents by hyper-spectral image analysis, and a comparison of the two modalities (multi- and hyper-spectral imaging) for astaxanthin prediction.

E.2 Materials and Methods

E.2.1 Material

The pellets used in this study were produced for the purpose of this experiment, and the recipe was based on normal commercial fish feed for salmonid fish. The pellets had the approximate production diameter of 4.5 mm, and were coated with fish oil.

An extruder machine was used for the pellet production. The feed material was extruded through a die plate with holes of a specific diameter which determined the diameter of the pellets. On the other side of the disk there was a set of rotating knives that cut the material into shorter, cylinder-shaped pellets.

The synthetic astaxanthin used was cold water dispersible (BASF SE, Germany), and in total 7 different levels of synthetic astaxanthin concentration
were added to the fish oil coating. The highest synthetic astaxanthin level in fish oil was 100 parts per million (ppm), and then the oil was diluted so that the concentration level became half of the original. This was repeated to achieve the 7 nominal levels of synthetic astaxanthin concentration in the fish oil coating, where the last level was 0 ppm, see Table E.1.

Fish oil in itself typically contains a small amount of natural astaxanthin, however this is assumed to be less than 1 ppm and is here referred to as a coating of 0 ppm concentration. Astaxanthin is commonly measured in ppm, and it is measured in mass so here ppm corresponds to mg/kg.

Between production and image acquisition the pellets were stored at 2° Celsius in a dark environment for two months. They were stored in plastic bags where the oxygen had been pumped out and the bags were filled with nitrogen to minimise the oxidation process and quality reduction during storage.

The spectral reflection of the pellets is a mix of the pellet compound (recipe) and the reflection of astaxanthin. The light captured by each pixel is thus assumed to be a linear combination of two main components; the pellet compound and the astaxanthin coating. Due to the production method, the coating is neither evenly distributed among the pellets, nor uniformly on each pellet.

In the extrusion process, parts of the astaxanthin coating will go inside the pellet, while we only measure reflection from the surface. However, the industry is interested in the total amount of astaxanthin in the pellets. Therefore, the surface reflection is assumed to be linearly related to the total amount of astaxanthin in the pellets.

It is assumed that most of the quantity of synthetic astaxanthin on each pellet can be estimated by measuring the coating surface of each pellet. For practical use, however, it is not interesting to estimate the quantity on each single pellet, but rather on a larger amount of pellets and calculate an ensemble average.

E.2.2 Equipment

E.2.2.1 SuperK

The hyper-spectral imaging system consists of four parts: light source, spectral filter, diffuse filter and camera. The illumination system is based on a SuperK Extreme (NKT Photonics A/S, Denmark) super-continuum white light laser producing a quasi continuous output. The super-continuum light is filtered
Table E.1: Data overview of the 7 pellet groups (nominal concentration levels) and the number of images taken (of different samples) with VideometerLab and SuperK respectively. Added synthetic astaxanthin to the fish oil coating in ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synthetic Astaxanthin Concentration (ppm)</th>
<th>Number of images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.125</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

using a SuperK Select (NKT Photonics A/S, Denmark), where an AOTF is used for spectral filtering of the beam. The combined light source and filtering box provides a wavelength tunable laser beam delivered in a photonic crystal fibre (PCF) by a Fiber Delivery System (NKT Photonics A/S, Denmark). The combined system provides 0.5 - 6.5 mW.

In combination this system provides light in the visual and NIR region, ranging from 455 to 1015 nm. A step size of 5 nm was used as the spectral resolution, resulting in 113 spectral bands. The bandwidth grows linearly as a function of wavelength; at 500 nm it is 3.5 nm, at 900 nm it is 14 nm.

The spectrally filtered light from the Fiber Delivery System forms a Gaussian fundamental transverse electromagnetic (\( TEM_{00} \)) beam. This is transformed to illuminate a square area below the camera using an Engineered Diffuser (ED1-C20-MD, Thorlabs, Sweden). This diffusing method has a high power transmission onto the sample.

The illumination does not form a perfectly uniform intensity distribution; it produces a gradient due to the projection caused by the oblique incidence of the beam onto the camera field of view. It also produces a short distance intensity fluctuation. To minimise the latter effect, the Gaussian beam delivered after the AOTF box is expanded using a −50 mm focal length negative lens (LC1439, Thorlabs, Sweden). By illuminating the Engineered Diffuser, the short distance intensity fluctuations are minimised and become insignificant for this application.

Image capturing is done using a Grasshopper GRAS-20S4M grey-scale charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Point Grey Research Inc, Canada), which uses a 12 bit analogue to digital converter (ADC) with a 16 bit output. The image resolution is 1600 \( \times \) 1200 pixels, with a pixel size of approximately 0.028 \( \times \)
0.028 millimetres. For an overview of the SuperK set-up see Figure E.1.

E.2.2.2 VideometerLab

To compare the result of the SuperK set-up, the commercially available multi-spectral VideometerLab (Videometer A/S, Hørsholm, Denmark) was also used for image acquisition. It uses 20 wavelengths distributed over the ultra-violet A (UVA), visual and NIR region: 385, 430, 450, 470, 505, 565, 590, 630, 645, 660, 700, 850, 870, 890, 910, 920, 940, 950, 970, 1050 nm.

This system uses a Point Grey Scorpion SCOR-20SOM grey-scale CCD camera. The objects of interest are placed inside an integrating sphere (Ulbricht sphere) with uniform diffuse lighting from light sources placed around the rim of the sphere [23]. All light sources are light-emitting diodes (LED) except for 1050 nm, which is a diffused laser diode.

The curvature of the sphere and its matt-white coating ensure a uniform diffuse light so that specular effects are avoided and the amount of shadow is minimised. The device is calibrated radiometrically with a following light and exposure calibration according to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The system is also geometrically calibrated to ensure pixel correspondence for all spectral bands [48]. For an overview of the VideometerLab set-up see Figure E.2.

VideometerLab has the advantage that the intensity is calibrated with respect to the sensitivity of the CCD and the intensity of the light sources, which means that the resulting reflection spectrum can be compared with e.g. a spectroscopy spectrum.

The image resolution is 1200 × 1200 pixels. In this situation one pixel represents approximately 0.072 × 0.072 millimetres. The Scorpion camera has a 12 bit ADC, and the system uses 8 bit data output from the camera. After calibration correction, the reflectance intensity is output at 32 bit precision.

E.2.2.3 Spectroscopy

In order to explore the spectral properties of astaxanthin further, and to assist in the interpretation of the spectral image results, a spectrometer was used in the visual and NIR range. Absorption spectra of synthetic astaxanthin in a solution of fish oil along with plain fish oil were recorded using a NIRSystems 6500
Figure E.1: Overview of the SuperK set-up showing the supercontinuum light delivery, negative lens, optical diffuser, camera, and sample position.
Figure E.2: The VideometerLab set-up showing a cross section of the integrating sphere, light sources, camera, and sample position.
absorption spectrometer (Foss NIRSystems Inc, USA) with a spectral resolution of 2 nm. The absorption spectra were transformed to reflection values using the standard relation \( A = -\log(R) \), where \( A \) is the absorption values and \( R \) is the reflection values.

### E.2 Materials and Methods

#### E.2.2.4 High Pressure Liquid Chromatography

In order to calibrate the hyper-spectral imaging prediction method, an HPLC analysis of the synthetic astaxanthin concentration in pellets was performed. By analysing samples from each concentration level we could estimate the average astaxanthin content in the pellets, which can be used to validate the nominal levels used in the production. In order to reduce the effect of the analysis method, we used two independent HPLC measurements from different parties.

The HPLC analysis was done at the National Food Institute, Division of Industrial Food Research at the Technical University of Denmark (Lyngby, Denmark) using an Agilent 1100 series HPLC (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA, USA), equipped with a UV diode array detector. The oil was extracted from the pellets using acetone and homogenised to a concentrate, which was analysed for synthetic astaxanthin content, according to the modified protocol of Bligh and Dyer (1959) [16].

A fraction of the lipid extract was evaporated under nitrogen and redissolved in 2 mL of \( n \)-heptane before injection. Astaxanthin content was determined after injection of an aliquot (50 \( \mu \)L) of the \( n \)-heptane fraction into a LiChrosorb Si60-5 column (100 mm x 3 mm, 5 \( \mu \)m) equipped with a Cromsep Silica (S2) guard column (10 mm x 2 mm; Chrompack, Middelburg, The Netherlands) and eluted with a flow of 1.2 mL/min using \( n \)-heptane/acetone (86:14, v/v) and detection at 470 nm. Concentrations of astaxanthin were calculated using authentic standards from Dr. Ehrenstorfer GmbH (Augsburg, Germany).

Furthermore, HPLC analysis was also made at Eurofins A/S (Galten, Denmark), which is a commercial laboratory.

#### E.2.3 Image Acquisition

Images of petri dishes (plastic, diameter of 9 cm) filled with pellets were captured using both the SuperK set-up and the VideometerLab. For each concentration level, 10 images of different pellets were captured using both SuperK and
VideometerLab, then an additional 20 images were captured with VideometerLab, see Table E.1. In total 70 SuperK pellet images and 210 VideometerLab pellet images were captured over two consecutive days.

The concentration level sequence was randomised, and samples were interleaved two at a time. The pellets were at normal room temperature during image acquisition.

A filled petri dish resembles the rapid inspection that the industry would desire for this application.

The pellet cluster inside the petri dish in each image was segmented from the light-grey background using a grey-scale threshold, using the band of 500 nm for the SuperK images and the band of 470 nm for the VideometerLab images. The threshold segmentation was complemented with the morphological methods erosion and dilation using a disk as structuring element [122]. Furthermore, the topmost layer of pellets was segmented to remove parts with less light, and in this way also avoid some of the granulometry information in the image. Since the SuperK images contained some specular reflections due to the direct lighting, the strongest specular effects were also removed by a threshold for both the VideometerLab and SuperK images.

The mean spectrum of the pixels in each segmented image was used as samples. In this way the impact of the pattern from the diffuse filter used by the SuperK set-up was reduced and was assumed not to impact the results of the image analysis.

Standard red-green-blue (sRGB) colour image representations of the VideometerLab images for this paper were done by multi-spectral colour-mapping using penalised least square regression described in Dissing et al. (2010) [36]. Since the SuperK set-up is not calibrated towards the CCD, sensitivity standardised colour-mapping was not possible, instead non-standard RGB images were made in order to visualise the images.

E.2.4 Data Analysis

The number of samples is denoted \( n \) and the number of variables (the wavelengths) is denoted \( p \). The stored data of \( n \) samples and \( p \) variables is denoted as matrix \( X \). The ground truth reference values (concentration level) are stored in vector \( y \) with length \( n \). The predicted (estimated) value of \( y \) is denoted \( \hat{y} \).

For ground truth reference values, the nominal values in Table E.1 were used.
For the VideometerLab data $p$ is 20 and $n$ is 210. In order to compare the VideometerLab data with the SuperK data, the 70 images corresponding to the same petri dishes of pellets for both methods were used in the analyses; $n = 70$. For the SuperK data $p$ is 113 and $n$ is 70, this results in an ill-posed problem with more variables than observations ($p \gg n$).

Two different regression methods were used in order to estimate the concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin in the pellet coating. Both methods produce linear prediction models, but they calculate the models in different ways, as described below.

All image analyses and statistics were carried out using Matlab 7.9 (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).

E.2.4.1 Principal Component Analysis

The multivariate data from the images were analysed using principal component analysis (PCA) for exploratory purposes [53]. PCA is an unsupervised method, and the most optimal method with respect to maximising the variance in the data [63]. If the relation of interest contains large variations, then PCA is a good method for analysing the data. The pre-processing method, called standard normal variate (SNV) [117], was used, followed by PCA. SNV is performed by subtracting the mean from each sample, and normalising using the standard deviation (SD) of the sample spectrum.

E.2.4.2 Model Selection and Validation

In order to calibrate the statistical model parameters, a calibration set of 70\% of the samples was used ($n_c$). Then the chosen model was validated on the remaining 30\% of the samples ($n_v$). For the VideometerLab data with a total of 210 samples, $n_c = 147$ and $n_v = 63$, and for the VideometerLab data using 70 samples, $n_c = 49$ and $n_v = 21$. For the SuperK data with a total of 70 samples, $n_c = 49$ and $n_v = 21$.

The calibration and validation set was chosen randomly, but with all concentration levels present in both. The same corresponding samples for both devices were present in both the calibration and the validation set.

For parameter calibration two different methods were used in parallel. Firstly, the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) method was used on the calibration
Secondly, what can be called a group-fold cross-validation (GFCV) was used both for parameter calibration and in order to investigate how the prediction generalises on unseen concentration levels. The GFCV was performed so that all samples with one concentration level, a group, was left out during training of the model, and then the left out group was used for prediction.

Two nested GFCV:s were used, one for calibrating a PLSR model, and one for the final validation and generalisation. For every iteration a PLSR model was calibrated using GFCV on 6 levels, and then the validation was done on the left out level. For each iteration one of the 5 middle levels (3.125, 6.25, 12.5, 25, 50 ppm) were left out at a time in order to see how a model predicts on an unseen concentration level. The highest and lowest concentration levels were not used for the validation/generalisation part since we are not interested in extrapolation of the model. This procedure renders a result in terms of a pooled prediction error of the 5 group tests. For an overview of the GFCV scheme see Figure E.4.

### E.2.4.3 Partial Least Squares Regression

The first method for analysing the concentration level was the partial least squares regression (PLSR) method [63, 131]. The data was mean centred, and the number of components to be used in the PLSR model was decided using LOOCV, and likewise GFCV, on the calibration set while minimising the mean of the residual sum of squares (RSS), see Equation E.1. A modified version of the 'one standard error rule' [63] for selection was used: The least number of components with RSS value inside the range of two SDs of the lowest value of RSS was selected.
Table E.2: Schematic overview of the group oriented cross-validation GFCV for calibration and validation of the prediction. The GFCV is used both for calibration levels and for generalisation validation. The data contains 7 different concentration levels, groups, and the middle 5 of these are used for generalisation validation. Each group consists of 10 samples. Calibration is performed on 6 groups at a time. One group at a time is left out for validation. Synthetic astaxanthin concentration in ppm.

For the VideometerLab data, the number of components (factors) $n_f$ tested in the calibration step was varied from 1 to 20. For the SuperK data containing 113 variables and a calibration set of 49 samples; 47 was used as the maximum number of components tested.

The chosen value of $n_f$ was used on the calibration set and the resulting prediction model was then validated on the validation set.

The coefficient of determination $R^2$ is a measure of how much variation is explained by the model and was calculated for the prediction of the validation set. $R^2$ is basically the ratio of the RSS and the total sum of squares (TSS), see Equation E.1.

$$R^2 = 1 - \frac{RSS}{TSS} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{n_v} (y - \hat{y})^2}{\sum_{n_v} (y - \frac{1}{n_v} \sum_{n_v} y)^2}.$$  

(E.1)

Furthermore, the ratio of the standard error of prediction and standard deviation (RPD) was calculated as a measure of how well the model predicts. The RPD is the ratio between the SD of the original data $y$ (the reference values) and the standard error of prediction (SEP), see Equations E.2 and E.3.

$$SEP = RMSEP = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n_v} \sum_{n_v} (y - \hat{y})^2}.$$  

(E.2)
\[ RPD = \frac{SD}{SEP}. \] (E.3)

The SEP is equal to the root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP). An RPD value of 1.0 means that the model cannot predict accurately, since this means that the mean error is equal to the SD of the reference values. An RPD value higher than 2.5 is considered satisfactory for screening, and values of 5–10 are adequate for quality control [147].

To further see what range of the spectrum is relevant for the prediction of astaxanthin concentration, we used interval PLS (iPLS) regression where the spectrum is divided into a number of regions and PLSR is performed on each region individually [106]. While the VideometerLab data has too few spectral bands for this method, we can investigate what parts of the SuperK spectrum give best prediction. We used 20 intervals and a PLSR model was calibrated for each of them.

### E.2.4.4 Elastic Net Regression

In order to identify which wavelengths are of most interest, the elastic net (EN) was also used for regression analysis [160]. The EN is a sparse statistical method and performs variable selection while doing regression. In contrast to PLSR it does not use linear combinations of all variables, it uses only a few variables which are found important; non-zero coefficients. In this way EN excludes variables that do not contribute to the result and thus are potential noise.

EN tends to select variables that are correlated with each other, and this is suitable for spectral data with intrinsic correlation. This grouping effect would make the result suitable for an optical filter implementation.

EN needs two model parameters: \( \lambda_1 \) for the \( L_1 \) norm for determining the number of non-zero coefficients, and \( \lambda_2 \) for the Euclidean \( L_2 \) norm for regularisation. The regularisation is suitable for the ill-posed problem. The regression model consists of the variable weights (coefficients) in \( \beta^{en} \), see Equation E.4.

\[
\beta_j^{en} = \arg\min_{\beta_j} (\|y - X\beta_j\|_2^2 + \lambda_2\|\beta_j\|_2^2 + \lambda_1\|\beta_j\|_1). \quad (E.4)
\]

The estimated coefficients are then multiplied by \( 1 + \lambda_2 \) to get the final EN solution.
The two parameters were selected using LOOCV on the calibration set. The $\lambda_1$ parameter steers the selection of variables and was calculated so that the number of selected variables was varied from 1 to 20. The $\lambda_2$ parameter was varied with 12 logarithmic steps from $10^{-7}$ to 10. The data matrix $X$ was normalised, and the reference values $y$ were centred, for each calculation of the EN.

RSS was used in order to find the optimal parameter set. If more than one combination of the number of selected variables and $\lambda_2$ was found to give the best calibration result, then the lowest number of selected variables and the highest value of $\lambda_2$ was used, giving the least complex model.

The implementation by Sjöstrand et al. (2012) [130] was used for calculations of the EN.

### E.3 Results

#### E.3.1 SuperK Power Stabilisation

To estimate the acquisition reproducibility, the same sample was repeatedly imaged for $\sim 11$ hours, and the mean image intensity was measured. To compare across wavelengths, we report the variation relative to the mean intensity of the given wavelength; the ratio denoted as a percentage ($\%$). The resulting SDs are presented in Figure E.5 showing the image acquisition reproducibility.

Compared to the precision that is desired in estimating astaxanthin coating concentration ($\sim 1 \%$), we suspect that the wavelengths below 470 nm will be too noisy for modelling the concentration level. For the regression models this will automatically mean a reduced weighting for these bands.

Depending on which wavelength is chosen during modelling, and since we only apply linear models, the reported SD as a function of wavelength indicates the precision of $\sim 0.3 \%$ as a limit of the acquisition process itself.

#### E.3.2 Chemical Measurement

The results from the two independent HPLC measurements of the synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration both show lower values than the nominal values, and DTU shows lower values than Eurofins. However, both HPLC mea-
Figure E.5: SuperK stability measurement. Standard deviation of the mean image intensities (%) of the power-normalised image data for each wavelength.

Measurements are linear to the nominal values, see Table E.2, which means that the nominal values are valid as reference values for the regression.

**E.3.3 Image Analysis**

Background and dark sample parts were segmented out using threshold and morphological operations. Example results of a segmented VideometerLab image can be seen in Figures E.6 and E.7, as well as for SuperK in Figures E.8 and E.9. RGB versions of the captured images for all 7 concentration levels visualising the differences in pigment concentration can be seen in Figure E.10 for VideometerLab, and in Figure E.11 for the SuperK images.

The spectrometer spectra of fish oil with added synthetic astaxanthin and plain fish oil are presented in Figure E.12, which shows that the largest separation is in the range of 490 – 610 nm.

Investigating the reflection spectra of the pellets coated with synthetic astaxanthin shows similar characteristics to the spectroscopy results of astaxanthin in fish oil, see Figure E.13. Looking at the difference of the concentration levels’ reflection spectra in Figures E.14 and E.15 reveals that the largest difference between concentration levels is around 505 nm for the VideometerLab data, and between 500 and 520 nm for the SuperK data. This corresponds well with
regions of difference in the reflection spectrum in Figure E.12.

From the explorative analysis of the concentration level of synthetic astaxanthin coating using PCA, score scatter plots using all combinations of PC1 to PC6 were investigated (results not shown). PC2 seems to describe the concentration scale well for the SuperK data, and PC2 in combination with PC3 for the VideometerLab data. However, both show some small overlap – mostly for the lower concentration levels, see Figures E.16 and E.17. This concludes that the variation between the concentration levels is the second largest variance in the image data (PC2), next after the total intensity variation (PC1), which corresponds well with the two spectra mentioned above.

Calibrating the PLSR model by LOOCV gives an optimum of 3 components for the VideometerLab data, and 7 components for the SuperK data, see Figure E.18. It also shows that the calibration error drops significantly around 3 components for both modalities.

Regression analysis of the synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration level using the whole images as samples shows good results. PLSR using LOOCV shows an $R^2$ value of prediction above 0.94 for VideometerLab and 0.99 for SuperK, see Table E.3, where VideometerLab uses 3 PLSR components and SuperK uses 7 PLSR components. The EN using LOOCV has $R^2$ around 0.97 for VideometerLab and 0.99 for SuperK, see Table E.3, where the VideometerLab data uses 8 non-zero coefficients, and the SuperK data uses 19 coefficients.

For the VideometerLab data the RPD is between 4 and 9 for both PLSR and EN, while for the SuperK data the RPD value is almost 24 for PLSR and 21 for the EN. The mean prediction error is 7.6 ppm for VideometerLab using 210 samples, and 8.0 ppm when using 70 samples. For the SuperK data using 70 samples the mean prediction error is 1.4 ppm. The synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration prediction using PLSR and EN can be seen in Figures E.19 and E.20, and using EN in Figures E.21 and E.22, illustrating that the predicted levels correlate well with the nominal levels. For the SuperK data 3 PLSR components were also tested, resulting in an $R^2$ of 0.97, SEP of 3.8, and an RPD of 9, see Table E.3.

The RPD for different numbers of PLSR components can be seen in Figure E.23, where it shows that RPD above 5 is achieved for SuperK using only 2 components, and using 4 components for VideometerLab.

The PLSR components’ weights show the contribution of different spectral regions to the model, and thus their significance. Similar to the difference from the grand mean, Figures E.14 and E.15, we rediscover the importance of the blue and green regime between 450 and 590 nm, but see distinctions also in the
NIR measurements for the two instruments, see Figures E.24 and E.25. For the VideometerLab data the largest PLSR weights are at 385 nm and 505 nm, while for the SuperK data the largest PLSR weights are around 550 nm and around 860 nm. The importance of the visual range of the spectrum was confirmed by the iPLS regression of the SuperK data returning the lowest LOOCV calibration error around 545 – 575 nm, see Figure E.26.

The EN regression coefficients $\beta_{en}$ that constitute the prediction model show similar results for both VideometerLab and SuperK data, see Figures E.27 and E.30. For the VideometerLab data the largest coefficient is at 565 nm, and the second largest at 505 nm. For the SuperK data the largest coefficient is at 550 nm. Both systems show similar clusters of spectral bands with high emphasis in the visual regime.

The results also show that using the 16 bands that are the same for both the VideometerLab and the SuperK set-up (470, 505, 565, 590, 630, 645, 660, 700, 850, 870, 890, 910, 920, 940, 950, 970 nm) gives acceptable results for quality control with an RPD value of 2.6 for VideometerLab, and 8.3 for SuperK. The VideometerLab images got $R^2$ of 0.84 using 2 PLSR components, and the SuperK images got $R^2$ of 0.94 using 4 PLSR components, see Table E.3.

By leaving out one concentration level for validation using GFCV and PLSR, it was tested how the prediction performs on unseen concentration levels. Using LOOCV, all concentration levels have been used for calibration by leaving out one sample at a time, and for comparison with GFCV here 0 and 100 ppm have been left out when performing the validation. When using GFCV all concentration levels have been used for calibration while leaving out one concentration level at a time, and all concentration levels but 0 and 100 ppm have been used for validation, one at a time. We see that the pooled SEP of GFCV is larger than the corresponding SEP of LOOCV for both systems, as can be seen in Table E.4. For the VideometerLab using LOOCV, the SEP is 5.5, and for GFCV the pooled SEP is 14. For the SuperK data using LOOCV, the SEP is 1.3, and for GFCV the pooled SEP is 9.6.

Visualisation of the spatial distribution of synthetic astaxanthin coating on the pellets was done using the PLSR prediction result for VideometerLab and SuperK, and can be seen in Figures E.28 and E.29. Spectral images from the validation set and all different concentration levels have been projected using the PLSR components. This should only be seen as a visualisation, since the PLSR models are calibrated on image mean values and then used for prediction on pixel values. The visualisations clearly show larger values for the higher concentration levels of synthetic astaxanthin.
Table E.2: HPLC measurement of the synthetic astaxanthin present in the pellets, carried out by two different parties. Added synthetic astaxanthin to the fish oil coating in ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal Values</th>
<th>HPLC DTU</th>
<th>HPLC Eurofins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.125</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>5.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>19.44</td>
<td>24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>42.64</td>
<td>49.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>90.46</td>
<td>95.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table E.3: PLS and EN regression for synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration level prediction using LOOCV. PLS regression was also done using only the 16 bands that are in common for VideometerLab and SuperK. Synthetic astaxanthin concentration in ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Samples (n)</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Comp. Coef.</th>
<th>R^2 Calibr.</th>
<th>R^2 Pred.</th>
<th>SEC Calibr.</th>
<th>SEP Pred.</th>
<th>RPD Pred.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VideometerLab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>PLS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9483</td>
<td>0.9479</td>
<td>7.6916</td>
<td>7.6180</td>
<td>9.1292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>PLS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9598</td>
<td>0.9421</td>
<td>6.9785</td>
<td>8.0281</td>
<td>4.2588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9729</td>
<td>0.9728</td>
<td>5.4904</td>
<td>5.5053</td>
<td>6.1094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9853</td>
<td>0.9702</td>
<td>4.0426</td>
<td>5.7571</td>
<td>5.9387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>PLS</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.9990</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
<td>1.1345</td>
<td>1.4278</td>
<td>23.9466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>PLS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9788</td>
<td>0.9872</td>
<td>5.0698</td>
<td>3.7728</td>
<td>9.0622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.9989</td>
<td>0.9976</td>
<td>1.1093</td>
<td>1.6209</td>
<td>21.0926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideometerLab-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>PLS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8441</td>
<td>0.8432</td>
<td>13.5960</td>
<td>13.2122</td>
<td>2.5877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperK-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>PLS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9850</td>
<td>0.9848</td>
<td>4.3091</td>
<td>4.1108</td>
<td>8.3170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table E.4: Generalisation test with GFCV using PLS regression for synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration level prediction. The pooled SEP of GFCV is compared to the corresponding prediction error of LOOCV, where only the middle concentration levels (3.125, 6.25, 12.5, 25, 50 ppm) have been used for validation for both methods. The mean number of PLSR components used for GFCV is presented. Synthetic astaxanthin concentration in ppm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>CV Type</th>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Comp.</th>
<th>SEP Pred.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VideometerLab</td>
<td>LOOCV</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.4971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GFCV</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.0364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperK</td>
<td>LOOCV</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.3240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GFCV</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>9.5813</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure E.6: SRGB representation of a VideometerLab image of pellets coated with synthetic astaxanthin of 50 ppm.
Figure E.7: SRGB representation of the segmented version of the Videometer-Lab image in Figure E.6, with pellets coated with synthetic astaxanthin of 50 ppm.

Figure E.8: RGB representation of a SuperK image of pellets coated with synthetic astaxanthin of 50 ppm.

Figure E.9: RGB representation of the segmented version of the SuperK image in Figure E.8, with pellets coated with synthetic astaxanthin of 50 ppm.
Figure E.10: SRGB representation of cropped VideometerLab images of the pellets with 7 different levels of synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration. From left to right: 0, 3.125, 6.25, 12.5, 25, 50, 100 ppm.

Figure E.11: RGB representation of cropped SuperK images of the pellets with 7 different levels of synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration. From left to right: 0, 3.125, 6.25, 12.5, 25, 50, 100 ppm.

Figure E.12: Mean reflection spectra of synthetic astaxanthin coating in fish oil, as well as plain fish oil, using a spectrometer. No pellets were used here. The bands of the VideometerLab are marked by vertical lines.
Figure E.13: Mean reflection spectra of the different concentration levels of synthetic astaxanthin in pellet coating, using image mean of the VideometerLab images, \( n = 70 \).

Figure E.14: The difference in reflection spectra from the concentration level of 0 ppm of the different concentration levels of synthetic astaxanthin coating, using the VideometerLab images, \( n = 70 \). Normalised by the SD of each level.
Figure E.15: The difference in reflection spectra from the concentration level of 0 ppm of the different concentration levels of synthetic astaxanthin coating, using the SuperK set-up, $n = 70$. Normalised by the SD of each level.

Figure E.16: Scatter plot of synthetic astaxanthin coating using PC2 and PC3 from a PCA on whole image samples using the VideometerLab, $n = 70$. 
Figure E.17: Scatter plot of synthetic astaxanthin coating using PC2 and PC4 from a PCA on whole image samples using the SuperK, $n = 70$.

Figure E.18: PLSR calibration using LOOCV RSS, using the calibration data set of VideometerLab and SuperK respectively, $n_c = 49$, $n = 70$. Minimum of RSS with the least number of components within two SD was found at 3 components for VideometerLab, and at 7 components for SuperK. The first 20 components are shown for SuperK.
Figure E.19: PLSR prediction of synthetic astaxanthin coating using LOOCV on image samples from the VideometerLab, $n = 70$ and using 3 components.

Figure E.20: PLSR prediction of synthetic astaxanthin coating using LOOCV on image samples from the SuperK, $n = 70$ and using 7 components.
Figure E.21: EN prediction of synthetic astaxanthin coating using LOOCV on image samples from the VideometerLab, $n = 70$ and using 8 non-zero coefficients.

Figure E.22: EN prediction of synthetic astaxanthin coating using LOOCV on image samples from the SuperK, $n = 70$ and using 19 non-zero coefficients.
Figure E.23: RPD for different numbers of PLSR components. Using the calibration and validation data set of VideometerLab and SuperK respectively, $n = 70$. The first 30 components are shown for SuperK.

Figure E.24: PLSR components for the prediction of synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration level using LOOCV on image samples from the Videometer-Lab, $n_c = 49$, $n = 70$. Calculated on the calibration set, showing the 3 PLSR components.
Figure E.25: PLSR components for the prediction of synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration level using LOOCV on image samples from the SuperK, $n_c = 49$, $n = 70$. Calculated on the calibration set, here showing the first 5 of the total 7 PLSR components.

Figure E.26: The iPLS regression calibration using LOOCV on SuperK images illustrating the error (RMSECV) of 20 different regions in the spectrum, $n_c = 49$, $n = 70$. The optimal number of PLSR components chosen for each interval is shown in italics.
Figure E.27: The coefficients in $\beta_{en}$ from the prediction model of synthetic astaxanthin coating using EN regression with LOOCV on image samples from the VideometerLab, $n = 70$ and using 8 non-zero coefficients.

Figure E.28: Projected VideometerLab images using the PLSR model, visualised using the jet colour map where 0 ppm astaxanthin is blue, and 100 ppm astaxanthin is shown as red. The images are taken from the validation set, cropped, clamped and masked. The pellets with different levels of synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration, from left to right: 0, 3.125, 6.25, 12.5, 25, 50, 100 ppm.

Figure E.29: Projected SuperK images using the PLSR model, visualised using the jet colour map where 0 ppm astaxanthin is blue, and 100 ppm astaxanthin is shown as red. The images are taken from the validation set, cropped, clamped and masked. The pellets with different levels of synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration, from left to right: 0, 3.125, 6.25, 12.5, 25, 50, 100 ppm.
E.4 Discussion

Figure E.30: The coefficients in $\beta_{en}$ from the prediction model of synthetic astaxanthin coating using EN regression with LOOCV on image samples from the SuperK, $n = 70$ and using 19 non-zero coefficients.

The results from the multi-spectral VideometerLab and the hyper-spectral SuperK indicate that it is possible to predict synthetic astaxanthin coating on pellets.

The design has minimised the structure of the semi diffuse illumination used in the SuperK set-up so it visually becomes insignificant. It is evident that the presented technique using an Engineered Diffuser provides a sufficient trade-off between a smooth uniform illumination and high power transmission.

In addition, the SuperK system’s image acquisition reproducibility was investigated. The results presented in Figure E.5 show low variation above 470 nm.

In industry it is desired to know the astaxanthin coating level with an accuracy of roughly 1 ppm, which corresponds to a sensitivity of 1% of the pixel intensity for the present study. For this reason it was satisfactory that the reproducibility SD of the power stabilised SuperK images taken over long acquisition times (11 hours) proved to be below 1%, see Figure E.5.

For each image acquisition, the two systems examined different numbers of pellets due to the difference of field of view. However, this difference was not
significant since a large number of pellets were investigated in each image.

Previous studies of astaxanthin [3, 21, 156] found absorbance peaks of astaxanthin of around 450 – 505 nm and secondary peaks of around 500 – 600 nm for various solvents, as well as at 870 nm. This corresponds with the spectrometer results seen in Figure E.12.

To continue the data exploration we have presented the spectral difference of the different synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration levels, seen in Figures E.14 and E.15. For both modalities the largest discrimination between data was present in the ∼ 500 – 550 nm wavelength range. This is in good agreement with the difference in spectroscopy spectra, presented in Figure E.12, of fish oil with and without synthetic astaxanthin. Since astaxanthin is a pigment, it makes sense that the visual range of the spectrum is of importance in the results.

The two vision systems presented very similar characterisations of the samples. Spectral response from both systems shows a clear separation between concentration levels for the wavelengths of about 510 – 530 nm, and also along the entire spectrum. SuperK showed more distinction between the small concentration levels, which can be seen both in the difference spectra and the PCA plot, see Figures E.15 and E.17.

For concentration prediction, PLSR and EN models were trained on the data from each instrument and both systems were able to perform results suitable for industrial screening and quality inspection, as the high RPD values between 4 and 24 presented in Table E.3 indicate.

PLSR components 1 and 2 include a small amount of all spectral bands and these alone can explain a moderate part of the variance in the data corresponding to the reference values, see Figures E.24 and E.25. This could be interpreted such that the overall intensity in all spectral bands explains a part of the synthetic astaxanthin concentration level. However, this is not enough for quality control for the VideometerLab data with respect to RPD value, and just enough for quality control for the SuperK data, as can be seen in Figure E.23. This can be compared to the results in [37] where they found astaxanthin concentration in fish fillets to be strongly dependent on the overall pixel intensity in multispectral images, stated both for PC1 and PLSR component 1.

However, for astaxanthin in pellet coating it seems as if the concentration level has a more subtle dependency on pixel intensity, since the characteristics appear first in PC2, see Figures E.16 and E.17, and in PLSR component 2 and onwards, indicating that the concentration variance is a smaller portion of the data variance. This is common for variance of interest in image analysis [53]. In a previous study of astaxanthin coating, PC2 was also found to be of impor-
E.4 Discussion

The regression models show similar structures between VideometerLab and SuperK, both using PLS regression and EN regression. The PLS regression chose primarily two spectral regions for discriminating between the coating concentrations. The weight of the PLSR components and EN coefficients corresponds well with the variance seen in the spectral difference of the different astaxanthin levels shown in Figures E.14 and E.15. The weight of the PLSR coefficients also corresponds well with the primary absorbance peaks found of around 450 – 505 nm in previous studies of astaxanthin, and both PLSR and EN coefficients correspond well with the secondary absorption peaks of around 500 – 600 nm and 870 nm. This also corresponds to the spectroscopy results in Figure E.12.

Since the PLSR component weights are somewhat clustered to the above-mentioned regions, it makes sense to use these regions for making optical filters for an industrial inspection system. The weights of the EN coefficients are clustered in two main parts with opposite signs in the visual range for both modalities, which suggests that the prediction in future could be made using two optical filters. Optical filters can make the equipment cheaper and faster for industrial quality inspection of astaxanthin. The optimum design of such filters can be estimated by using sparse methods such as EN or filter-focused methods [76, 90, 102].

For the EN results it can be seen that the RPD increases with the number of coefficients. While more coefficients in some cases can increase the result, it also enables EN to select different clusters of correlated variables.

To directly compare the performance of the two vision systems, the overlapping 16 bands from the two were used for prediction and the results are presented in Table E.3. The VideometerLab data show a prediction error of 13 ppm, while the SuperK have a prediction error of 4 ppm. This is too high for the industry and thus means that many spectral bands are important for a result with high accuracy for this particular prediction problem.

The SEP for the VideometerLab is about 5-8 ppm of synthetic astaxanthin.
concentration using PLSR and EN, and the SEP for SuperK with 3 PLSR components is about 3.7 ppm, which means that the error is larger than the smallest level of synthetic astaxanthin; 3.125 ppm. This means that the VideometerLab results are uncertain for this particular level; perhaps this is the limit of the used system. It can be noted that there is an overlap between the smallest astaxanthin concentration levels seen in the PCA plots in Figure E.16 and E.17.

Both PLSR and EN perform well for the prediction problem presented. However, the EN prediction model (coefficients) is more interpretable than the PLSR model (components); compare Figures E.24 and E.25 with Figures E.27 and E.30. While PLSR includes all spectral bands in several components in the prediction model, though weighted, EN selects just a few spectral bands which make the model easier to interpret and also makes it possible to use a low number of spectral bands.

For testing the generalisation of the PLSR prediction model, a validation scheme here called GFCV was used for leaving out one concentration level at a time for validation. This gives an indication on how the prediction behaves for unseen concentration levels. It is natural to expect a somewhat higher error in this case since the model has not been trained on all concentration levels. However, the generalisation result of GFCV is considered a more honest result than by using LOOCV. It is shown that the pooled prediction error of GFCV is much larger than the corresponding error of LOOCV for both systems, see Table E.4. The large difference in prediction error implies that the LOOCV scheme in combination with data with many variables compared to the number of samples, gives some over-fitting. This can also be assumed from the very optimistic results of both PLSR and EN for the SuperK data with 113 variables, compared to the VideometerLab’s 20 variables. The optimistic results by using LOOCV on all concentration levels are partly explained by the fact that the study contained only one production batch. It is clear that as the complexity of the reflection increases, the background may have very different contributions from different chemical compounds that all contribute in the surface reflection.

It is therefore concluded, that in order to make a robust and precise prediction model for synthetic astaxanthin coating concentration it is important to use all target concentration levels, and also that future work examines different production batches.

However, as mentioned previously, HPLC measurements of astaxanthin from fish feed pellets are less accurate than when measuring astaxanthin in oil. A clear difference could be seen in the two measurements of the pellets in Table E.2. Therefore, spectral imaging could be a good complement for screening of synthetic astaxanthin coating.
E.5 Conclusions

A new instrument for hyper-spectral imaging, the SuperK set-up, based on a spectral broad laser light source, was introduced together with a parallel study with the commercially available multi-spectral VideometerLab imaging system. We have shown that the new SuperK system can be used for chemical surface inspection using hyper-spectral image analysis.

The results show that it is possible to predict the synthetic astaxanthin concentration in the coating well enough for quality control using either multi- or hyper-spectral image analysis. Results also show that the SuperK set-up performs with higher accuracy than the VideometerLab for predicting the synthetic astaxanthin concentration in the pellets, while the VideometerLab performs well enough for quality control. The results were obtained by only measuring surface reflections, which in combination with the good results implies that the methods can be used in general for quality inspection of various coating substances using similar coating methods.

In addition, the higher spectral resolution of the SuperK system combined with sparse statistics for analysing the signals, made it possible to identify the most significant spectral regions for the particular detection of astaxanthin. This is of interest for a simple and robust commercial system.
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Abstract

The goal of this study was to investigate if it is possible to differentiate between rainbow trout (*Oncorhynchus mykiss*) having been fed with natural or synthetic astaxanthin. Three different techniques were used for visual inspection of the surface colour of the fish meat: multi-spectral image capturing, tricolour CIELAB measurement, and manual SalmoFan inspection. Furthermore it was tested whether the best predictions come from measurements of the steak or the fillet of the fish. Methods used for classification were linear discriminant analysis (LDA), quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA), and sparse linear discriminant analysis (SLDA).

F.1 Introduction

The colour of salmonid fish is one of the most important quality parameters for customers [57, 108, 127]. Consumers associate increased level of red in salmonid fishes with superior quality, and colour is the first quality parameter inspected by the customer [5]. Therefore, it is of outermost importance for the industry to understand the effect of breed conditions and processing on the colour development in salmonid fish fillets.

Astaxanthin has a high antioxidant activity, is essential for reproduction, growth and survival, and important for the development of colour in salmonid fish [128]. The primary use of astaxanthin within aquaculture is as a feed additive to ensure that farmed salmon and trout have similar appearance to their wild counterparts [138]. For this purpose, fish feed pellets are coated with fish oil with added astaxanthin in order for the fish to get the red meat pigmentation. Synthetic astaxanthin is more easily available and costs slightly less than natural astaxanthin and is therefore used more often in the industry. However, there is a demand for natural astaxanthin for the organic salmonid fish market where natural astaxanthin is mandatory.

Several studies has investigated how different processing conditions influences the colour in the fillets [42, 77, 151, 152]. Some studies investigating the effect of astaxanthin source (natural versus synthetic) on astaxanthin concentration in the muscle and physical performance criteria such as growth [15, 146], and to distinguish between natural and synthetic astaxanthin chemically in fish [139] can be found, whereas literature about the effect of astaxanthin source on meat colour to our knowledge is almost non existing.
The aim of this study was to investigate if natural and synthetic astaxanthin give different fish meat colour. The goal was to be able to differentiate between fish having been fed with natural and synthetic astaxanthin by using machine vision techniques. This is important since the organic salmonid fish market has to use natural astaxanthin in the feed. Furthermore, it was tested whether the best predictions were obtained from vision analysis of the steak or the fillet of the fish.

The colour of salmonid fish fillets has previously been inspected by several methods such as tricolour measurements [27, 151, 152], spectroscopy [17, 47, 109, 148] and visible imaging [64, 99, 151, 152]. Recently, Dissing et al. (2011) [37] predicted natural astaxanthin concentration level in salmonid fish fillets by multispectral images.

The fish colour in this study was measured using three different systems: multispectral imaging, CIELAB point measure, and SalmonFan visual judgement.

F.2 Materials and Methods

F.2.1 Fish

A total of 45 rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) were used in the study. The fish were bred in indoor tanks holding 15°C Celsius and fed with EcoLife Pearl 4.5 mm fish feed pellets (BioMar A/S, Brande, Denmark). The fish were segregated into three holding tanks, with 15 fish in each tank, for the feeding trial:

- Control: Fish fed with feed using no additional astaxanthin.
- Natural: Fish fed with feed coated with 25 ppm of natural astaxanthin.
- Synthetic: Fish fed with feed coated with 25 ppm of synthetic astaxanthin.

Each fish was uniquely marked by a micro chip. This gave the opportunity to relate all information on individual level. All fish up to the experiment was fed with non pigmented feed.

Diets were prepared exclusively for this study by a commercial feed company (BioMar A/S, Brande, Denmark). The basic pellet, EcoLife Pearl, was used in all diets. All pellets were coated with fish oil containing either 25 ppm
synthetic astaxanthin (BASF SE, Germany), 25 ppm natural astaxanthin [103], or no astaxanthin added (control). The fish oil used all originated from the same batch.

When slaughtered, all 45 fish were weighed and the fork length measured. Each fish was cleaned and de-headed before cut into both a steak and fillet, see Figures F.1, F.2, and F.3. Two biopsies, left and right, were done for each steak, see Figures F.3, and F.4.

After cutting, the samples were placed in plastic petri dishes (90 mm diameter) and stored on ice in Styrofoam boxes. After 30 minutes of storage the samples were measured first by multi-spectral image analysis, then Minolta measurements were conducted before evaluation with the SalmoFan Lineal. Finally, each sample was minced and subsequently frozen at $-40^\circ$ C. After 14 days of storage the astaxanthin concentration was determined by chemical determination.

![Figure F.1: Overview of where the rainbow trout is cut for steak and fillet.](image)

**F.2.2 Methods**

**F.2.2.1 Chemical determination of astaxanthin content**

Astaxanthin of the minced fillets or biopsies was determined in duplicate from the lipid extracts of the fish meat using an Agilent 1100 series high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA), equipped with a UV diode array detector. The fillet or biopsy sample was minced, and 10 g in duplicates was used for extraction using chloroform and methanol according
Figure F.2: Example of a rainbow trout fillet.

Figure F.3: Example of a rainbow trout steak, with the places for the biopsies marked by blue circles.

Figure F.4: Example of left and right biopsies from the steak in Figure F.3.
Figure F.5: SalmoFan Lineal with pigmentation gradient from 20 to 34.

to the modified protocol of Bligh and Dyer [16]. A fraction of the lipid extract was evaporated under nitrogen and re-dissolved in 2mL of \( n \)-heptane before injection. The astaxanthin content was determined after injection of an aliquot (50 \( \mu \)L) of the \( n \)-heptane fraction onto a LiChrosorb Si60-5 column (100 mm \( \times \) 3 mm, 5 \( \mu \)m) equipped with a Chromsep Silica (S2) guard column (10 mm \( \times \) 2 mm; Chrompack, Middelburg, The Netherlands) and eluted with a flow of 1.3 mL/min using \( n \)-heptane/acetone (86:14, v/v) and detection at 470 nm. Concentrations of astaxanthin were calculated using authentic standards from Dr. Ehrenstorfer GmbH (Augsburg, Germany).

F.2.2.2 SalmoFan

A SalmoFan Lineal (DSM Nutritional Products Ltd, Basel, Switzerland) pigmentation chart was used for manual inspection by three people individually. The SalmoFan has a colour gradient scale numbered 20 to 34, see Figure F.5. The SalmoFan Lineal was visually compared to the fish meat and the closest match in colour intensity was decided manually. The SalmoFan Lineal is commonly used for colour quality inspection in the salmonid fish industry.

F.2.2.3 Tricolour Device

Tricolour point measurements were furnished using a hand-held Minolta Chroma Meter II-CR200 (Minolta Co. Ltd, Japan). The Minolta colorimeter provides controlled illumination of the sample and is commonly used for measuring the average colour of a food sample area. CIELAB values from the Chroma Meter’s surface reflection measurements were used.

The CIELAB (\( L^* \), \( a^* \), \( b^* \)) colour space is perceptually uniform and specified by the International Commission on Illumination (CIE). \( L^* \) closely matches the lightness perceived by human vision, while \( a^* \) represents red and green, and \( b^* \) represents yellow and blue.

The CIE \( L^* \), \( a^* \), \( b^* \) values were determined at two locations on the fillet sample (see Figure F.11) and in the centre of each biopsy.
F.2.2.4 Spectral Imaging

The equipment used for image acquisition is a camera and lighting system called VideometerLab (Videometer A/S, Hørsholm, Denmark) which supports a multi-spectral resolution of 20 wavelengths. These are distributed over the ultra-violet A (UVA), visible and first near infra-red (NIR) region: 385, 430, 450, 470, 505, 565, 590, 630, 645, 660, 700, 850, 870, 890, 910, 920, 940, 950, 970, 1050 nm.

This system uses a Point Grey Scorpion SCOR-20SOM grey-scale camera and the objects of interest are placed inside an integrating sphere (Ulbricht sphere) with uniform diffuse lighting from light sources placed around the rim of the sphere. All light sources are light emitting diodes (LED) except for 1050 nm which is a diffused laser diode.

The curvature of the sphere and its white matte coating ensures a uniform diffuse light so that specular effects are avoided and likewise minimising the amount of shadows. The device is calibrated radiometrically with a following light and exposure calibration. The system is also geometrically calibrated to ensure pixel correspondence for all spectral bands [48].

The image resolution is 1280 × 960 pixels. Each file contains 20 images, one for each spectral band. In this situation one pixel represents approximately 0.072 × 0.072 millimetres. The Scorpion camera has a 12 bit analogue to digital converter (ADC), and the system used 8 bit data output from the camera. The correction for calibration gives reflectance intensity output of 32 bit precision.

The performance of the VideometerLab has previously been validated for similar surface chemistry applications [30, 31, 32, 37, 39, 40, 56, 62, 87, 89, 90].

F.2.3 Data Acquisition

The fish fillets and biopsies were placed in petri dishes (plastic, diameter of 9 cm) and thereafter inspected using the VideometerLab, the Minolta Chroma Meter (CIELAB), and the SalmoFan Lineal. In total 45 fillet measurements were captured. For the steak, 45 CIELAB and SalmoFan Lineal measurements were performed. Moreover, for the steak biopsies (left and right) 45 multi-spectral images were captured. The measurement order of all samples was randomised for all measurement systems used in this study.

Standard red-green-blue (sRGB) colour image representations of the VideometerLab images for this paper were done by multi-spectral colour-mapping
F.2 Materials and Methods

using penalised least square regression described in Dissing et al. (2010) [36].

F.2.4 Data Analysis

F.2.4.1 Pre-processing

Each multi-spectral image was normalised using standard normal variate (SNV) for each pixel. This means that the mean was subtracted from every pixel, and divided by the standard deviation of the pixel values [117]. This pre-processing was done in order to reduce the effect of difference in astaxanthin concentration levels between the three different groups since the scope of the study is to investigate if there is a colour difference between fish natural versus synthetic astaxanthin.

The region of interest (ROI) in each fillet image was segmented using the first factor of the maximum autocorrelation factor (MAF) method [135]. The images of the biopsies were segmented manually.

After SNV the mean value of all pixels in the regions of interest was used as samples, resulting in 45 samples. The mean of left and right biopsy was used. Furthermore, nine different percentiles (1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90, 95, 99) were calculated of the SNV normalised pixels from the VideometerLab images, resulting in a total of 180 variables. With 45 samples and 180 variables this results in an ill-posed problem.

F.2.4.2 Model Selection and Validation

For validation and parameter calibration of the statistical models the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) method was used, were each sample is used as validation once. For LOOCV the error rate is almost unbiased for the true (expected) prediction error, but could have high variance since the training sets are so similar to each other [63].

Because of the low number of samples in the study the bootstrap re-sampling method was used for validation in some cases. In this way it was tested how the prediction generalises for different subsets of samples.

A training set of 30 samples and test set of 15 samples were defined, randomly selected so that the training set has 10 samples from each group, and the test
set has 5 samples from each group. When not using LOOCV or bootstrap, the statistical models were assessed using this test and training set. The samples in the training and test sets are shown in Tables F.1 and F.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table F.1: Training set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table F.2: Test set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F.2.4.3 Discriminant Analysis

Statistical discriminant analysis was made in order to separate fish fed with added natural astaxanthin from synthetic astaxanthin. Methods used were linear discriminant analysis (LDA), quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) [43], and sparse linear discriminant analysis (SLDA) [28].

SLDA was used to regularise the ill-posed problem and select the most important variables for discriminating between the groups. SLDA is using the elastic net (EN) for variable selection [160]. The EN tends to select variables that are correlated with each other. EN needs two calibration parameters: the $\lambda_1$ steers the $L_1$ norm for determining the number of non-zero components, and $\lambda_2$ controls the $L_2$ (Euclidean) norm for the regularisation. The two model parameters, the number of selected variables and $\lambda_2$, were chosen using LOOCV.
on 10 samples from each group, and the chosen model was then validated on 5 samples from each group.

The $\lambda_1$ parameter is steering the selection of variables and was calculated so that the number of selected variables was varied from 1 to 10. The $\lambda_2$ parameter was varied with 12 logarithmic steps from $10^{-7}$ to 10. The data were normalised for each calculation of the SLDA. If more than one combination of number of selected variables and $\lambda_2$ was found to give the best calibration result, then the lowest number of selected variables and the highest value of $\lambda_2$ was used, giving the least complex model.

Since the number of samples is relatively small, this procedure was then wrapped in a bootstrap of 50 iterations in order to see how stable the model was. For comparing purposes the same randomised indices for calibration and validation sets used in the bootstrap were the same for both fillet and biopsy. In this way the same fish were used for calibration and validation sets for both fillet and biopsy.

The SLDA algorithm calculates sparse discriminant components that give the best classification of the groups. The number of components is one less than the number of groups. These components are linear combinations of the selected variables.

Further more, another method for evaluating spectral bands was done by performing LDA classification on band combinations (subsets). One band at a time was tested, along with all exclusive combinations of up to six bands in an extensive test for the lowest classification error. LOOCV was used for model selection.

In order to compare LDA with subsets and SLDA we used Wilk’s $\Lambda$ which in principle consists of the ratio of the within group variation ($W$) and the total variation ($T$), i.e. the within group plus the between group variation, see Equation F.1. A value of Wilk’s $\Lambda$ which is close to zero indicates that the groups are well separated. The band combination with the lowest value of Wilk’s $\Lambda$ was chosen.

$$\Lambda = \frac{\det(W)}{\det(T)}.$$ (F.1)

Hotelling’s $T^2$ test was used in order to see if the two group means of natural and synthetic astaxanthin were significantly different [66].
All image analyses and statistics were carried out using Matlab 7.9 (The Math-works Inc., Natick, MA, USA).

F.3 Results

The experimental results are presented in this section, divided into three parts. Firstly, an overview of the experiment is presented. Secondly, the classification of astaxanthin type using tricolour measurement and SalmoFan inspection is reported. Thirdly, the classification of astaxanthin type using spectral imaging is shown.

F.3.1 Experiment Overview

The fish were weighed in the beginning and end of the feeding time period, the increase in weight can be seen in Figure F.6. This shows that some fish ate much of the feed and some fish did not eat much, which also would relate to the amount of astaxanthin they have assimilated.

In the end of the experiment, after 14 days of frozen storage, the chemical content of astaxanthin was determined using HPLC analysis, see Figure F.7. It can be seen that the average astaxanthin content is different between the three groups. Especially between the natural and synthetic astaxanthin group there is a large difference in average astaxanthin concentration. Here we can confirm the large variation of astaxanthin content between the fish as implied by the weight differences.

F.3.2 Tricolour and SalmoFan

The fish meat was analysed using a CIELAB detector, which was compared with using an ordinary SalmoFan sensor panel.

The CIELAB values can be seen in scatter plots in Figure F.8. It shows that $a^*$ and $b^*$ show a structure for the three groups, while the groups does not seem to be separated with regards to $L^*$ values. This means that the colour information is more important than the lightness with respect to separating natural and synthetic astaxanthin.
Figure F.6: The increase of weight of the fish during the experiment.

Figure F.7: The astaxanthin concentration in ppm in the fillet, as well as right and left biopsy, measured by HPLC.
Mean results from the SalmoFan sensor panel can be seen in Figure F.8 where a clear grouping of the three groups can be seen, especially for the biopsy measurements.

![Figure F.8: The SalmoFan Lineal mean values for biopsy and fillet.](image)

Classification of the three groups was done using LDA and QDA. Because of the relatively few samples the classification was repeated by doing a bootstrap with randomly chosen sets for 100 iterations and calculating the mean of the classifications.

The reflection spectra of the SalmoFan individual pigmentation levels was analysed using the VideometerLab and the result can be seen in Figure F.10.

The control group is classified by 92-99% by QDA. For LDA this group is classified by 99-100% for the SalmoFan data, and 96% for CIELAB.

For CIELAB the classification of natural and synthetic astaxanthin is in the range of 63-76%, while for the SalmoFan the corresponding classification is 38-82%.

Both LDA and QDA show generally better results for synthetic compared to natural astaxanthin classification for the SalmoFan data. The same tendency is not clearly seen for CIELAB values.

It shows that the classifications for steak are somewhat better than those for fillet on the CIELAB data.
Overall QDA showed about the same or better results than the LDA, therefore the QDA results are here presented and can be seen in Table F.3.

To see if the length and weight influence the result we did the same bootstrap but on the residuals from a regression on length and weight. The results were similar to the ordinary bootstrap results but showed improvement for natural astaxanthin for the SalmoFan data, mostly on fillet but also for steak. For the CIELAB values QDA improved on the synthetic astaxanthin with this method, see Table F.4 for the QDA results.

To see if the length, weight and astaxanthin concentration influence the result we did the same bootstrap but on the residuals from a regression on length, weight and astaxanthin concentration. The results were all (about twice as) worse than the ordinary bootstrap results (results not shown).

To see if the astaxanthin concentration alone influences the result we did the same bootstrap but on the residuals from a regression on the astaxanthin concentration. The results were all (about twice as) worse than the ordinary bootstrap results (results not shown).
(a) Confusion matrix for CIELAB steak on a 100 QDA classification bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>0.7220</td>
<td>0.2080</td>
<td>0.0700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>0.2540</td>
<td>0.7440</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.0580</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
<td>0.9280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Confusion matrix for CIELAB fillet on a 100 QDA classification bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>0.6520</td>
<td>0.2780</td>
<td>0.0700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>0.3140</td>
<td>0.6860</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.0420</td>
<td>0.0300</td>
<td>0.9280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Confusion matrix for SalmoFan steak on a 100 QDA classification bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>0.4680</td>
<td>0.2240</td>
<td>0.3080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>0.2180</td>
<td>0.7820</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.0360</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Confusion matrix for SalmoFan fillet on a 100 QDA classification bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>0.4820</td>
<td>0.3400</td>
<td>0.1780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>0.1840</td>
<td>0.8160</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.0520</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table F.3: Confusion matrices for QDA.
(a) Confusion matrix for CIELAB steak residual on a 100 QDA classification bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>0.7260</td>
<td>0.1280</td>
<td>0.1460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>0.1880</td>
<td>0.8060</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.1000</td>
<td>0.0280</td>
<td>0.8720</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Confusion matrix for CIELAB fillet residual on a 100 QDA classification bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>0.6720</td>
<td>0.2340</td>
<td>0.0940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>0.2580</td>
<td>0.7400</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.0720</td>
<td>0.0420</td>
<td>0.8860</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Confusion matrix for SalmoFan steak residual on a 100 QDA classification bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>0.5620</td>
<td>0.2040</td>
<td>0.2340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>0.2180</td>
<td>0.7740</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.1080</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9340</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Confusion matrix for SalmoFan fillet residual on a 100 QDA classification bootstrap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>0.6420</td>
<td>0.2020</td>
<td>0.1560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>0.1160</td>
<td>0.8840</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.0740</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table F.4: Confusion matrices for QDA.
F.3.3 Spectral Imaging

Multi-spectral images of trout fish meat were captured using the VideometerLab and segmented using CDA. An example of a segmented fillet image with the ROI visualised can be seen in Figure F.11, and examples of the three different groups can be seen in Figure F.12. All fish fillets can be seen in Figure F.13, illustrating the group variation. The pixels in the ROI in each image were normalised using SNV and two different feature sets were extracted: mean spectra, and nine percentiles. The features were analysed using LDA, QDA, and SLDA in order to discriminate between fish meat from fish fed with synthetic astaxanthin, natural astaxanthin and no astaxanthin.

The mean sample spectra show a separation between the groups between 450 and 500 nm, see Figure F.14. However, the separation is more distinct for the control group than between natural and synthetic astaxanthin.

Classification between all three groups of fish fillets and steak biopsies using LDA on the mean spectra shows that the control group is always correctly classified, both for fillet and biopsy, and both when using the train and test set as when using LOOCV, see Tables F.5, F.6 and F.7. We therefore focus on the results and optimal variables used in order to classify between natural and synthetic astaxanthin.

Hotelling’s $T^2$ test for separate means done on the mean spectra showed that
Figure F.11: Trout fillet image example. An sRGB representation of the multi-spectral VideometerLab image, with the segmented ROI visualised with a white outline.

Figure F.12: Trout fillet images of the three different groups: Fish fed with feed using natural astaxanthin (left), synthetic astaxanthin (middle), and no additional astaxanthin (right). Here showing cropped sRGB representations of the multi-spectral VideometerLab images.
Figure F.13: All trout fillets. Top row, sample 1-15: Fish fed with feed using natural astaxanthin. Middle row, sample 16-30: Fish fed with synthetic astaxanthin. Bottom row, sample 31-45: Fish fed with no additional astaxanthin (control group). Here showing cropped sRGB representations of the multi-spectral VideometerLab images.

Figure F.14: Mean spectra of 45 multi-spectral images of trout biopsy, with ±1 sample standard deviation for each spectral band.
natural and synthetic astaxanthin is not separated with good significance level. For the biopsy spectral data \( p = 0.25 \) and for fillet the two groups were not significantly different. However, according to Wilk’s Λ the two groups should be better separated for the fillet images than for the biopsy images, as can be seen in Table F.8.

Table F.5: Confusion matrix for LDA classification of all three groups using mean spectra of fillet images. Validated on the test set with 5 samples in each group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table F.6: Confusion matrix for LDA classification of all three groups using mean spectra of biopsy images. Validated on the test set with 5 samples in each group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Natural</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table F.7: Classification between synthetic astaxanthin, natural astaxanthin and control group, using LDA on the mean spectra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>LDA CV error</th>
<th>LDA Test error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fillet</td>
<td>0.2667</td>
<td>0.3333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biopsy</td>
<td>0.3111</td>
<td>0.3333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classification of natural and synthetic astaxanthin using LDA on mean spectra of fillet and steak biopsy show poor results with an error larger than 50%. However, SLDA on percentiles and LDA using a subset of 6 mean spectral bands show promising results. For SLDA using percentiles, the classification is between 70% and 82%, and for LDA using 6 mean spectral bands gives 90% correct classification on fillet, and 80% on steak biopsy. Wilk’s Λ show that natural and synthetic astaxanthin is better separated in the fillet images than the
Table F.8: Classification between synthetic and natural astaxanthin, using LDA and SLDA on the mean spectra of fillet and biopsy respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>LDA CV error</th>
<th>SLDA Val. error</th>
<th>SLDA Val. min.</th>
<th>SLDA Val. std.</th>
<th>LDA 6 bands Val. error</th>
<th>Wilk’s Λ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fillet</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>0.2440</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1232</td>
<td>0.1000</td>
<td>0.7718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biopsy</td>
<td>0.5333</td>
<td>0.3000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1512</td>
<td>0.2000</td>
<td>0.8333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table F.9: Classification between synthetic and natural astaxanthin, using SLDA on the percentile features. Ordinary LDA is not possible on ill-posed problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>LDA CV error</th>
<th>SLDA Val. error</th>
<th>SLDA Val. min.</th>
<th>SLDA Val. std.</th>
<th>LDA 6 bands Val. error</th>
<th>Wilk’s Λ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fillet</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.2160</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1376</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.7839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biopsy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.2540</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1487</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.8375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table F.10: Top 5 variables selected by SLDA for classification between synthetic and natural astaxanthin using the mean spectra. Frequency (Freq.) is the number of times that feature was selected in the 50 iteration bootstrap, a kind of variable importance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fillet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biopsy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table F.11: Top 5 variables selected by SLDA for classification between synthetic and natural astaxanthin using the percentile features. Frequency (Freq.) is the number of times that feature was selected in the 50 iteration bootstrap, a kind of variable importance. Chosen band wavelength in nanometre and the percentile of that band.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>Percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fillet</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biopsy</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
steak biopsy images, irrespective of mean spectra or percentiles. Classification between synthetic and natural astaxanthin, using LDA and SLDA on the mean spectra can be seen in Table F.8, and the results for using SLDA on the spectra percentiles can be seen in Table F.9.

The results show that it is possible to classify the type of astaxanthin that has been fed to the trout, and the best results for classification between synthetic and natural astaxanthin is achieved by SLDA on percentiles and LDA using a subset of 6 bands. It seems as fillet is better than biopsy for classifying between synthetic and natural astaxanthin.

The wavelength most often chosen in the bootstrap generally for all tests is the UVA band 385 nm. For fillet the band of 700 nm is also highly important. The most often selected variables in the form of mean of spectral bands are shown in Table F.10. The most often selected variables in the form of percentiles of spectral bands can be seen in Table F.11.

To summarise, the results show that the control group, which was not fed with astaxanthin, is quite easy to separate from the two astaxanthin groups, while it is more difficult to separate the natural and synthetic groups, as can be seen in Figure F.15.

**F.4 Discussion**

Previous studies of astaxanthin [3, 21, 156] found distinguished absorbance peaks of astaxanthin around 450 – 505 nm and secondary peaks around 500 – 600 nm for various solvents, as well as around 870 nm. The lowest maximum found in petroleum ether (467-470 nm) and highest in carbon disulphide (502-505 nm). However, the spectral response of astaxanthin in fish meat is different from that of astaxanthin in oil due to how the astaxanthin is bind in the flesh. This means that the prediction model of astaxanthin in fish meat would be different from the prediction model for astaxanthin solved in oil.

In Dissing et al. (2011) [37] the concentration level of natural astaxanthin in fish fillet was highly correlated with the largest independent variance component in the multi-spectral image data. This means that the astaxanthin concentration is highly dependent on the overall image intensity.

With relatively few samples and large variation within the groups with regards to astaxanthin content this classification is challenging. Normalisation using SNV on each pixel was used in order to reduce the effect of different concen-
Figure F.15: The biopsy of salmonid fish fed with natural astaxanthin, synthetic astaxanthin, and no astaxanthin (control group). The samples are plotted using the two sparse discriminant components from SLDA, and estimated normal distribution contours are visualised for each group.
tration level between the groups. However, it is hard to reduce the difference completely. We cannot exclude the cause of concentration level completely in the results. An apparent overlap of synthetic and natural astaxanthin groups can be seen in the presented scatter plots (see e.g. Figure F.15), and it is possible that the classification is distinguishing the groups dependent on concentration level. However, when compensating for the concentration difference by using regression residuals in the classification the results were still not improved.

Furthermore, it has previously been shown that measuring the surface colour of a non-homogeneous object, such as meat, using a colorimeter such as the Minolta Chroma Meter usually gives erroneous colour results [55, 151]. Often a grey or purplish colour is reported, which is due to the light penetrating the sample and scattering inside the object, by the light coming from the colorimeter’s illumination being close to the surface [55]. Colorimeters also only samples specific points on the surface. In comparison, imaging techniques usually have diffuse illumination and gives a more clear surface colour as a result. Imaging techniques therefore has the advantage for monitoring the entire surface of a non-uniform food sample capturing both shape and colour, including surface variations and producing a permanent picture reference.

F.5 Conclusions

The results show that it is easy to separate natural and synthetic astaxanthin from the control group using multi-spectral image analysis, tricolour analysis and SalmoFan analysis. However, it seems to be a more challenging task to separate natural astaxanthin and synthetic astaxanthin. Natural and synthetic astaxanthin show an overlap in spectral reflection, tricolour values, and SalmoFan values.

Using tricolour CIELAB measurements it shows that the classification of natural and synthetic astaxanthin is slightly better using the steak than the fillet.

For discriminating between fish fed with natural and synthetic astaxanthin the CIELAB measurements show better performance than the SalmoFan values.

Using spectral imaging, the results show that fillet is better than steak for classifying between synthetic and natural astaxanthin.
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